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ABSTRACT
FoIlowing the 1918 armistice, the world settled into a precarious peace. France
sought security tiom future German aggression, while the United States sought the
repayrnent of war debts and European economic stability. Suspicions, hard feeling, and
misunderstandings ag_mvated already war-weary nations, resulting in innumerable
misconceptions. Marty books have been wrinen regarding the political and social climates of
the penod between 1918 and 1924. However, the relationship between these countries on a

popular levei has largely been igored. To address this histoncal Sap, this thesis examines
the images of France that appeared in American newspapers fiom the end of Worid War One

to the 1924 Dawes Plan, focussing on perceptions of French society, culture, and politics.
The popular Punericm opinions at the time reflect rnuch arnbiçuity-France

was both saint

and harlot, loved and hated, inviting and repulsive. This ambiguity was refl ected in

Amencan foreign policy, which was neithtr smct nor lax with the French governrnent. The

link between the press, public opinion, and foreign policy is tenuous at best, and is discussed
in the conciusion.
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As the war clouds that had hovered over Europe for four years finaily began to

lift in 1918, the world was left with an uneasy peace. Victorious nations looked upon
the darnage they nad incurred and sought compensation or retribution. Defeated ones
searched for ways to appease their conquerors without losing more gound, either
fi,patively or literally. The reprieve fiom war, as Jean-Paul Sartre called it, was in
fact fi-aught with tension.' Ail involved countries moumed their losses and hoped
desperately for extended political calm, wtiicti seerned unlikely. The tumultuous
interwar period,' as it has corne to be known, was characterized by suspicion, mxiety,
and grief.

This suspicion was aggravated by long-standing false perceptions and
misunderstandings. both on a popular level and a diplornatic one. Nations allied
against cornmon enemies in wartime couId generaily @ore their own dissimilarities;
not so easily done when those dissirnilarities imtated the peace process. Suppressed
hard feelings between former. parmers surfaced soon after the armistice, particularly
over the penalizing of Germany in the Treaty of Versailles. Great Britain and
.berica hesitated to support the French tendency toward retribution, for the suength
of their prewar economies had relied on a strong Gemany. France, on the other hand,
had suffered terrible Iosses fiom various conflicts with Germany, not just the Great
War but also the Franco-Pnissian War (1870-L871), and thus felt that only a
permanently hobbled neighbour would assure her security. The public of both nations
interpretea the orher riirough a cornpiex
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Americans viewed the French as fnvolous, compt, and decadent, the French soon
came to see the Americans in France as brawling drunkards and womanizers, and
Americans at home as moralistic hypocrites. Such divergence in opinion was repeated
in, editorialised on, and discussed by newspapers around the world, though none more
so than in the United States, where debates raged over al1 aspects of the troubled
peace.

Simiiarly, in today's bistoric scholmhip, the early intmar penod is one of the
most written about, discussed, and evaluated eras of western history. Among scholars
and laymen alike, disagreements over the lead-up to World War Two seem endless:

the European recovery fiom the devastation of the Great War, the implication of the
Ailies in Hitler's nse to power, the foreign relations of various countries involved, the
results of the Treaty of Versailles, and the ineffectiveness of reparation payments.
Little work has been done, however, on popular American opinion of France fiom

1915 to 1924, and none has relied upon conternporary newspapers to investigate those
apinions.
The objective of the present study is to explore popular American perceptions of
post-war Fmce. Specifically, hotv did the Arnerican newspaper press portray France
during the early inter-war period, fkorn 1918 to 1924? These dates represent a period
of fluctuation in relations between the two countries, covenng the transition fiom
their de facto alliance, to th? post-1919 dip in mutual popularity, to the beginning of
improved relations with the completion of the Dawes Plan on reparations in 1924.

The images in the American press fiom the same era, therefore, are accordingly
Sxed. 1:
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jm&~n gispapers were entirely

ambigtous toward France, pomying that nation as both a saint and a harlot. As a

result, the newspaper-reading public was exposed to these disparate images, images
which depended on the policy of the newspaper owners. AIthough it is impossible to

know what readers believed, or indeed, what sections of the newspapers they actually
read, some assumptions can be made and will be discussed at more length in the

pages to follow. It is of importance to remember that this is a look into conternporary
perspectives of France, rather than realities. As readers, we bave aiways been

influenced by media authoriues, and that was especially tue of the nétvspaper
readership in the post-war penod. The radio had yet to becorne a household item, and
tdevisions were not yet bented, making written media the most important news
source.

TU attain the objective set out here-that
presented to the pubhc of the United States-a

is, to examine how France was

series of related investigations will be

made into the chamter of the American press worid: the degree of hannony and

dissonance in French and United States policy; the people responsible for the printed
press in the United Staces; the interplay of positive and negative press images of
Fmce; and finally the diffrcult field of appraising the possible impact this mixed

imagery had on public and official opinion. The print media then, as now, helped

form public opinion and both determined and mirrored popular concerns. The thesis
wilI conciude with a briefdiscussion of the repercussions that press images may have

had on Amencan policy toward France, arguing that the ambiguity found in the
netvspapers was reîlected not o d y in public opinion but dso in Arnerican politics.
Chapter One is a discussion of the Franco-hmerican relationship, fiom the tum
nf rhi wenbdh c o t u r y

to the

Peace Conference. and emphises American reading

of France and her peopir. Franco-Arnerican relations between 1918 and 1924 are then

explored in more detail, emphasising the mixed nature of those relations: they were at
once cooperative and accornmodating, combative and resentful. Chapter Two follows
with an in-depth look into the nature of the contemporay American press world using

the New York Times, the Chicago Daily Tribune, and the San Francisco Eraminer, the
primary sources for this thesis, as examples. Their publishers, editors and journalists,
and their various approaches to France, are examined and evaluated. Then, Chapter
Three describes France the Saint: the positive images of France, specificaiiy, how the
newspapers treated her people, her culture, and her politics fiom 1918 to 1924.
Chapter Four discusses France the Harlot: the negative images of the same three
cornponents. The conclusion begins with a brief look at images 6om 1924, and the
contrasting images of France will be reconciled as much as is possible. FinaHy,
theories about the tenuous relationship between press opinion, public opinion, and
official opinion will be presented as they relate to this thesis.

METHODOLOGY
Using three prominent newspapers tom 1918 to 1924, this thesis examines the
ebb and flow of France's politicaI and cultunl populacity in knerica. The dailies
scrutinized are the LVOV York Times, the Chicago Tribrine, and the San Francisco
Examiner, selected for their signïficant cùculations, their regional iocations, and their
divergng business styles and politics. The Times, for example, was circularing
323,000 dailies by 1921.' William Randolph Heant, o m e r of the San Francisco
Eraminer and an impressive syndicate, oversaw a circulation of 5,100,000 dailies and
x,%n!J,!jQC StwUy p u k l i c & ~hy
~ thpl ! 9 1 k 4 Ry World War Twol the Chicago

Tribune's cùculation was well over one million.' Further, they represent the eastem,

mid-west and western parts of America and as such provide a useful range of style
(liberal versus sensationalistic or arch-conservative) whiie informing on the different
politicai atmospheres across the country. The New York Times, of course, by viaue of
its sheer quality, occupied a unique statu, especiaily in its extensive coverage of
international affairs. Finally, al1 hree newspapers reported on France with varying
degrees of sympatby or hostility, and even within each paper there was significant
mu1tiplicity of images.
The time penod covered by this thesis, 1918 to 1924, allowed for a variety of
perceptions. American newspapers were generally well-dispased toward France in the
hvo or three years h e d i a t e i y foIlowing the armistice. However, as the United
States reverted to its traditionai isolationism, they grew increasingly criticai toward
the end of 1973, until the 1924 Dawes Plan inspired new hope. In reporting on these
changes, there was geat discrepancy in each paper's point of view; the Nav York
Times was, overdl, fx more complimentary and moderate than were the Tribirne or

the Eranriner. This discrepancy was largely due to the reactionary and nationalistic
natures of the editors and publishen of the latter hvo. These papers were not

e.uc1usiveIy supportive or critical of France: there was much discrepancy within each
paper. iVhile it is impossibk to know exactly who read these three newspapers, and of
those, who read what sections of hem, it must be assumed that many readers looked
to the papers as a source of local and worid news, and not just for scanda1 or comic

strips, Howeveq due to the sheer volume of these papers, reading each in its entirety
was impossible for the purpose of this thesis. Thus, the selection of portrayais of
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performance, and policy behaviour. JVhiie this process of selection is specific enough

to afford structure, it is inclusive enougfi to alhw for a diversity of images. The
normaily positive representations of France as a leader in the fashion industry (cuitural
performance) were counterbalanced by far less glowing partrayls of her in the
turbulent political arena (policy behaviour).

Such variations led to interesthg

questions, some of which are mentioned above. It is hoped that the examination of

media perceptions O € France will contribute to our knowledge of the general sociopolitical c l h a t e of the eariy inter-war years by specifically addrmsing how the
Amencan people vkwed France and the reiationship between their two coumies. in

doing so, it is possible to examine the delicate connection arnong press opinion, pubric
opinion, and oRicia1 policy.

in examining the cultural and political relationship between two nations,
newspapers are an invaluable cesource. As Bernard Cohen notes, the press "may not
be successfu1 much of the tirne in telling peopIe what to think, but it is stunningly
successful in relling people what to think aborir."

If this argument is mie, then

newspapers both determine and reflect the concems of their readers by ceporhg on
carefully selected eontémporary issues widely considered important. The selection of
what is "newsworthy"is done largely by editors and publishers who may btlieve they

are pnnting what is o l interest to readers, but who are, in fact, "powerfilly
decermining what they [the readersl will be thinking about, and tamg about ...t.7

Further, the reportage of a Foreign event passes through several lenses, reûacting it
into what Leonard Doob argues is propaganda; fiom the reporter's own biases, to cuts

the impact of newspapers on the Amencan public has historicdly been great,

particularly prior to the advent of the radio.
Robert Young has recently used a method like the one utilised here, and indeed
it is fiorn his work that the present study stemrned. In his upcoming book he
examines this era's propasanda and compares the Arnerican media's treatment of
France with that of Germany in 1939 and 1940.~ This thesis relies on similar
methodology but focuses on the early inter-war period, and deais with the portrayai of
France alone.
Ultirnately, this is an examination of one country's views of another, and in this
sense it is a cultural history. However, this thesis crosses the boundaries of that
academic Label by exploring Arnerican press perceptions of French foreign politics. In
addition to the three newspapers, contemporary writings by joumalists in the f o m of
mernoirs have also been important sources for the present study, thus adding an
element of social history. For instance, joumalists such as Walter Duranty and
George Seides provided an indication of their perceptions and prejudices in their
mernoirs about France. Mernoirs such as these ensure the human element whiIe
rerninding us of the subjectivity of reporters.

It is difficult to assess the influence of the press on public opinion, and even

more so on the conduct of a nation's foreign policy, a thorny issue that d l be
addressed in the conclusion. To do so requires an inquiry into theones on the
"impact" of m a s media on readers. However tentative our suppositions are likely to
be, it is important to demonstrate the role newspapers played in constnrcting France
--A----
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of stereotypes and culturaI assumptions, since it is the contention of this author that

the press had a significant influence on popular opinion, which in turn a u e n c e d
officiai policy.

HXSTORIOGR4PHY
There was a large body of litenture required for this study, and for most of the
areas covered here, there was a rich source base. Complexities of Franco-Amerkm
relations in the post-war era were made clearer by works such as the follo~ing. Sally
Marks explores the idea of overcomin; differences in national perspectives in
IlIusion of Peace: international Relations in Europe. 1918-1933. Marks succhctly
describes France's disappointment with the Treaty of Versailles, and attributes her
aggressive stance on reparation payments to acute insecurity. Anthony Adamthwaite
describes the tensions and conflict at the Paris Peace Conference in Grandeur and
Miserv: France's Bid for Power in Europe 1914-1940, Leaders of Great Britain and
the United States, whose countries were separated fiom Germany by oceans, could not
understand the degree of mviety felt by the French who shared a border with, and had
already suffered previous invasions from, that country.

Similarly, Blumenthal's

France and the United States: Their Diplornatic Relations. 1789-1913 points out
another reason for such anviety was that France's once prominent place in European
economics had tàltered by 1914, due in part to her largely agarian economy and
stagnant birth rate. However, most troubling for the French, accordmg to 'The Myths
of Reparâtions", also by Marks, was that Gemany's consistent avoidance of
reparation payments went unpunished by leading world powers. In 1933, France's
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seize some of the payments owed her by Germany. France felt betrayed by her d i e s

as a result of their lax attitude toward Gennany's default, and John Keiger and
WiIliam KeyIor provided valuable insights into her sense of betrayal.
There are several other seminal works on Franco-American relations, one of
which is, again, by Henry Blumenthal. In Illusion and Realitv in Franco-American
Diulomacv 1914- 1945, he describes a number of misconcephons, and false
assurnptions shared, by both France and America. He argues that France looked to the
United States for support in both world wars, presuming they would be her ally but
not allowing for America's own plans.

The French, according to Blumenthal,

believed that Americans were as "Franco-phial" as they themselves were, but in
reality the United States only joined the war because their own economy was
threatened, and not out of a Love for France.
in addition to the political comection, the social relationship between France

and .knenca must also be considered. Jean-Baptiste Duroselle's France and the
United States, From the Begnninos to the Present provides an interesting description
of the mutual cultural perceptions benveen the two nations. in the haIf-century prior
to World War One, Americans were, he argues, only marginally interested in the

French, although there was a lively interest in. the opposite direction. Stereotypes at
the time were mutually contemptuous. For exarnple, both thought the other nation

highly immoral due to women's behaviour; the French could not understand the
freedom practised by American women in courtship, while Amencans could not
understand the tacitly tolerated rate of infidelity in French amnged marriages. This is
but one exarnple of perceptions and misunderstandings at a popular level. AIso on

atmosphere in France during les années folles: they were 'a time of madcap living it

up for some people, but for a rnuch greater number they were a sobering time of
coming to terms with the war and its to11."~ It was as much a tirne for celebrating the
end of the war as it was to grieve and express what is now cailed survivor's guilt. The
short hair and skin styles, and wornen's behaviour in general, so scandaIous to
conservatives both in France and h e n c a , represented a minority, according to Mary
Louise Roberts. Another pivotal source that examines the period before the war is by
Henry Blumenthal.

Significantly, American and French Culture. 1800-1900:

intellectual Exchanges in Art, Science. Literature. and Societv discusses the press as
he compares the nvo countries and their cultural relationship prior to the First World
War. The h e r i c a n press, Blurnenthal argues, was an enonnous industry cornpared

to its foreign associates, and somewhat unique in its heedom. Blumenthal perhaps
overstates this freedom, as we know that Alked Ochs of the Times struggled from the
b e g i ~ i n gto keep his papers fiee of speciaI interest goups and their demands.
The post-war hedonism which has corne to be aimost synonyrnous with French
culture in the 1920s has been thoroughly examined by Mary Louise Roberts in
Civilisacion Without Sexes, in an article on women's dress, and in her PhD thesis, The
Great Wv. Cultural Crisis. and the Debate on Wornen in France. 1919-1924. Her

araoument is that the mornentous changes in women's behaviour and fashion were an
expression of prevailing pessimisrn, an indication that the damage of the war extended
beyond cultural artefacts and into the realm of "nature", i.e.-traditional gender d e s .
SociaI and intelIrctua1 culturai values at the time were reflected in debates over
wornen, debates which eased the impact of the war by identiwg problems more

-
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easily controlled-than that of the failing h c .

Such cultural dissonance and perceptual change is also explored by Charles
Brooks in Arnenca in France's Hopes and Fears. 1890-1920 vol. 2. The love for
PLmorica so prevalent in the war years, especially afier 1917, faded quickly in

peacetime, as was evident in the plays and popular entertainment of the day. Brooks
argues that the relationship between the two countries 'kas far more assurned than
actual"; in sharing a common eaemy, distinctions were glossed over. However, this
was not possible in the "hanher glare of peace."'O Cultural relations of this period are

marked by tension, and cultural differences aggravated by post-war trauma, The latter
was described by Omer Bartov's article "Mary's Vengeance: Memory, Trauma, and

Fear of War in France, 1918-1940." The cultural legacy of the war was the subject of
the three helpful and insightful works by Mary Louise Roberts mentioned above.
in addition to relations behveen France and the United States, the Arnencan

media must also be considered. Unfortunately, the sources on the specific newspapers
are limited and many are dated. EImer Davies' Historv of the New York Times,
155 1-1921 is one such book, Davies writes glowingly of the Times, with Little

attention to critical analysis, and cites few sources, giving his work the fiel of a long
advertisement (likeIy because the book was published by the paper itself). Meyer
Berger's The Stonl of the New York Times; 1851-195 1 provides more discussion of
the paper, hou$ it, too, lists virtually none of the sources used by the author.
A less direct route to an historical examination of these p a p a is houph

biographies of their editors and publishers. The most infamous was, of course.
William RandoIph Hearst (tS63-1951), owner of the San Francisco Erantiner. in
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Mugiidge's The View from Xanadu is an in-depth and informative look into the life of

one of the most notonous newspapermen in Arnerican bistory. Mugridge's goal was to
assess Hearst's views of United States foreign policy and the impact he had on the
government through his fi-anchise. Although he sometirnes defended France, Hearst
more often faulted her for being a militaristic country, and just for being European.
On the same topic is Hugh Cudii?p7s The Preroeative of the Harlot: Press Barons and
Power. Hearst took prirnarily an isolationist stance, as did that of Robert McCormick,
head of the Chicago Tribune. Two books inform on McCormick and his work: James
Edwards' The Foreign Policv of Colonel McCormickYsTribune, 1929-1941, and
Richard Norton Smith's The Colonel: The Life and Lecend of Robert R. McCormick,
1880-193'5. These are both insigbtful, if at times curnbersome, sources. On the owner

of the New York Times, Aifred S. Ochs, there is an article entitled "Al1 the News
That's Fit to Print: .4dolph Ochs and the New York Times", by Stephen Ostrander, in
addition to the books about his paper mentioned above. There are also very extensive
entrirs on each of these men in the Dictionarv of Literarv Bioqaphv, as well as on
mmy of the journalists working under hem, including Walter Duranty, h

e O' Hare

McCormick, Charles Grasty, and Winifred Black. Although these papers were news
organs, their respective tones were also set by the agendas of the oimerleditors.
About the reiationship between the press and the public, there are many seminal
works. CVaiter Lippman's Public O~inionargues against the objectivity of reporters,
and states that stereotypes play an important and undeniable role in joumalism: "We
are toId about the world before we see it. CVe irnagined most things before we
expenence them. And these preconceptions, unless education has made us acutely

amiety. There are a few books pertaining to national stereotyping in the early
intenvar period between America and France that are useful. Crane Brinton and W.C.
Brownell's books are telling of mutud misconceptions heId by the French and the
~mencans."
Several theoretical works have been written on the hterrelationship between the
press, public, and officiai opinions, in addition to those mentioned above. Amcles
collected in Markel's Public Opinion and Foreign Policy discuss the important role the
press plays in informing the public about international affairs. in his own chapter,
Marke1 argues that of the three factors which shape public opinion-the
the press, and citizen goups-it

govemment,

is usually the press that is most influentid. William

Chittick goes a step m e r by sqgesting chat the media historically have had a
significant impact on the State Department itself, acting as an important channel of
communications between various govenimental departments othenvise isolated."
Pnor to World War Two newspapers were virtualty the soIe channel of
communication bebveen the State Depamnent and the public. This has not always
been an efficient channel, as lL1artin Kriesberg argues. In his article "Dark Areas of
Ignorance", he shows that the .;\mericm public has been chronically uninformed on
foreig affairs issues in times p s t , and outlines the groups most ignorant of them
according to a 1940 census. From these and other works, a pattern of rnutuality
emerges: the press was owned by inditiduals with political agendas and the contents
of nswspapers retlected those agendas; thus those individuals helped shape public
opinion, and the public, in tum, helped shape official policy. in relation to the study
nronn.çsd hm, image. nf France were projected throu_ehaut the

c - - c- -

Amencan ~rinted

media to the public. These popular opinions were formed and manipulated by

newspapermen, and their work in tum influenced United States foreign policy. This
relationship was also inverted; the press relied on the State Department for
information on foreign policy, and that information was filtered through newspapers
to the public.1" This filtration process caused policy to be interpreted for readers by

an often biased press, to be simpIified by officiais with their own agendas, interested
in political success and determined to win public approval. This complicated topic
will be explored more profoundly in the conclusion. However, it is not the tenuous

correlation between popular beliefs and govemmental action that is the primary focus
of this work; that correlation merely indicates the importance of this study. Rather,
the central topic is the way in which one group of people looks upon a "foreign"
goup, and what perceptions Say about the observers themselves.

' Jean-Paul Sartre, The Reurieve (London: Penguin Books, 1963).
' TypicaUy, the inter-war period extends from 1918 to the outbreak of World War Two. 1939.

.kithough this thesis does not include the laser half h t en, the period from 1918 to 1924 will
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CHMTER 1:PAST AND PRESENTTHE FRANCO-AMERICANRELATIONSHIP, 1918 TO 1924

It is dficult to summarize the historicai relationship between the United States
and France; it has been as full of arnbiguity as intensity, dominated as much by mutual
admiration as disdain. If the rclationship couId be seen as a string, it would be taut, the
tension created by, on one end, a commonality and 'meeting of minds' on idealistic
issues such as republicanism, democracy, and the heedom of speech. Pulling on the
other end would be the divisiveness of poiitics and culture. in essence, the strain has
been caused by opposition behveen idealism and reality. There have always been
points of contention, ofien clouded by myths or stereotypes, which have evoked strong
teactions hom both governments and individuals. Many of today's cherished clichés
about the French have roots in the period presentiy under study-1918

to 1924-and

some date back even further.
This chapter will deaI primarily with cultural and inter-governmental relations,
From the Great War to the Dawes Plan, casting a brief but important look into the
images and politics that predate the hventieth century. More e.uhaustive discussions
have already been wrinen, but the overview below will serve as an important and usehi
context in which to Erame the images garnered h m the newspaper articles examined in
chapters three and four: specifically, hose of rhe Saint/Harlot duality. These media
images shaped the opinion of h e r i c a n readers about France; their opinions, it wil1 be
argped, in tum helped shape the country's foreign policy. However, before broaching
the difficult issue of public opinion and foreign policy, the less complicated subject of

Franco-Arnerican relations must k t be examined tu discover contemporary American
impressions of the French, and for the events that helped to form them.
Most histotians agree that the Franco-Amencan bond dates back to the American

War of independence (1775-1783). In desperate need of assistance against the
powerfd British, the hmericans found an diy in the French. The French govemment
was interested in ending British dominance in North Anerica, while the French people
were taken with the idea of this infaut republic struggling for its sovereignty. French
people recognised in the new United States a dream corne me-"a

simpier, healthier,

more virtuous society, established in vugin land of limitiess possibilities; a new nation
constituting itself Born fhstprinciples."k Although their means of attaining the goals of
repubIicanisrn and democracy have been different, the French and Americans have
always shared a strong belief in their importance. The perceptions of h e n c a bore
little resembIance to the reality of life in the United States, but the hopes and drearns

contriburzd to the beginnings of the French Revolution in 1789. Follotving both the
.%mericm and subsequent French Revohtions, relations were haphazard and

fiagmented as the new govemments focused on establishing themselves. However, the
French people remained ferventiy interested in, and curious about, the new government
across the Atlantic. They were even a IittIe envious of the American opportunity for
seif-sovemment, and the apparent freedoms many .Americans enjoyed-of travel,
thou@t, and assembly.'
WhiIe the nineteenth cenniry wimessed a renewal of mutual interest on a societal
and politicai Ievel, diplomats on both sides artempted to gioss over substantiai politicai

by images drawn from their alliance during the American ~evolution?Tbis blurrin; of
political realities was geatly assisted by the late-nineteenth century trend among
wealthy Americans to experience European culture kt-hand.

The trend quickly

becarne a national obsession, with an increase of 65,000transatlantic travellers between
1870 to 1885, and the numbers kept growing." Some visitors stayed, resulting in a

well-established resident population of American writers and poets in Paris by the turn

of the twentieth century. At this tirne, European culture in general, and French culture
in particular, was held up in Amenca as the standard against which al1 was measured.
Frenchmen and most Americans agreed upon the primacy of France's genius in the arts,
gastronomy, science, and Literature. Elizabeth B. White pointed out that this nineteenth
century American admiration for France's culture spilled over into social institutions:

"...French educrttional systems exercised a great influence upon our schools and French
intellectual achievement was highly re~~ected."~
h e r i c a also held at this tirne a
profound respect and admiration for France as the fashion centre of the world, and
wornen interested in the latest styles were included in the sigificant number of U.S.
tourists in France.
This veneration did not go unqualified, however. Even in this penod, almost a

golden ase for Francophilia, one can see a tension at the popular level as the downside
of France's culture was aiso witnessed, and thus her brilliance maned. Accordhg to
many American tourists and travel writers, French licentiousness was outrageous and

shamehl1y widespread. inevitably, cornparisons were drawn between the two
countries; and many h e r i c a n travellers were shocked at the perceived 'iooseness of
mcpn-'
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gloritied by writers such as George Sand. Because many arranged mariages were
Americans were Further
unhappy, French society turned a bibd eye to infide~ty.~
incensed at French divorce laws, laws that "permitted a miserable pittance for the wife
and, significantly, made it possible for both partners to remw."'

Adding to the

impression of indecency and lau moraiity was the fact that the country was famous for
its wines and brandies, beverages strongly believed by many Americans to be a source
of sin, particularly by those involved with the Temperance rnovement. American
perceptions of French writing further reinforced this notion of wickedness, as described
by Elizabeth Brett White in 1927:
Appreciation for French literature in [America] has been retarded in no
small degree because Arnericans have condemned its quality of extrerne
realism and its ernphasis on sex. Many have believed that these
characteristics reflected a fundamental corruption and degeneracy in the
French people?
When French hygiene was put under a microscope, Amencan tourists saw theu
visits as an opportunity to uplifi their hosts. One male writer in Hnrper 's Magazine
lauded h e r i c a n women in Paris for having "initiated her [the French wornan] into the
rnysteries of hygiene."g Such stereotypes of the French were detected in Amencan
newspapers from 1918 to 1924, and will be revisited in Chapter Four. The cliché of
rampant French depravity and filth was not challenged by Amencan dernographics, as
there was a dearth of politically active Francophiles in the United States.
The United States has always lacked a French population sigdïcant enough to
promote or counter the stereotypes that developed over t h e . Aithough nineteenthcentury h e r i c a was shaped by many cohesive goups of European immi_pnts, there
were only mal1 and isolated groups of French people dispersed thtoughout the nation.

This also meant that there was no sizeable French community to carry political weight
through bonds maintained with its homeland; whereas every other European country
eventually developed such links with the United States through resident immigrant
populations-'0 This was largely because so few French people were interested in living
abroad. This helps to explain why stereotypes spread Wtudiy unchecked, and
misunderstandings sprang up fiequently on both sides of the ocean.
However, it was the Great War that was the tuming point in the Franco-Arnerican
relationship. lust pnor to the officia1 beginning of World War One, France's miIitary
was one of the most formidable in the world, boasting 750,000 soldiers, while the
United States claimed to have only 75,000 and a 120,000-person militia." Despite its
impressiveness, however, the French force was not potent enough to face that of its
German army without assistance, despite Russia's aid. Thus, fiom the beginning of
World CVar One, France and her ally Great Britain hoped for American support. Given
that hope, President Woodrow Wilson's early declaration of his govenunent's
neutrality "of action and thought" caused immediate antagonism arnong the three
powers.

Despite .hericats officia1 stance, however, France and England SiII

presumed that the Allied cause would at least benefit fkom aid in the form of munitions
and supplies. Tney were not entireIy disappointed, since Wilson's was a neutrality "in
Britain's favour." The h e r i c a n policy of neutrality was bent to benefit Great Britain
by, for instance, demanding higher standards of conduct in naval warfare of Berlin than

of Brïtain. Wilson justified this because, according to hirn, London was more "right"
than ~erlin."

In fact, Germany resented the extent to which its enemies were assisted
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Hence, in 1915, Gemany resolved to attack any ship suspected of canying munitions,

and 1917 unleashed its submarines. Kenry Blumenthal argues that if the American
govemment had been truiy dedicated to the position and ideal of neutrality, aid to both
sides would have stopped aitogether. Cleariy, that lack of dedication alIowed political

sympathies and profitable tmde with France and

r ri tain to shape Washington's

immediatc policies, with little fomigbt to the ~onse~uences.'~ Mchael Hunt
contradicts Blumenthal, saying that trading tvith belligerents was a right defended by

die United States in a war with Britain in 1813, a right granted neutrals according to
maritime iaw.'' NonetheIess, their rrade with Germany and relucrance to enter the war
caused some friction between America and the Entente.
According to French historian Jean-Baptiste Duroselle, President Woodrow
Wilson remained Ieery of the Aiiied cause in 1914 for a mixture of domestic and
foreign reasons. One reason was that the countries involved in the Allied forces were
linked by lomal alliance ro %e worst of al1 regimes": rhat of the czar.'s Funhsr,
Wilson believed American interests were, in fact, threatened by this war, trade would
be grievously interrupted, not to mention the havoc the war would pIay with currencies.

Wilson was aIso aFraid of the domestic effect of a Europem war when America's
population had such a large number of immigrants. The 93 milhon residents of the
United States inciuded 13.3 million foreign-born people; and a further 12.9 million

were the offspring of foreig-born cirizens. Of the 26 million "foreign white stock", a
full 6.4 million were Geman and 3.4 mitlion were anti-British ~nsh.'"ese
dsmographics proved consequential in the American debate over entering the League of
\:-L---
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ironicaily, it was in defence of the right of nations to daim neutratity, threatened by the
Gennan subrnarine campaigns, that finally persuaded her to join the Ailies on 6 April
1917.

Even then, Wilson made it clear bat his country was not willing to commit to the
responsibilities required of a formai alliance and that A m e h was officially to be
knoivn as an "associate". The Amencan public, before 19f 7, was strorigly opposed to
any involvement of their nation in the bloody European war, and was reticent to
becorne deeply involved even in 1 9 ~ 7 . ' ~Despite this Arnerican reserve, France
breathed a sigh of relief, as her own war efforts had been seriously hampered by a lack
of h d s , staggering casualties, and by troops fatigued aimost to the point of surrender.
The nineteenth-century groundwork laid by diplornats was put to good use once the
,hericans joùied the French in a common cause; the 150-year relationship between
France and the United States was given a gioss of respectability and brought out front
and centre. Both governments were active in supporthg this diplornatic reinterpretation

of history, epitomized in General John J. Pershing's famous phrase "Lafayette, we are
here!" Regardless of these efforts, even now, a11 was not bIiss in this cross-cultunl
marriage.

Tensions =ose on a popular level almost as soon as the United States
Expeditionary Force troops arrived on the shores of France. On the surface was a
;ratefut European country, enamoured with a seneration of dastiins and heroic
.Anericans risking their lives to defend oId &ends. These h s h sotdiers were h d e d as
saviours by the French public and became instantly popular. Doughboyç were valiant
aii6 iuvabic iigurcs io di 'oui &CU rtilliiary counierparis, iiir ">oiius'*,wSo sai in hrir

muddy trenches and fumed with jealousy over the rash of Franco-Arnerican mariages
and amorous relations that took pIace fiom 1917 on. Thus below the veneer of amity
and adoration was a deep sense of dissatisfaction and disillusionment. Some American
bittemess stemmed fiom the reality of occasional carnal activity; due to their sexuai
contacts, the Amencan troops developed not oniy distresshg diseases, but aiso an
exü-emely unjust image of French femaies in general.'g Further, everywhere US.
soldiers huned, they seemed to get over-charged by businessmen covetous of American
cash. The Arnericans came to believe that there were oniy two kinds of French
civilians: usurious war profiteers and women who were, in varying degrees, whores.
From their position, the French becarne disillusioned by the fact that, in addition to
their munitions and equipment, U.S. soldiers also brought Amencan money to France,
and were blamed for years afterward for drivhg up prices and selfishly buying the eggs
and butter common French people could not afford."

Further antagonism arose in

military circles over the training, transportation, and use of the new troops. French
strategists wanted an arnalgamation of forces, so that Arnerican soldiers would bolster
already existing but depIeted sectors. Washington disageed, countering that there was
psychological value in having all-herican divisions fighting the enemy alone."
Thus, World War One only amplified the arnbiguity so typical of the FrancoAmerican relationship, They were two individual nations unified by the cause of
defeating the Germans. However, cultural differences and wartime hardships caused
misrepresentations and hard feeling amon; the general population. On a dipiornatic
level, the French government initia& believed that h e n c a had joined the war purely

out of Francophilia, when in reality it had more to do with the threat war posed to
America's interests. As Charles Brooks skilfully explained,
the Franco-Amencan identity so sedulously and sycophanticaily promoted
by the French press and govemment during the war was far more assumed
than actual. in the lambent and h q glow of wartime amity, with a
common enemy on the field of battle, it was easy to miss the distinctions
being ;Iossed over. It [was] not so easy in the harsher glare of peace.''
By the end of the war, general perceptions on both sides of the Atlantic were
distorted. The Americans arrogantly claimed that they had rescued and effectively
replaced the French in the trenches, winning the war almost single-handedly. The
Europeans countered with the argument that the United States had entered the war too
tate to be of much service before September 1918, and that it was Britain and France
who were largely responsible for the allied victory and the war's termination. They
merely had to cite casualties as proof of their efforts; France had lost 1,394,000 men to
America's 50,000, not to mention the fact that the tvar had been waged on French and
Belgian soil, rather than that of ~rnerica."

However, despite some rurnblings,

Americans still rode a crest of popularity in France in late 1918, as most Frenchmen
were greatly relieved just to have an end to the war.
Yet, there was a sense of anticlimai and disillusionment which disappointed
many. According to one reporter in Paris in 1918, the feeling that the amiistice was a
h t r a t i o n and not a relief ran higher among women than men: "Here they tell me that
ten or at most fifieen days would have seen a complete and ignominious defeat upon
which the French had set their hearts. An armistice seems to them [women] a
contemptible compromise.. .[whiIe] Germany is still mighty, boastfd, venomous, and
planning for the n e n war.""

It is possible this bittemess was the result of enduring the

war? with aii its shortages, painfu1 Losses, and depcavation, as a civilian, without being
able to take an active roll in it." Further, humiliating Germany by marching Allied

troops through the streets of Berlin would have been cathartic for the rather
demoralized French; but this closure was denied them by the armistice and subsequent
peace c~olerence.'~On a popular levei in the United States in the rame penod, there
was also a deeply ingrained opposition between the American love of, and disgust with,

the French and France. Upon official invo1vement in the war, the Amencan people

idealisticaIly expected to be abIe to defeat German "autocracy" and estabiish a safe and
harmonious wortd, but by 1920, rnost Americans had concluded that tittle or nothing

had been gained, that Eumpean nations were as militaristic as ever." The result was a
United States that wanted "their govemment to go to great Lengths to avoid any future
confli~t."'~
Despite the country's devastation, kisiting Amencan soIdiers, tourists, and artists
continued to agree witti the French that their country was a marvel. Many remained as
entnnced by French culture, romanced by its art and architecture, and deiighted with its
cuisine as pretious generations of visitors had been. This delight, however, was
moderated by the aggravation ofprofiteers greedy for their currency, and propriétaires
ivhc b m d US soldiers Fiom entering drinking establishments and restaurants."

At

home, bitter nunours spread that the army had been paying rent to occupy French
uenches, a persistent myth which .knbassador Iules Jusserand fou$t hard to debunk.
Likewise, the French were at once p t e N to the hecicans for their assistance at the
îkonr, and disgusted by their arrogance. The early image of the comgeous and

cheerful soldiers Eorn across the water had been transfomed, at least in part. into
stereotypes of brawling, drinking, obstinate, troublemakers.
Govemments, too, betrayed different perspectives. Most were struggling to cope
with the end of the war itseif for, as Sally Marks points out, few had prepared for the

actuality of victory because Allied energy had been more focussed on figtiting and
winning the war. Besides, German resistance had been expected to last at least until
19'.91

The French were haunted by the knowledge that the human carnage, the

destruction of Iand, and the massive debt had lefi them in a pitiful state compared to
that of their enemy, whose country remained viaualiy untouched. France's birth rate

had plummeted because of the war, and its export industries had been ravaged while
those of Gerrnany remained Iargely intact. To add to the difficulties, Bolshevism was
perceived to be spreading malipantly across Europe kom Russia, causing widespread
political nrrmoil. Tnus, France's ptimary concems were with recovery and obtainins
secunty guarantees hom other nations. The Amencan ;ovement, by the end of the
war, ivas also interested in a treaty which wouId maintain peace in Europe, and ageed

with the French that Bolshevism should not take ho1d of Germany.

However,

Washington opposed the French desire to reinstate the traditional European balance of

power, a system of aIlimces they viewed as militaristic and the cause of countless wars

in the past.
The opening of the Paris Peace Coderence in January 1919 was a rnomentous
occasion, one which did lirtk to ease tensions berneen the major powers in attendance,
and tvhich, indeed, laid the groundwork for future hosti~ities.~The choie of Paris as a
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choice which provided Premier Georges Clemenceau the opportunity to chair the
deliberations. When Wilson tint anived, he was at the apex of his short-lived
popularity in France and was given a hero's welcome, the m e s of which had rarely
been seen. One San Francisco Eraminer reporter remarked that "Paris has greeted the
two NapoIeons and General Boulanger, but these national figures evoked applause fiom
groups of interested adherents, while to-day al1 Paris, and the representatives of al1
France, applauded LMT. Wilson in unison.,.. Paris exuded such enthusiasm, such
vibrating joy and goodwill.'"'

Wilson brought to the table his famous and idealistic

Fourteen Points that had been central to the 1918 armistice, and which put Wilson on
the moral hi&-ground. His proposed League of ~ations?' was intended to encourage
member-nations to practice a diplomacy based on morality, only possible, he argued, in
the concext of a world now made safe for d e m o c r a ~ ~ . This
' ~ morality included the
equality of rights arnong nations in the Leage, regardless of their size, a proposition
meant to eliminate the traditional European system of balance of power and traditional
systems of alliances. His fourteen points were designed to "unshackle uade, bring the
arms race to a halt. banish secret diplomacy with its alliances and terrible carnage, pull
down empires. and most important of al1 promote self-detemiinati~n."~~
Although the
French had long been strong supporters of democracy, they found his proposal
objectionable because the Leagte on its own was not adequate protection against
German agression. Clemenceau was painhlly aware that a mere treaty and its paper

promises rvould not ensure his country's safey. Consequently, he sought garantees, in
part through the formation of alliances with France's neighbours, in part by developing
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pose a threat again. The stark contrast between Wilson's idealism and Clemenceau's
realism continued the age-old tension of Franco-Arnerican relations.
For the Americans, don; with other nations, the dismarnent issue identified in
the fourteen points was paramount for ensuring peace, and Wilson pushed for an arms
reduction consistent tvith the intemal security of each member nation. He suggested
that the disarmament of Gennany should precede world disarmament, although the
French stated they could never d i s m without adequate defence arrangements on their
own terms, regardless of Gennany's ~tanis.'~ in fact, some French representatives
proposed that Germany should be dismantled altogether and that certain regions be
amalgamated into other coutries, a major stickin; point for al1 attending the
~onference.~' Thus, the rift widened behveen the two governments and Wilson's
popularity quickly reversed into widespread animosity by spring of 1919.
Yet al1 was not strife and disagreement between America and France at the
conference. Wilson and Clemenceau couId agree that Gennany was guilty of having
started the war. They also both saw Bolshevism as a movernent powered by a rninority

-government put into power by .a violent revolution, and thecefore as a serious threat,
panicularly if it spread to Gemany. Yet they did not agree on a solution to that
movement's rise in popularity. Clemenceau wanted an armed intervention in Russia;
Wilson did not." As the conference progresseci, the delegates settled some points and a
treaty took shape: Germany was io relinquish and physically "restore" al1 temtory it
had occupied during the war (what this restoration entailed was never stipulated);
France should regain Aisace-Lorraine without plebiscite; and Poland would be ce---taA
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there was little accord. partIy because of compIications brought about through secret
pn-war treaties signed behveen Britain and rance'^, as well as by Russian political
~olatiiity.~
Deliberations in Paris were further troubled by the need for haste. With the onset
of winter, millions were starving across Europe and an influenza epidemic was
claiming lives world-wide at a ferocious rate. Shortages acmss the Continent of coal
and food, an acute rise in the cost of living, and violent Iabour disputes, caused geat

concern for the heads of the governments attending the Conference. Conditions in

Centrai Europe were worse than they had been in wartime, a pIight illustrated by
Sigmund Freud when he wrote an article for a Hungarian periodical and requested to be
paid in potatoes.''

The eight-rnonth delay between armistice (November 1 1, 1918) and

treaty (June 25, 1919) also produced bittemess, primariiy due to hardships suffered by
Europem populations. Gerrnans protested the delay because of great food shortages,
while the French denounced it as an effort on the part of vanquished corntries to stall

on or evade armistice termç."'

Soldies wanted to go home and the electorate wanted

[hem there. desues which made any postponernents poIiticalIy costly for govemments.

As the pressure to corne to an a,geement mounted, tensions at the Peace Conference
increased as weI1, and old petty nvakes surfaced. The mbitious French agenda for the
Saar, Rhinehd, and Central Europe created a spectre of French domination in the eyes

of the EngIish and .Arnericans, and was predictabiy condernned. Clemenceau accused
Lloyd George of being the enemy of France "fiom the very day aafter the armistice" and

got rhe reply T a s it not always our traditional poticy?'4' Fmce wu shocked again
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maintain their wartime economic cooperation by supporting the flagging h c , and that
French war debts would be neither eased nor erased.
In this atmosphere of hstration, rivairy, and self-preservation, it is a surprise kat
any agreement was made whatsoever. The international treaty h d l y signed in June,
1919 was a compromise for al1 and pleased none. Historian SalIy Marks wonders that
it was not more severe toward Germany, arguing that Anglo-herican complacency
moderated the pact. The bodies of water separaring Germany fiom Great Britain and
North America have always served as a physicai and a psychological buffer aga&
Continental rnilitary aggression. Further, neither had had the m e n t expenence of their
countries bein; invaded and occupiedu Conversely, French fear was only magnified
by their shared borders with their enemy. These competing national perspectives
resulted in Britain wanting a balance of power, France wanting security at airnost any
cost, and America wanting a democratic field ripe for investrnent and economic
activity. The peace accord that was h a l l y drafted was certainly not believed by the
French to be the best deal; and thus public opinion as early as 1919 was one of
resigation. By the end of that y e x many Europeans were akeady convinced that the
peace was rnerely a pause, and that renewed conflict was inevitable.J5 On paper, the
Treaty limited Gennan military might, demilitarized the leti bank of the Rhine, and
required reparations be paid to the victors in the form of goocis and capital. However,
the exact reparations amount was not senled at the Conference, leaving the specifics to

be worked out by the newly created Reparations Commission, effectively opening what

Henry BIurnenthal rightly referred to as a Pandora's box, ,4s a result, the sum of
cepariiiiurts, %ch hi d;tre,
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collection, quickiy became the most significant and divisive issues of the inter-war
period.J"
FoIlowing the Peace Conference, Franco-American relations continued to
c m b l e . The chief cause of this was the U.S.Senate's refusal to ratify the Treaty of
VersailIes and its provision for a League of Nations, a bitter disappointment for the
French.

Ironicaiiy, Wilson's own administration was laqely responçible for the

rejection of the two agreements, according to historian WilIiam Keylor, who argues that
at the time Wilson presented the Treaty to the Senate, the Republican leadership and
Americrui population in general, showed "an wmistakable record of support" for it,
even though it codified a position of French primacy in Europe. Some even contended
that it did not go far enough to prevent future German rnilitarism, and it appeared in
early tg19 that Wilson would secure ratification without having to compromise the
pacr.'" Virtually al1 rnernbers of the Republican Party, excluding a sprinkling of

'irreconciIables,' were willing to support the Treaty so the ünited States couId begin to
participate in the enforcement of the peace settlement, The chnate turned in the
sumrner of 1919. when domestic problems complicated maners. The Republicans
became hesitant to engage the United States in an open-ended and binding cornmitment
to

European stability as outIined in Article ,Y of the League Covenant, although they

were willing to agrec to the h i t e d involvement stiputated in the Treaty. Republican
Senators such as Robert La Follette, Sr. argued that 'ttie pursuit of greatness abroad
kilIed r e b m and narrowed I i b e l at home.'4s hcreasinply, politicians and citizens
alike argued for a r e m to isoIationisrn and a concentration on domestic issues. Even

the French representatives at the Peace Conference argued for the two issues to be
presented and discussed separately.
Despite the opinions of his advisors and colleagues, Wilson made the mistake of
presenting the League Covenant and the Treaty of Versailles as inseparable issues,
dooming both to failure. Had they been argued independently, the Treaty would have
passed without deIay and the League courd then have been debated without M e r
impeding the peace pmcess or darnaging Franco-Amencan relations. '19 Insult was
added to injury when the Arnerican government also refuçed to back a French security
agreement in 19L9. Tbis new source of French disappointment caused dealings
between the two countries to deteriorate even further. The treaty was intended to be a
trilateral aseement that assured France that the United States and Great Britain would
defend her against hture unprovoked Gerrnan aggression. This new agreement was
initially widely approved by both the .Amencan public and leading Republican
state~rnen.~Once again, the Wilson administration killed the deal by deciding that it
was "incompatible with the spint of collective security embodied in the League
~ovenant."" The main reason for the treaty's rejection was its similarity to those older
and 'untnishvorthy' systems of 'militant' bilateral alliances, and a strong reluctance on
the part of the public to become invoIved in future Eumpean wars. in rejecting the
g u m t e e , Wilson evidently was trying to replace the European tradition of securityalliances and balance of power with a more 'modem,' perhaps more American
approach. ïhat guarantee was particulady objectionable because it singied out France
as the sole beneficiary of American conrmitment. The withdrawal of h e r i c a n support
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Covenant, second through its rejection of the Treaty of Versailles, and third tbrough the
rejection of the miIitary guarantee, illustrates tiieir move fiom 'internationalism' to
'nationalism,' h m global involvement to traditionai political isoIationim. It also
reflets the prevalent feeling in 1920, after the defeat of Wilson by Republican Warren

G, Harding in an election, that most h e r i c a n s wanted notbing more than a " r e m to
Each rejection dismayed the French, and instilled a sense of betrayal over

normdcy.'"'

the loss of their associde.
In the wake of Amencan detachment, France scmbled to hnd security

elsewhere. in 1930 she signed a military agreement with BeIgium, thereby securing the
traditional invasion route to France, and signed a full alliance and niilitary convention
with PoIand. Clearly, the h e r i c a n government had not considered the loog-term
irnpIications of U.S. detachment.

Because WiIson was detennined to dismantle

traditional European alliances, and because he refused to hancially assist in a
settlement, France, Britain, BeIgium, and italy were iefl to fend for themseIves.
Furthsr? h e r i c a n isolationism gave France and BeIgium the power to outvote the
more moderate proposais of Great Britain. As a result, French demands on Germany
became more punitive in the hope that, if Germany was economicaiIy incapacitated by
a steep war debt, its war machine would be disabled and some sense of safety would be

attained.

Anthony Adamthwaite argues that prior to this mounting Amencan

isoIationism, France's demands had been reIativeiy moderate, only Uisisting that
Gemany pay a modest ponion of war

With the Ioss of this Anglo-Amencan

support, insecurities grew and France became ever more strict and inflexible toward her
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Prior to the American entry h t o World War One, war-tirne loans to France and
Bntain had been taken out kom pnvate banks, and were quickly repaid. After 1917,
France and other Mies were given loans h m America's public coffer, the State
Treasury. By 1918, the Entente owed $10 billion (21 billion h c s ) to the American
govemment, $4.3 billion of which was France's own debt. She also owed Britain 15
billion francs, making her totai foreign debt colossal; her annual budget for al1 of 1913

The reimbunement of these debts was next to

was only 5 billion gold &ancs."

impossible, but not according to her creditors. The payment of debts due America
became a question of honour for many United States citizens; the suspicion that the
Allies were attempting to side- step them reinforced the perception of French underhandedness and corruption.
To American dipiomats and poiiticians, European disputes were not the
responsibility of their nation, and in accordance with strong public sentiment,
detennined not to be involved except where American interests were threatened. ln the
years immediately following the Paris Peace Conference, United States foreign policy
shifted ti-om one of punishment of Germany to active assistance in expediting its
economic recovery. American policy-makers argued that this change was essential to
restoring European poIitical and economic stability. At the same time, their prionv
seemed to be the collection of war debts nther than the finding of a soiution to the
tangled issue of war debts and reparations. The United States govemment refused
throughout the intepvar period

to

recognize any connection between Germany's

reparations, and the .-Ulies' war debts to America, a connection that the French were
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Clemenceau on the latter's 1922 visit to Arnenca, adding that he hoped their two
countries could maintain a good relationship ~onetheless.~~
Horvever, France aiready
felt too abandoned by the American rejection of the Treaty and a lack of cornmitment to
her security to overcorne this new affiont, particularly when Washington and Paris did
eventually begin to discuss the problematic issue of war debts.
France's financial woes continued to be a major concern for her govemment
throughout most of the 1920s. The financial cost of the war had been enormous, even
without the cost of the material reconstruction of her northern departments. Public debt
had increased tenfold between 1913 and 1920, one tenth ofwhich was Erom British and
hmerican foreign loans.'

Wany French people believed that al1 allied debts should at

l e s t be eased if not erased altogether; and in Iate-1918 both the British and French
quietly approached the United States Treasury to request some economic reIieC. They
argued, prïmarily, that the debts should be forgiven on moral grounds. The U.S. had
joined the war Iate, and throughout its years as a neutral power had grown wealthy
while Bntain and France had poured vast amounts of rnoney and blood into the conflict.
What France had paid in carnage and destruction, the United States had avoided by
distance and a reluctance to join the Allies. In addition, France had suffered financially
Erom promises made when the loans were originally granted. She had dutifully used
those loans, in part, to purchase goods and arms exclusively from the U.S.,though theü
prices were higher. Thus. by dernanding payment for the Ioms, h e r i c a was in fact
a s h g France to m e r hance the vast war profits of .-encan

b~sinessmen?~

Secondly, France aryed that she in fact cotrld not pay the Ioans if Germany defauked
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reparations and their own grievous debt. Tbeir difficult situation was agpvated by a
circumvention of trade with Arneica due to restrictions placed on imports by the new
Repubtican govenunent in the name of nationalisrn. The American prohibition of
alcohol also barred one of France's major exports and sources of incorne. For the
general French public, the inflexibility of the creditor nation was highiy offensive. As
Jean Prévost noted in this t h e of fiscal stress: "the public considered our debt
obligation toward America, not just with concern, but with a loiid of fwy."58 The
insistence of both the United States citizenry and its govenunent on loan collection
went far in establishg the popular image of "a selfish, materialistic America," not to
mention a hypocritical one; while refushg to ease the debts of both France and
England, Washington advocated a vast reduction of German reparation payrnents in the
n m e of Eumpean economic revitabation."

Of course, h e r i c a ' s backing of German recovery was just as divisive as its
approach to French foreign debt. Amenca, as mentioned, supported a rapid Gennan
recovery for its owu economic reasons, while France sou@ the economic cnppling of
Germany for security reasons. Ri&t from the signing of the Treaty of Versailles,
Germany-had resisted the reparations dernands placed on her.

Almost every coal

shiprnent to France and Belgium was below quota, in spite of incentives put in place by
the victoriouç nations." in addition to resisting treaty dernands, Gemany also infia~d
her currency incrernentalIy, slowly so as not to alarm other nations until she was well
on her way to a speedy recovery. Once her recovery was in progress, Germany
cancelIed out domestic debt and claimed to be unable to pay foreign ones with such a

in the 1921 and 1932 decisions to send French troops into the Ruhr valley, an area rich

in natural resources, in an attempt to take by force ivhat France could not set through

diplornatic avenues. Tndeed, France sent troops over the border several times to ensure
reparations could be seized if they were not being paid voIuntarily. The last incursion
ordered by Prime Muiister Aristide Briand was in biarch 1921, and was bis find
political act. Raymond Poincaré assumed his position soon afier!"

1922 was, in many ways, a h

g point in international relations. in this year the

Germans signed a pact with the Russians at Rapallo. This pact M e r deepened
France's concem, as it had traditionally looked to the Russians for protection 6om
Gennany. Also in 1922, the Arnencan Congress formed the World War Foreign Debt
Commission (WCVFDC), a poiiticar body whose raison d'être was to negotiate
payments of war debts. Unfomately, the Commission was not endowed with enough
potver to reduce the capital of debts, and couId only make small reductions on interest
paymentsf3 Complicated negotiations ensued between the WWFDC and debtor
nations, negotiations that lead to the Genoa conference in April, 1922. Hoivever,
because &nericm representatives were not present, few decisions could be made
regarding war debts; and because of Paris' veto power, reparations could not be tackled
either. The impasse forced delegates to forward the issues to the newIy fomed
Reparations Commission. The initiai meeting of t h s new body was on 24 May 1923
and was attended by severai prominent Amencan bankers, inciuding IJ. Morgan. The
problem

at

hand was whether they should grant a Ioan to Germany to ensure it couId

meet its reparatioa payments; but by 10 June, the Commission was forced to suspend
d s ~ i 3 ~ ~ ü u uf-rpiicc
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not be given more loans until reparation dernands were reduced, as she depended on
this income to pay her own debts. Franco-Amencan relations became more troubled, as
France resented the forgiving of Germany's debt while French debt was not eased.@
The consequences of the failure of the Commission were felt almost immediately as the
banc faltered and France became further isolated. FinaUy, the Commission was forced
to declare Germany in default of its required shiprnents of coaI on 9 January 1923, and
Prime Minister Poincaré led the political debate to invade the Ruhr. This was not to
rnake money, he stated, but rather to gain control of the distribution of coal in
Germany, to stren,&en

France dipIomatically in the eyes of Britain, and to rnake the

Arnericans rethink the issues of war debts and reparations."j French policy was to
prevent German access to the Rhineland by either occupying it or causing its separation
a~together.~~
in January 1933, Poincaré was fmally able to send troops into the Ruhr where

they were to stay for an entire year, a regal operation once the Reparations Commission
had declared Germany in default on its coal payments. .4lthough Poincaré made it clear
chat France could justify the invasion of the Ruhr as temporary assurance of much
needed reparation payments, the US govemment suspected France of attempting to
punue the objectives denied her at the Paris Peace conference!'

No support for the

French position came tiom Britain, a response which oniy prolonged the crisis.
However, Poincaré's political h n u e relied on his ability to make Germany pay, and the
best way to achieve this was through an invasion and an occupation of the Ruhr Valley.
T'his demonstration of France's strengh wsts, to many Americans, ample evidence
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Germany. Former President Wilson's reaction to this bid, for what France saw as her
dues, was far fiom supportive. in a 1933 i n t e ~ e t vhe went so far as to cal1 Poincaré a
"buUy" and to accuse Ferdinand Foch, maréchal de France, of being a ''miiitarist,"
claiming that "1 would like to see Germany clean up France, and 1would Iike to meet
French hbassador Jules] Jusserand and tell him that to his face."*

Rather than aid

their old ally, Washington and London effectively undermined her by providing the
bancial support to stabilize Berlin's faltering currency and assist with the introduction
of its new Renrenmark. This was in Iine with the -hglo-Amencan policy of irnproving
Gemany's economy, but it had the added effect of M e r devaluhg the

By

December 1923 the tables had turned. The French military mission in the Ruhr was
becoming economically unviable and increasingly unpopular at home; in January 1934
it had amassed less wealth from the Ruhr than it had done pnor to the occupation in
1922. The steady post-191s depreciation of the Gtanc had reached an unprecedented
level, destroying France's bargainhg power with her creditor~.'~
Poincaré scrambled to stabilize his country's currency with a 20 percent tau hike
that only succeeded in making his government even more unpopular. Once again the
h e r i c a n s stepped in, providing France with a LOO million dollar loan on 13 March
1924 to help raise the value of the franc. However, there were strings attached: an
international settlement was to be arranged to put an end to the Ruhr crisis. Once more
a commission was formed, and in 1934 the American-headed Dawes Cornmittee
submitted a five-year plan for the payment of reparations, to which ChanceUor Gustav
Stresemann of Germany gudgingIy a-geed, as it seemed the surest way to untangie the
ec~nc&c _~)nn$eh&
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the committee cal1ed for a supervised reorganization of Germany's infiastructure and
an immediate evacuation of the Ruhr.

The American hope of a peaceful and

economically stable Europe was rejuvenated with the Dawes Plan, though the ability of
the United States to maintain traditional isolationist poiicy depended largely on the
actions of France and Great Britain.

Most countries involved "were uniformly

unenthusiastic" but accepted the plan for lack of a better alternative; and despite initial
reticence, it did greatly irnpmve the international mood."

The new spirit of optimism

felt across the western world over the Dawes Plan was perhaps too high, for it
succeeded in creating what Duroselle has called "a bancial merry-go-round" which in
fact did not benefit any of the countries involved. Arnenca Ioaned money to Germany,
who used some of it to pay reparations to France, who in tum paid some of her loans to
the United ~tates." It did demonstrate, however, that there was-and had always
been-at

l e s t one meeting point for America and France: that Germany should pay

reparations. The Young Plan of 1929 he-tuned the Dawes Plan, but in the end no
financial plan or international coderence could mend the many misunderstandings and
hard feelings benveen America and France.

In surn, since its be-.nning in the War of independence, the relationship between
France and the United States has always been epitomized by both cultural admiration
and shared idealistic pnnciples, as welI as by divisive political hstrations.

The

common nineteenth-cenw trend for -berican tourists to visit France is testament to
the nearly universal respect she commanded. That a large group of people fiom a
traditionally isolationist nation sought to experience French artistic, titerary, and
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trend worked in conjunction with contemporary diplornatic efforts to renew ties
between the United States and France, a link that proved an important one in the First
World War. However, although the Arnericans eventudly joined the war on the side of
the French, great fnistrations evolved for both nations.
ironically, many of these frustrations were rooted in common ground, but both
countries sought to arrive at the same ends through different means. After the Paris
Peace Conference, France was left feeIing îhat an associate had abandoned her, a
feeling only exacerbated when the United States Senate refused to pass the Treaty of
Versailles, and consequently the League of Nations, as well as a military guarantee for
French security soon after. The singIe most contentious issues in the interwar penod
becarne that of war debts and reparation payrnents, issues especially imtating to the
Americans. Both French and U.S.govements wanted Germany to pay, but their
distinctive approaches were determined by wartime expenences and financial need. in
keeping with its isolationism afler 1920, the United States was willing to forgive sorne
of Germany's debt and support its recovery to ensure a healthy trading partner, while

France sought "political ambitions by ~ o n o m i cmeans'"' by invading the Ruhr valley.
The occupation was undeniably unsuccessEul, as France was weaker than she had been

in 1919, and certainly had reached a low in international popularity.
Tt would be foolish to think that leaders of counmes could iive unaffècted by
dominant stereotypes and popular imases, Moreover, many of the fnisuations between
Amencan and French politics throughout the intenvar period are explained by cultural
and experiential differences. One of the channefs most effective in spreadiig these
pertxpiiur~OE &ci
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perceptions of the French are no exception. Indeed, it is the contention of this thesis
that press representations are formed not only by the media itself, but through the interrelationship of political acts of heads of state and the public. As demonstrated in this
chapter, American foreign policy for the early inter-war period was increasingly selfinterested, an isolationism based on stereotypical views that France was a warring
nation and America safer without involvement in her politics. This stereotype was
presented in the media, and consumed by readers. Thus, it appears that fore@ policy
is determined by politicians, citizens, and the press. Critics of public involvement in
Foreign poIicy have tended to overlook the "strong influence that govemmental officiais
c m have on public opinion.""

Leverhg States that in reeking to persuade citizens to

support a certain cause, the government bas traditionally received invaluable heIp h m
the news media, which relies, in turn, upon officials for their information on foreign
policy.i5 [t is important to turn now to the news media itself for the period of 1913 to
1924 in order to understand its nature, and determine why the three newspaperç

reviewed here portrayed France in the ways they did.
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clUPTER 2: THE AMENCAN PRESS

AND EUROPE

The history of the printed press in America is long and intimateiy Linked to the
nimultuous poIitical past

of that counîq. From the beginning of the eighteenth century, the

push by entrepreneurs for an increasingly liberated and independent news media was
ceaseless, although it met much resistance. This battle coatinued right hto the hventieth
century. However, newspapers have always been only as strong, eioquent, or unprejudiced as
the people who have witten them. In the present chapter, the uwners and reporters of the
lVav

York Times, the Chicago Tribune, and the San Francisco Elrnminer, will be discussed

with the purpose of revealing their attitudes towards France. The ownerleditors' of these
papers varied in their opinions about h e r i c a n invoivement in European events following the

19 15 armistice. As a result, they tended to portray France with ciifferhg deprees of sympsithy
or hostility. [ndeed, just as rhese newspapers diverged in their presentation of France, so too
did individual journa1ists diverge in their reporting of that nation, in accordance with the [one
of their respective papers. However, aitfiough each newspaper examined here had a certain
tone and approach to

reporting current events, there ivas also much dispity of images ivirhin

the papers themselves. lVhere a trait or action of France was Iauded one day, the same trait

or action was ofien condemned the next. The result is a mixed treatment of France across the
papers both individually and collectively; and the impressions that the Times, the Tribrine,
and the Ercaminer, despite biases, were not strictly homogenous in their approachs. It is

interesring to compare the nature of the newspapers' tones and the politics they supported or
condemned; however it is also important, particdariy in the subsequent chapters, to contrast
portrayals of France that appeared tvithin the same newspapers. The reasons behind such

disparate images wiH prove to be important to the following chapters c o v e ~ pthe
dichotomous images of France.
The first fourteen years of the twentieth century, according to historian James Melvin
Lee, were a time of "social readjustment" for the business of newsgathering. The movernent
mirrored the expansive philahmpic chnate developing in many western corntries at the t h e .

in North America, it manifested itself as a push for society to be "modernized" by addressing
the sociaI dis of comption, chird poverty, and the squalid houshg of the underclass. This
period is also distin,Gshed by new ethical standards for jomalism, increased attention to
women as both consumers and readers, and press cmpaigns for the irnprovement of living
conditions.' Mmy netvspapen went so far as to add new departments that specifically targeted
civic reform. These included household sections in which readers, mostly female, were $ven
tips on heaIthy meals and household cLeaning, and which included advice columns designed to
assist and cornfort "Ionely human beings with h m a n prob~ems.'" Moreover, most papers
created cornptaints departments to demonstrate their accountabiLity to their readerç. With the
onset of the Great War in 19 14, wen further change was wought, and even more rapidly. The
newspapers which survived this difficult period improved geatly; editors knetv more than they
had pnor to 1914 about what news was, how to attain it, and how to clanfi curent events with
editorials ivhich infornied the public but ivhich did not influence the news department.J
Journaiism itself was considered a romantic and exotic employment pnor to 1911. A
mm-of-the-cennuy reporter found himself, first, to be an insider to news, someone whose press
pass admitted b-and exceptionalLy her-behind

the façade of respectabibty to wimess 'Yhe

sveaty, dirty reaiities of municipal politics and society.'"
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of objective reporting, however, many found avenues for personal expression as agents of civic
improvement.

So-called "Muclcrackers" and "sob sisters" initiated campaigns of reform,

writing stones with an emotional flair. Given some responses it could be dangerous work,
certainiy, and many reporters carried guns. RegardIess of the n'sk, jounialism at this t h e was
often thrilling, an occupation described by one reporter as 'Yhe maddest, gladdest, damnest
existence ever enjoyed by mortal youth".6

This exciting employment was not reserved exclusively for men. In keeping with the new
emphasis on female readers, there was a significant increase in the nurnber of women involved

in news production, particularly as joumdists. Aithou@ iheir nurnbers had greatly increased
by the 1 9 2 0 ~even
~ late in the nineteenth century there had been talented female reporters.
Aiready in 1899 there were four times as many dailies in the US as there had been just thkty

-

y e m before.'

The number of newspapers themselves had aIso increased greatly, opening

hrther opportunities for rookie reporters, male and femde, and creating more fierce
competition for readers. Although the witing of "stunt-girls" and "sob sisters" initially only
appeared in the women7s pages, they sIowly began rnoving in on crime stories and feature
articles as women becarne slightly more established in the industry. Fernale journalists often
brought kesh perspective to the political events they reported on. Many of them focussed on
the humm aspect of international events, thar is, how the public was affected, and what the
popular opinion was of those events. Reporters Iike Amie Laurie, Anne O'Hare McCormick,
and Gertrude Atherton gave unique insight Uito the eveneç of their tirne.
The Great War, beginning in L914, was an event that would change the face of the world,
including journalism. ï h e war sapped much of the excitement of conespondents' work, as ''its
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country's best ...rvere on the scene."'

What was once the maddest, gladdest profession was

now an appalling girnpse into utter miser-; joumalisrn was not made any easier by wartime
restrictions. Censors were both severe and often contradictory, What one would alIow, another
would block, For owners, compounding the shock of trench-warfare was the shock of the cost
of newsgathering. Cable tolls skyrocketed and were necessarily paid by individual papers,
forcing srnaller outfits out of business altogether. The New York Times, by way of illustration,
paid $15,000 a week on cables and more than 5750,000 annuaIly? It aiso paid for special war
dispatches at three times the price of pre-war ones. Some papers were able to pool cesources
with correspondents fiom European newspapers, thus reducing labour costs, but the money
Tent on newsgathering was nonetheless staggering.
Moreover, papers were forced to modemize the routine of handling news. Rather than
being secretive about sources of idormation, articles now identified information sources in the
opening sentences, as a disclaimer to protect the paper.10 War correspondents themselves, as
well as the nature of their reporting, "helped to create a paradox in which the Americm people
had more information on world affairs at their disposal than ever before, yet seemed no more
capable of understanding them than their relatively isolated ancestors had been." It was for that
reason that another modification was ushered in-the

editorial. " Because the public was so

unfarniliar with European geography and politics, an interpretation was ofien necessary to
accompany breaking news. The numerous modifications made over the forty-year penod
leading to 1924-new

departments, imaginative features for previoudy ignored consumen,

hiring more femaie employees, cost-cutting, and clever uses of editorials-were

o d y possible

rvith the experimentation and nsk-taking of the men in charge of trend-settins papers such as
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The editodowners behind the three papers examiaed in this thesis exemplified a new
breed of heads-of-newspapers. Adolph Ochs of The Nav York Times. the Chicago Tribune's
Robert McCormick, and William Randolph Hearst of San Francisco Examiner fame, worked in

an era in which newspapers mled the mass communications world, and publishen were
entrepreneurs. Strong-mhded editors like those of the nineteenth century could still be found,
but their power had been idihged upon greatly by more involved owners ike the three
examined here. Though they came into comparable positions as heads of nationally distributed,
widely read newspapers, they approached cheir work fiom very different backsounds. The
latter may explain some of the qualities that made them bved or hated, and rnay well shed light
on their treatment of France. To get a hl1 grasp of each paper's perspective on Europe in
general, and of France in particular. it is necessary to turn to some biographical information
about the lives of three men.

Adolf Ochs was boni in Cincinnati on 12 March 1818, and his was a classic rags-to-riches
story. From humble origins, Ochs rose to be a giant in the fieid of news publishing. He was the
eldest of the six surviving children of Bertha and Julius Ochs, German Jews who had escaped
to h c r î c a fmm nineteenth century European political tunnoil. His father initially prospered
with his young farnily; however Julius-"soidier,
unpaid rabbi-ivas

bookkeeper, merchant, public servant, and

a wanderer of considerabte intellect but Little business acurnen.""

Only

partly due to the latter, the post-Civil CVar financiai panic that swept across the country in 1867
cast Ochs family's into poverty. Thus, it was out of dire economic necessity that the two eldest
boys, Adolph and George, began working for the local newspaper as young delivery boys.

Adolph was eleven when he began bis paper mute of four square miles, a route which
connibuted S1.50 to his family's incorne weekly.13
By 1875, d e r working his way up the ladder at the newspaper, Ochs felt he had leamed
al1 he could h m the srnall paper and stnrck out on his own, moving West to h d work as a

jomeyman printer with a strong Ieaer of recommendation t o m his ChronicIe foreman, and
not much eise. The year 1877 found him in a business partnership with Colone[ MacGowan in
the rougti-and-tumble town of Chattanooga, Tennessee. Their initial venture soon failed but

their second attempt with the Charrunooga Times was more successful. In the first issue of the
paper under its new owner/editor, Ochs declared it "independent," behoiden o d y to its readers
and advenisers, a boId declaration considering that many newspapers represented special
interests at this time.IJ His stringent policy of remairihg poIitically, religioudy, and socialIy
impartial earned hirn the respect of his contemporaries and popularity with his readers.
in its independence, the Chattanooga Times was unlike other small eown newspapers, and

its autonomy made it easier for contributors to speak out in Cavour of civic refonn. This unique
approach was key to its eventual success, thou& rife was not easy For the first few years under
Ochs. The staff consisted of only ten, inchding reporters and press workers, but had soon

s o w n enough that the Thes became the leading voice in promoting the growth and progress

u

of the burgeoning city.

15

Ochs successhIly campaiged for non-partisan and honest city

governmenr, and he pushed for a sewer systern and river clean-up. He also supported the
building of a universiy and improvements to existing schools and theatres. In essence, he
focussed on al1 that was "civilizeb" programmes that would prepare Chattanooga for Future
econornic development. His ivas not a Midas touch, however, and he made several costly

It was bad luck and poor judgement which Enally led Adolph Ochs to the Nav York
Times. M e r several failed investments and poor real estate transactions, he found himself

deeply in debt, with his beIoved Chattanooga Times up as coilateral security. To generate
money, Ochs decided to buy another newspaper. In Mxch 1896, he Ieamed h m a &end and
reporter that the New York Times. once a respectable paper, was now reeling h m years of
mismanasement and tvas ripe for takeover. Et was Iosing $1000 per day and its circulation had
sagged to 9,000 s~bscribers.'~He made his move, using oniy his personality and reputation as
a small-town publisher, as weil as a number of respectable references, to back him in his
attempt to take over the ka.
Ochs sornebow convinced the Times ' owners that his p h to
issue 10,000 shares of stock in the Company, with enough shares placed in escrow to revert to
his ownership at the end of three consecutive profitable years to make him majonty

stockholder, was a good one."

From the outset, ir

was a difficult soal to achieve. New York was, of course. far more

competitive than Chattanooga had been. To boost Times readership, Ochs would have to
contend with the expensive circulation war being waged at the time between publishing gants
William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer, conipete with the Heraid's foreign events
coverase, and intempt the popularity of the sensationalistic yelIows, the FVorld and the
Journul. papes that cost only a penny and were widely read.lS He decided to make subtle and

simple changes to distinyish his paper, like having modest headlines advertising that the Times
"Does Not Soi1 the Breakfast Cloth," an ealy jab at the excessive ink used by the more
sensarionalistic papers.LVOn a more ideological b e l , ever remaining true to his beliefs about
honest and independent journalism! Ochs immediately publicized the fact that his new paper
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news impartiaIly, without fear or favour, regardless of any Party, sect, or interest involved." He
prornised his readers that his paper contained "al1 the news that's fit to pnnt," and was aimed to
please "thoughtful, pure-rninded people."20 Competitors laughed and mocked his appmach,
and then plped when circulation counts dernonstrated how ready readers were for a fresh and
honest paper.

In addition to his initia1 changes which, though subtle (and ethicai), were significant,
Ochs also carefülly selected an impressive staff. Along with his business acumen, he had an
eerie ability to rense people's hidden talents."

in 1904, he wisely hired Carr Van h d a away

from the 1Vav York Sun to be his managing editor, who according to Ochs, had a "genius for
news-sathering and rnarvellous appreciation of news value and fidelity to faimess and
th~rou~hness."" His editor, Chades MiIIer, had worked for the paper before Ochs, and his
business manager was Louis Wiley. With this reliable and inventive staff, the new owner
developed noveL additions to his paper. They printed real estate transactions and court cases,
they downplayed entertainment, and gave impressive New York fuiancial news. They replaced

comics with the instantly popular Sunday Magazine containing book reviews and current
events. Ochs was also careh1 to remain politicaIIy independent, making an exception oniy to
support President Wilson's battle for the Leque of Nations years later.
Long before the First World War, Adolph Ochs and his staff had succeeded in turning the
Times around. Cuculation soared iÎom 9'000 at his takeover to 25, 000 in 1898, to 75,000 in
1 ~ 9 9 . By
~ 1900, the paper was profitable enough that Ochs became majority owner, a

development that alIowed him to pay the debts of the Chananooga Times. ïhat sams year he
had special editions of The New York Times printed for the Paris Exposition, indicatis his
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abroad and fomed ties with European coUeages, ties which stood it in good stead when war
broke out fourteen years later. His paper was able to contend with wutirne challenges because
most of the profits it e m e d were spent on improving equipment, enlawjng facilities, and
curtivating means of newsgathering.

The Ochs-Van Anda combination was a powerful one, explciiining their paper's rapid
recovery and stunning success. indeed, it was their coverage of the Great War and the
subsequent Paris Peace Conference in 1919 that h l y established the Times as an American
institution. Not only did it employ the largest corps of foreign correspondents in the country,
but its wurkers also had links with European news services. ïhey were especialiy CO-operative
with the Lorldon finies via Marcoai's wireless telegraph (built in 1907), a CO-operationthat

alIowed them to scoop their cornpetitors regularly. Censors normally made rransmitting stories
nearly impossibk, but their restrictions were side-stepped by Van Anda. Early on in the war he

invented a code they could not crack, chus ensuring that Times journalists couid relay stones
before uthers could, and in much geater detail. Ochs and Van Anda were careful to carry
stories h m both the Allied and Geman sides of the conflict, so meticuIousty in fact, that
representatives of both groups in hnerica accused the paper of catering to the other. This
became serious enou* that in 1915, Geman sympathizers accused the paper of violating
United States neutrality by printing-pro-British articles, a charge which Van Anda and Milier
were required to deny before a congressional ~ o m m i t t e e .Editorials,
~
on the orher band, even

prior to the United States' involvement in 1917, generally (but not exclusively) contended that
d paper's daim that opinion
Germany {vas in the wrong. That editorial position c o ~ e the
and straight news reporthg were very different things. The quaiity of the paper's events

reportage was almost unparalleled at the tirne, and in fact was honoured with a Pulitzer Prize in

19 18, in appreciation of the entire news staff.'5
There were a number of talented reporters on the news staff at the New York Times, many
of whom had visited Europe both for work and pleasure.

Among the top Foreign

correspondents were Charles H. Grasty, Walter Duranty, and Anne O'Hare McCormick. These
news workers were in Europe for extended periods dating from the early 1910s to well after the
1920s. ïhey necessarily had a more intimate understanding of events surrounding the war than
did reporters who had not been to Europe, or had stayed only for a short period. They at least
had seen the places and met some of the political fiagres that were so conspicuous in wartime

and 1920s headlines. It could be argued that with exposure to overseas counüies cornes greater
empathy for the people of those nations. At the very lem, the Times received reports fiom
people very familiar with Europe.
One OF these, Charles Gnsty, bom in 1863, embarked at seventeen on what quickly
becarne a remarkable career. He was hired by the Kansas Ciry Srar and by 71 had become
rnanaging editor of that paper. in 189 1, he managed to h d the financial support to buy the
Balriniore Evening !Vews in which he published exposés about crime and political corruption, in

accordance with his strong principles. Years later, after working with several other papers in
other positions, his family vacation in Europe was cut short when World War I broke out. He
retumed to the scene in 1915 as a foreign correspondent for the Kansas Cie Star, the
Associated Press (of which he had been a director fiom 1900 to 1910), and later for the New
York Times. He reported fkom abroad for severai years, a posting intenupted by a brief stint as
ti-emer at the %es.

Grasty sent home cornrnentary about the strategic and diplornatic facets
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hirn access to severd of the Allied leaders, including French Marshals Ferdinand Foch and

Joseph Joffre. The Baltimore Sirn remarked on Grasty's death that "he was probably the bestintormed journalist in Europe and none had higher standing or reputation.'"6
While Grasty was very talented and informed, the Times had other reporters equally
talented. Walter Duranty and Anne O'Hare McCormick also witnessed events in Europe
during and afier the war. Duranty was born and raised in Endand, where he attended public
school. His academic achierements eamed hirn a seat at Cambridge, where he graduated in
1903. This education clearly left its p a l mark on Duranty, who later spoke disparagingly

about British public schools. in 1913, he moved to the Latin Quarter in Paris, where he wrote
for the N o v York Times' Paris bureau. His reporting became especially important with the
beginning of hostilities in 1911. George Seldes remarked that Duranty was one of the most
erudite and educated of foreign correspondents in Europe, one with an uncanny ability to l e m
languages, including ~rench."
The final correspondent to be discussed here is a remarkable woman, whose insight and
abilities brought her much renown. Like Duranty, Anne O'Hare b[cCormick had also been
bom in England, though she came to the United States as an infant. Shortly after McCormick
gaduated with her B.A. from a private academy in Columbus, her family was left in despente
stnits when her father deserted them. This prompted McConnick's introduction to writing, as
she worked as managing editor for the weekly Catholic Universe Bullefin. in 1910, she
rnarried an engineer whose job required extensive travelling in Europe. During her frequent

visits to Europe throu$out

the prewar and interwar period, she carne to appreciate the

incredible politicai and social chauses occurring in Europe. Her Iengthy career with the Times
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Europe, which Carr Van Anda accepted immediately. Europe in the L920s, 1930s and 1940s
was portrayed by McCormick with a "broad knowledge and thoughtful insight about world
affairs" and a strong rapport with world leaders, to rnany of whom she was a favourite.

EventuaIly she became the fïrst woman to serve on the editorial board of the Times (19361954), a position that required her to write unçiged editorials biweekly. Her knowledgeabIe

and sensitive reporting eamed her another k t for women: the Pulitzer Prize for journalism in
1937. At her death, colleague Robert Duffus said of her life's work; "She had a great

compassion for those who suffered.. . War was the thing that wrecked houses in which real
peop[e lived, that 1eft children hungry and mothen hopeless. She looked beneath the events of
the day and saw the effect of those events on families, on the old, on the Young, on the sick." I8
These foreign corresponderits were important factors in the success of the New York
Times and set the tone of the paper's sensitive treatrnent of European countries. its success is

crudely measurable by its circulation increase. By 1921, it had nsen fiom the original
circulation of 9,000, to 323.000. At the end of 1921 the Times had a daily circuIahon of
3~1,000. and its s o s s income was ~?0,000,000."

From the outse?, New York readen

welcomed Ochs' honest paper with a sense of relief, a response that greatly benefited fiom the
Hearst- Pulitzer rivalry. "Al1 The News That's Fit to Pnnt," though sold initially at the sarne
price as the yellows, was clearly a cut above. Fifty years aller his purchase. Ochs remarked
thar his paper was not merely the source of news for "intelligent, thoughtful people" but an

institution that had effectively divorced news fiom opinion.
Ochs' fellow owners discussed below were of completely different backgrounds, which
may explain their opinions on issues of the day. .Uthou& there is a lack of biographical
%te+!

ti.ti.t)rmsyoplaining Qcb' epihiem, Ir ic

fiem hi- açtinns that he harhnured no

ill-will toward European nations. Perhaps his impoverished youth and German-Jewish ancestry
had taught tiim more tolerance for other corntries and cultures, like France. He seemed to
harbour no ill-will toward France.

Indeed, that country was likely the source of some

excitement and interest, as he published a Paris edition during the Paris Exposition.
Isolationists such as McCormick or Hearst did not make such efforts. We also know that Ochs
was gievously aware of his lack of formal education, and "when educators and statesmen

extolled him and his works he could not get over the feeling that he was an actor in a drearn
r n a ~ ~ u e r a d e . Despite
" ~ ~ this source of shame, he was heaped with awards and bestowed with
two Doctor of Letters prizes. Further. although he enjoyed mixing with celebrities, politicians,
and intellectuals, he was also sornewhat awed by hem,and felt injured when they criticized his
paper."

Adolph Ochs w u evidently of different stock than his wealthy contemporaries

discussed in this thesis.

Robert Rutherford McComick, future editor/ owner of che Chicago Tribune, came Erom
very different roots than those of Adolph Ochs. McCormick was boni in Chicago in 1880 to an

aristocratie fmily long involved ~4thnewspapers. His mother, Katherine Van Etta MediII,
was the driuater of Joseph Medill, publisher of the Chicago Tribwie from 1855 to 1899. She
played favourites with her eldest son, Joseph Medill McCormick, and vimially ignored
~ o b e r t . ~ 'His father, Roben Sanderson McComiick (1849- 19lg), Yale graduate and son of
Theodore Roosevelt's attorney, was a dipIomat who served as ambassador to Austria, Hungary,
Russia, and France throu* the course of füs career. Robert senior was not the most focussed
arnbassador, and to hm, "less weighty than the fate of Korea or czarist pretensions to Asim
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rebellious n i e ~ e . " It~ was
~ after his transfer to Russia from the Austrian court of Francis Joseph
that his Me, and that of his son, changed drastically. Several biographers hold Sir Ceci1 Spring-

Rice of the British Foreign Office, who was also posted in Russia, responsible for mining
McComiick's career in diplomacy. They c I a h that he encouraged R~bertSanderson's transfer
kom his prestigious Russian post ta one Less respectable in ~ a r i s . 'France
~
was considered less
prestigious in dipIomatic circles as it was not a poIitical hot-spot in the eariy 1900s, and was
given to McCormick so his blunders could not damage Franco-American relations. With his
Eather's chanse in s t a t u and position, 74-year-old Robert deveIoped a Lifelong antipathy
toward the English, as it was the beginning of the end of their social prominence, and possibly
a resentment of France as a 'consolation prize' for his father. In dismisshg "his father's
blunders and indiscretions, yomg Robert McCormick carne to see his parent as a victim of

British snobbery and State Department treachery. For the rest of his days he worked at his
grievances Iike a blacksmith at his bellows, with profound consequences for al1 who read or
were inîluenced by the Qicago ~ribnbane.''~'
Before their fmily arrived in Paris, the nva brothers, Robert and Joseph (knou?i as
Medill), had attended various elite private schools, includinj severai in England. These ofien
harsh environments, for which English boarding institutions of the time are renowned, instiiled

in the youth a strong sense of patriotism, though for him it developed into a royalty to h e n c a
niher han to the Bri~ish~ m ~ i r e Robert
. ' ~ rernernbered years iater that he and his brother were

so a h i d of becomin; "hglicized" they spent their spart time reading Arnerican classics such
as Tom ~atwer?' At fourteen, when his parents retumed to Ensland from a year in Chicago,
he w s enrolled at Groton. a very exclusive and prestigious Amencan prep-school, graduaring
n
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under the ministrations of his gandfather. Joseph Medill, with whom he had previously spent
severd summers. His gandfather inculcated in him an interest in journaiism and the news
world. Following the path of both his older brother and his cousin, Joseph Patterson, Robert
attended Yale, though it was a rather unsuccessfU1 academic stint, eaming him only a
"gentleman's C average." From there, fortuitously, he went on to North Western Law School
on his father's recommendation. Before pduating he was persuaded to run for city alderman,
and was elected in 1904. Thus began his short-lived career in poli tic^.^^

in 1911, after bein; defeated in his second term as president of the sanitary district, he
Iearned thar his family was planning to sel1 the Chicago Tribtrne to publisher Victor Lawsou
The family could not h d an heir to occupy the position previously held by his uncle, the
recentiy deceased Robert Patterson. Robert rushed to persuade the trustees to ailow him and
his cousin, Joseph Patterson, to take the paper over, to which the trustees grudgingly agreed.
Thus begm a Ions partnership based on their Iifelong Eiiendship, strons despite a vicious
family feud benveen their rnother~.'~
The Chicago Tribtrne had always been a family paper, and with the installation of Robert
and Joseph, the bledill empire was to remain that way for at least another generation. h fact,
according to historian John Tebbel, the only time that it was in the hands of m outsider was
during the sixteen years that James Keeley was managing editor and general manager- Keeley
left in 1914 for the Record-Heruld when it became known that he was not popular with his

boss, Robert R. ~ c ~ o t - n i c kWhen
. ~ ~ he resigned, McCormick and Pattenon assumed his
dulies by swapping the job of editor back and Forth e v e l month. in taking the reins, the
McCormick-Panerson duo was able to both maintain the inheritance iÏom their forbears and to

breathe new life into the business fier a difficult era of family rivalries foiiowing the death of
their prandfather.
The work and Mestyles of the young men reflect their eiitist upbtinging. Like many sons
of the rich and powerful, they had benefited from an education in the country's Ieading
seaboard collepes, as well as from schools abroad."

Often when young people are well

travelled, they develop a respect, if not a liking, for foreign countries and cultures. in Robert's
case, the opposite seems to have happened, for his strong aversion to British politics was
reflected in his axe-grinding Tribune editorials,

Regardless of his personal experiences

overseas, ''the more he traveled and the more cosmopolitan he became, the stronger his
attachment was to the United States. His simple, uncritical patriotism never lefi him.'J'

in

fact, it was not just England that was the target of his mistrust. He was deepIy suspicious of the
whole "European cauldronT'and its political tangles, including France, and thus was staunchly
iso~ationist.'~

On the other hand, and contrary to what some historians have said, as a youth he liked

many of his EngIish schools. a liking reflected in his good grades, his acquired English accent,
and love of cricket. Even later in life, as a fiill-fledged proponent of American govemrnentai
secIusion. he chose British accoutrements: he rode in a RU%-Royce, had a London t d o r and
shoemaker, clairned British authors as his favourites, and reflected fondIy on his days as a
school-boy in ~ n g i a n d . ~However, thouph he was fond of European culture and fashiorr,
European politics made him very uneasy; and his wariness was not reserved exclusively for
Great Brïtain. France was undeniabiy included, perhaps partly because it was the place to
which his father had been uncerernoniously relegated. This distaste was o d y entrenched with
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Much changed with the outbreak of the First World War. Every day allowed for exciting
though often brutal, headlines, and circulation rose. The Tribune was strongly opposed to
American involvement until mere months before the nation's official entry into the h y in
1917. When it became obvious that his country would join forces with the Allies, McConnick
stvitched his paper's tone to being militaristic as weU as ultra-paûiotic. Before this, in search
of adventure, Robert had made a trip in 19 15 to England with the First Cavalry of the Illinois
National Guard. Later that same year he had observed events ud'olding fiom the Eastern Front
in Russia. in 1917, he was promoted to coione1 through family connections, and participated in

the battle of Cantipy, though to what extent remains unclear. When the war ended and they
retumed, a schism had opened between McCormick and Patterson, and Patterson left to start
the New York Daify Tribune. They remained of one mind, however, on German efficiency, on
their mistmst of England, and rnost of an, on the necessity of American exclusion fiom future
European warfxe and the proposed Leage of Nations. Athough McCormick was attracted to
some aspects of Europem culture, he was repeIled by its polirics, and this ambiguity was
reflected in his newspaper. Xlthough

it

had isolationkt ieanings, there were also re;ular

columns on French fashions, tnveI advice, and positive descriptions of France.
iLIcCormickYsrecipe for news was successfui, and within the first eight years of ninning
the paper he and his cousin had succeeded in doubhg Tnbtrne circulation From 261,278 in
1914 to 499,725 in 1921."
527,025 in the same penod.a

The Sunday edition, the biggest seller, went frorn 406,556 to
.Mer the Great War's end, the paper finally broke William

Randolph Hearst's dominance in Illinois, an accomplishment c e r t d y worthy of mention.
Behind the sigificant circuIation increase were Patterson's comics and his originaI idea of

printing a listing of the local motion pictures. The success of the Tribzine also had to do with
McCormick's foresight years before when he had begun buying Canadian wood for newsprint.
Without a doubt, however, the foreign correspondents working for the Tribune were an
important part of its success. There were several taiented and daring reporters on staff who did
a h o s t anything for a story, including George Seldes and Floyd Gibbons. According to his
book Witness to a Centurv, Seldes sirnply chanced upon key reporting positions, though it
IikeIy had more to do with his cornpetence. He went to France in 1917 to write for and edit the
Paris edition of the Tribune; he was also a member of Pershing's army press corps, a very
sought- after position. In the 1920s, he was the paper's Berlin correspondent, but retumed to
Paris as much as he could in that decade. He seems to have been somewhat more tolerant of
European politicai events and society than was his boss, whorn he called xenophobic.'" As a
foreign correspondent for the Tribtme, Seldes bad travelled to many couutries in Europe until
he left the paper in order to wnte his tint book, and had experienced France and French culture
first-hand.
FIoyd Gibbons, one of the most renowned foreign correspondents in Europe, also wrote
for the Chicago Tnbrtne. His stunts began on his 1917 passage to Europe. Rathsr than
crossing the ocean on a ship assured a safe crossing, he instead chose the Laconia, a ship he
believed in danger of being attacked by a German U-boat. His recounting of being the victim
of an attack on a passenger Liner may have played a role in the American entry into the war, or

so Gibbons claimed. It made print in every major Amencan newspaper, and was read before
both houses of Congess, Gibbons' arriva1 in London was a journalistic event, "more exciting
now than a Zeppelin raid," accordin5 to

eld des.'^

Another attempt to out-scoop his rivais ied

him to the kont Line, where a Gennan sniper shot out his eye. His recklessness, as well as his
ability to End breaking news made Gibbons a treasure to the Chicago Tribune.
Reporters were as important to the Tribune as they were to the Times in the post-war era.
Given his involvernent in the paper's content, very little went to print that McCormick did not
first approve. However isolationist and leery of Europe his publication was, it certainly
appealed to many readers in the Chicago area. in 1945, Harper S Magaine stated that ". ..the
coloneI's huge power in the Midwest is Iargely based on the fact that millions of midwesterners are hospitable to his ideas... -49 So, for this combination of reasons, the nse of the
T ' u n e to a place of prominence, not only in Chicago but nationally, made the 1920s
prosperous years for its owner, despite its reputation for being among the most argumentative
papers in the United States at the tirne.''

Yet, however argumentative, even chautinistic, the

Tribune kvas, it never reached the level of the overbearing and outrageous reporting that was
attained by Hearst's publications.
William Randolph Hearst's empire was virtually unparalleled by other contempocary
.4merican publishers, for in addition to newspapers, his empire included at its pedc radio
stations, magazines, news syndicates, mines, ranches, castles. and hotels. By the mid-1930s he
owned papers in almost every major h e r i c a n city, and boasted an estimated circulation of

j.L00,000 dailies and 6,8000,000 ~unda~s."The only child of George and Phoebe Hearst, he
was

born in San Francisco, California, on 19 April 1563 to an even wealthier family than was

McCormick, and was exceptionalIy sheltered."

As a youth he

ivas

desctibed as "petulant,

seifish. arrogant and occasionally callous, and in later iife his associates and victims were to
suffer h m his tantmms." This personality was partîally formed by an absentee father and an

over-indulgent mother whose unhappy maniage directed her attention and devotion to her
son.53
Never an academic, Hearst attended various schools in San Francisco, and then was sent
to St Paul's in New Hampshire. Between world tours and other distractions, he had some sort
of formal education at private grammar schools; but these spasmodic periods were interrupted
by his endless rebeliion against discipline."

When he w u ten years old, hie mother decided he

shouid see the world, partly for educational purposes and partly to make evident their family's
status. To ensure he did some studying, she hired a classics graduate to tutor William during
the 18-month trip from Edinburgh to Florence.

It was at seventeen, during his second

excursion to the Continent, that he displayed a distinctive interest in newspapers, analyzing
critically the differences between those in London and the rest of Europe. However, he was not
sufficiently educated for his parents7 tastes; and at nineteen Hearst began three intemperate
years at Harvard, showing more aptitude for childish practical jokes than for academics.

[t was

a particularly tastcless joke that got him expelled fiom the prestigious school, which he Iefi
happily."
Once expelled, Hearst went to work as a cub reporter at the N a v York World, studying
Pulitzer's style of sensationalisrn and methods of boosting circulation. Hearst trrote a long
letter to his father suggesting how he would improve the fiaminer. Aithough George was not
excited about his son's interest in a career in the news industry, he was be@g

his Ekit full

Senate term in Washington and the paper was losing money npidly. He conceded, and handed
the Eraminer over to his twenty-four year old son in 1887. in his new position, William

Randolph Hearst was nothing if not indusmous. Almost irnmediately he began several social
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as defender of the underdog and spokesman for the under-classes, and dedicated his paper ta
public service on issues deemed significant or worthy. As a result, he contended with a
backlash fiorn his peen for being a "capitalist wbo hated capitalists.""

Soon afler he acquired

the Eraminer, he bought the Nav York Journal and founded a modest syndicate.
Hearst put great effort into Mproving the Examiner's faltering circulation. Like a h o s t
al1 contemporary newspapers of this iIk, he covered news in a grandiose way, with bold
headlines and questionable methods of getthg stories!'

His business was not based on the

strict niles of professionalism, as was that of Adolph Ochs. Hearst was not even above
fabricating news if there was Little else to report; and when he could not create it, his staff
would falsify or instiyte it?s In fact, Allen Keiley, who had moved hem New York to San
Francisco to take the position of city editor, soon requested to be transferred to a position as a
colurnnist, so aghast was he at the slanting of news and Hemt's "unwarranted in~inuations."~
Despite al1 this, the paper becarne increasingly popular, and within hvo years

O€

Hearst's

takeover, the Eramirrer was selling to 60,000 readers daily and growing, though it was stiII
losin; money-nearly

S300,000 diring the first several years.60 However, his pockets were

deep, and when they were empty his father's were deeper still.

Hearst's idmoudy

unprofessional methods of newsgathering were not without their critics. Neither was the
paper's oivner. in the Dictionam of Literarv B i o a a o h ~Stephen Vaughn has assembied
several d a t t e r i n g , albeit bemusing, descriptions of Eearst's work:
Kis was "a childlike drearn world," wites one of his biographers, "irnaginiq
wondehl stories and then going out and creating them." Other observers were
less kind. The North .4merican Review referred to Hearst's work as "a blazing
disgrace to bis cnfi." Will hvin remarked rhat in the Hearst press "the music of
the spheres became a screech." Oswald Garrison ViUard likened the covenge
found in Hearst papers to "gathering garbage fiom the gutters of life." Hearst
2 Stry&y5
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Critics contend that he had strong political ambitions, with the ultimate goal of becoming
president.6' Perhaps, as Ian Mugridge contends, this explains his strict control over editing and
the paper's content. Mugridge Eurther argues that he used his paper to play political favourites
and to support causes with which he agreed. Reams of paper could be used to describe his
successes and failures as an editor, his policies and beliefs, but perhaps it is wise to let him
speak for himseIE

In 1898 he published an editorial in the New YorkJotcrnal which argued that

newspapers were the "greatest force in civilization, and couId "form and express public
opinion," "suggest and control legislation," "declare wars," "punish criminals" and, as a
represenrarive of the people, b'control the nation.'"

Indeed, not only was the reading

population at large malleable, but so too was the media itself. in letters found in the Hearst
papers, he stated ''the modem editor of the popular journal does not care for facts. The editor
has no objections to facts if they are also novel. But he would prefer novelty that is not fact, to
a fact that is not novel.'*

Thsse values contrast sharply with those more conscientious and

principled ones olOchs, and to a tesser degree, with those of McCormick.
That Hearst used the Eraminer, and his entire chah, as a means of suppocting his
favourite causes became especially clear by his coverage of the Great War, of President
Woodrow Wilson, and of the events of the intenvar period. His antipathy toward Wilson began

as soon as the President took office in 1913. The source of this criticism was comected to
Hearst's untvavering belief that the U.S. was still not Eree of England, despite the War of
Independence, and that Wilson was an Anglophile. According to Hearst, Britain continued to
carry its influence, ideas and attitudes into the a f f i n of the United states6'

His chief

compla.int, particularly d e r the outbreak of the 1914 war, was that the British govemment, in
its expectation that America would be on-side, had neglected to allow for that counuy's otvn

position. needs. or concerns. Hearst accused Wilson of being pro-British, an accusation based
initially on the weak argument that the President chose to address Congress in person. Hearst
objected to this because it seemed more rerniniscent of the British parliamentary tradition than
of the American governmental tradition.66 Kis indicmient of Wilson for allegedly being
sympathetic toward England was further strengthened by the Amencan entry hto the
"European war."
M e r the outbreak of war in 1914, Hearst became even more staunchIy in favour of
h e r i c a n isolationism. indeed, his paper adopted such a degree of xenophobia that some
readers began to question his rn~tives.~' He argued that it was a European battle over
domination of the world market, and that Japan and Britain were more serious threats to
America than was Germany. He also contended that the Gerrnans were going to win, and tried
to counter the substantid allied propaganda in the United States. He went too far in 1916,
however, when he argued that the sinking of the British ship nie Lusitania in 1915 which
kilied 128 Amencans, had been justified.

With this outngeous assertion, his populanty

reached new lows. Hearst's political stance prior to 1917 led to accusations that he was proGcman, and .-assupport for the Mies grew into hysteria, Hearst's popularity declined.'" The
anti-Hearst backlash ciit into profits as readership waned. More fuel for the fires of criticism
came iÎom his belief that Gerrnan interesrs were the sarne as American ones. After the

armistice in 1918 the Hearst papers launched a campaign to redeem themselves by proving
what they had done for domestic war efforts. It is also worth noting that althou* he was
increasingiy unpopular during the Great War, his dis-mce was short lived and his empire
resumed its expansion in the years foIIawing 191S.

Hearst's opinion of France was not altogether negative, although he was prejudiced by his
aversion to British idluence. Because the French had assisted in the War of independence, he
believed that they did deserve special regard- Hearst was nonetheless critical of them, and his
opinion g e w increasingly disparaging as he aged. Early in his career he declared that French
rnoney and military power under Lafayette had helped America beat back the English in the
eighteenth century, and he lauded the lack of classism he perceived in their society. He also
defended the French in 1901 against the indictment of decadence: "The French nation is about

as Far korn being decadent as anythïng on top of the earth.. ." and anyone who so described it
.'would simply expose his own pitifil ignorance.'"

France was not above reproach, bowever,

and despite her Republic status, she was nonetheless a European nation. To him, simpIy being
a European power meant hating militaristic tendencies, and Hearst hgered France as the most
militaristic country in Europe, and the cause of numemus wan." Further, like some European
neighbours, she was underhanded and untnrstworthy in her politics. a trait that had dominated
Europe for so long, and which stiii threatened American interests, For these reasons, Hearst
was a passionate, post-war isolationist, arguing for a hl1 repayment of French and British war
debts as penance for the war. Like McCorrnick, but unlike Ochs, he was strongly opposed to
the League of Nations and thou& America should have nothing to do with the Treaty of
Versailles, or Europe itself except on the lever of trade.
There is a dearth of iofomation about Hearst's reporters for the earIy L920s. Fortunately,
however, one of the most outraseous examples of his Loyal staff is fairly well-known. Winified
BIack. known as Amie Laune, has a place in the annais of history as the first American '3ob-

sister.""

CVhen h e r i c a joined the Allies in World War One, she was off to Europe for a
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report on the British suEragettes. Wartime censors, however, prevented most of her stories

fÏom croçsing the Atlantic; and upon her r e m to the United States they fell victim to her
acidic pen. Black fit into Hearst's sensationalist mould nicely, and like him,she became more
staunchiy consentative wkh age. While there is little written about other reporters who worked

for Hearst's Eraminer, it is important to note that his jomalists were obliged to write stories
within his sensationalist and xenophobic guidelines if they wanted their work to be printed.

Hearst, like his two colleayes discussed eariier, was a very uivoIved editodowner, personaiiy
seMn%the tone and style for his publication.

in sum, Adorph Ochs, with his reliabie and brilliant editor Cm Van h d a , brought his

paper back Erom the verge of bmkmptcy to a position of international acclaim using novel
idem and adhering to a hi@ level of professionalism and integrity. Ochs' humble background
instiIled in him a suons sense of honour and accountability. His Iack of frrst-hand chiidhood
experience with France ivas cornpensated for by his European background, wfiich likely
contribured to his openness to cooperate with French newspapers, and his tolerance of foreign
poIitics, Although the Times was far more positive in its portraya1 of French society, culture,

and polirics than were many other Papen, it couId also be critical, even in its editorials. This is
important to rernember, and demonstrates the ambiguity of .Arnerican opinion of France

waç

dstectable in the Times. However, it was McCormick and Hearst whose agendas and motives
were more percepribk in the tones and policies of their newspapers' treatment of Europe in
jeneni, and of France in particular.
Robert Rutherford McCormick, of weaithy and aristocntic heritage, was devoutIy

-
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he proved himself to be a talented, if somewhat prejudiced, editor. Memories of his father's
fa11 from diplornatic gace haunted his adult life, coloured his paper's editorial policy regarding
treatment of France, and determined the causes he supported in its articles. Because his father
had been relegated to a less cmcid post in France, McCormick was resentful of both French
and British diplomacy, and its innuence in the United States. His isolationism became
increasingly unyielding as he aged, despite his childhood exposure to Europe. And yet, despite
his isolationism, his newspaper carried positive images of France, and was known to praise
many aspects of French culture.
William Randolph Hearst was the most staunchly isolatioaist of the three, and arguably
of the entire American press. in his childhood, his mother had taken hirn to see Europe in the
hopes that he would develop into a cultured and weli-rounded adult. in reality, he became a
spoiled and impetuous ndult, immodentely and unapoIogetically disdainhl of Europeans. He
used his paper, not only to argue a~ainstthe Allies in a public forum, but aIso to fiirther his
cherished goal of being president. It was perhaps because of this intense desire to run the
country that Hearst, like McCormick, became increasingly opposed to Arnerican involvement
in European disputes as time passed. His failure at politics was made up for by his astonishing
success in the news business, and the circuiation of his syndicate was testament to the
popularity of his politics.
As previoudy mentioned, Hearst argued that newspapers were the "geatest Force in
civilization, and could "form and express public opinion," "suggest and control legislation,"
.*declareivm," 'punish criminais" and as a representative of the people, bbcontrolthe n a t i ~ n . " ~
This power has been the subject of an impressive body of literature which explores the impact
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opinion and the foreign policy of governments. Tbe power of the press is worth deIving into
briefly, as it serves as usehl background to the upcorning discussion on the press, public
opinion, and foreign policy in the conclusion of this thesis.

The press has long been an instrument of communication to the electorate for politicians.
Aithough officials want to be presented in a fashion that promotes their careers, the press wants
to

present news in a way that sells newspapers, and to detemine what that news is

independently. a tension bat leads some people to see the two camps as "natural e~ernies."'~

1 The newspaper owners of the papers used in this thesis aiso played a sig&cant part
in the editing process of their businesses. Their involvement was so pervasive that they
are usualIy referred to as both titles, a s seen here.
James Melvin Lee, Historv of Amencan Journalism (Garden City: The Garden City
Pubhshing Co., Inc., 1917), 388.
3 SOsaid James Keeley, generai manager of the Chicago Tribune about Miss Libbey's
column. He claimed that she had received 50,000 letters in just two years, leading him
to beiieve that she was " W g a long-felt wantn. He went on to say that "over two
hundred girls and young women have written and acknowledged that her words of
warning saved them from taking the irretrievable fdse step which often confronts the
friendless girl in a large city..." Quoted from Lee, 393.
3 EImer Davies, Historv of the New York Times. 1851-1921 (St. Clair Shores: Scholarly
Press, Inc., 1971). 331.
5 Bernard A. Weisberger, The Arnerican N e w s ~ a ~ e r m a
(Chicago:
n
Universiq of Chicago
Press, 196L), 159.
ir Weisberger, 156.
Marion Marzolf, UD From the Footnote: A Histonr of Women Joumalists (New York:
Hastings House, Pubiishers, 1977), 32.
Weisberger, 163.
9 Meyer Berger, The Historv of the New York Times, 185 1-1951 (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 195L), 2 19.
Lee, 42 1.
Weisberger, 168.
L'Susan Bames, Dictionarv of Literarv Bio.waphv, vol. 25, 224.
"The boys rose a t three in the rnorning to hand-fold papers as they came off the press
and deliver them, after which they had to be at the Iocai public school for seven a-m.
According to Susan Barnes, Julius Ochs appears CO have felt remorse that his two sons
worked while he was unernployed, and he rose early to accompany them on their w a k
CO the Kno.wille Chonide office in silent apology, and a way of letting them know that
he shared the discornforts that resulted from his misfommes. See ibid, 226.
1' Sfephen Ostrander, *'AU the News That's Fit to Print': Adolph Ochs and the New York
Times," Timeline 10, no. 1 (1993),40.
' 5 Barries, 228.
' 6 Ostrander, 42.
[%ames, 230.
'8 Yeiiow journalism," $vas named after Hearst's colour comic strips that included T h e
YelIow Md." This type of newspaper was known for its sensationalistic reporting, bold
headlines and heavy ink. Yeiiows' were part of the penny press, and at this time the
New York Times cost 3 cents.
Ostrander, 42-43.
' 0 Ibid, 43.
'L Barnes, 231.
?"id, 23 1.
3 Ostrander, 45.
"This charge wounded Ochs deeply, parÛcuIarly as it coincided with anti-Semitic hate
mail he had received. A s a precaution, he had security guards posted at his building.
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CHAPTER 3: THE SAINT

Thus far, this thesis has examined Franco-American rdations as they were immediately
following the First World War. It then scrutinized the nature of the contemporq news media in
.4metica, focussing on the approach taken by three newspapers regardhg France: the senerally

sympathetic rVav York Times,the O ften critical Chicago Tribune, and the acdently isolationist San
Francisco fiaminer. The present chapter, and the one following it, will present the ways in

which those papers portrayed France and various events in Franco-Arnerican relations.
Interpretations of dre French people and their soveniment behveen 1918 and 1973 were alrnost as
diverse as the individuals who reported them. hdeed, there was almost an overabundance of
representations from which to select for this thesis. 'France the Saint' was the set of depictions
showhg her to be the country whose people and politics were largeiy blameless. France was the
victim of svents beyond her control, the d a r h g a l the world's nations. and as such wan-anted

much emparhy and support from her associate across the Atlantic. It spokti well of France that an
isolationist country such as the United States was willing to reach out to another nation and
erntxacti its people, support its cconomy, and admire its culture ~ 4 t h
the krvour articulated by the

Times, the Tribtrrie,and even, to a lesser degee, the Ermiirrer.

The depictions of the French national character pubrished in those three newspapers
imrnediately following the war were l q e l y positive. I"nis chapter wiil explore those images, and
outline exactly what aspects of the "the French" were so magnetic, beo@mhg with the Saint
metaphors. The saintly image was an abstract reading of la France, a reading by American

newspapers that was a sympathetic appreciation for the nation's suffering. The Ametican

newspaper excerpts to foiiow i l i m t e positive percepuons oEFxnc8 nicri, of ficii~iiivümeü, i,Itrri

of the French people collectively. They also describe the revered art, literary works, and fashion
of French culture. The chapter concludes with a glirnpse into the complex representations of
French foreign politics. Amencan newspapers, and not just the New York Times, celebrated
French political leaders and honoured the victimization of the? state, Underlinhg these positive
pomayals of politics was the American understanding of French fear of Germany and need for
debt relief, and American support for French invasion of the Ruhr. in combination, the three
newspapen provide us with the impression that America was swept away by the romantickm of
France the Saint.
The absmct notion of the Saint was discussed on a symbolic level. According to
PLmerican newspaper depictions, the spirit of the French people was saintly in its fortitude and
martyrdom.

Annie Laurie of the fiaminer descnbed the widespread impression held by

Arnencans: "we have been taught here in h e n c a to Iook upon the French people as a nation of
saints and martyrs and noble disinterested patriots willing to die with a smile in order that the
world might [ive..."' Like most saints, the French nation had endured, and transcended, its
persecution. As thou@ to illustrate this courage, shonly after the war ended came timely and
numerous descriptions of Joan of Arc, the most famous French saint. She had been beatified in
1909, and a decade afienvard, an editor of the LVOVYork Times wrote a tribute to her. This

editorial presented Joan as the very embodiment of France herseIf, linking the events of Joan's life
with ment events Li French history. The editorial concludeci strongly:
CVhen Rheims of the sacred viai and the sacring of so many kings is become a
monument of Gennan savagery as well as of Christian and of French civilization,
when Jeanne's passiouate [ove of and martyrdom for France have made her more
than ever the symbol of France, have fused and identified this martyr of France
with martyred France afler these y e m in which French clenc and French
fieethinicers have died in the trenches together for the same noble and imperishabIe
iTfPIlf, t h i ~hpminp nf France hecama a saint of the Ghurch, as she has long been a

beloved figure to al1 who love France or heroic courage, unselfishness, and
achievement.'
Significantly, it was in 1921, only hvo years d e r the war, that France honoured her for the b t
time with a national fête, 490 years d e r her death. M e r decades of hctional and minor

demonstrations in her honour, the govemment designated May 8 as a nationally recognized date
to cornernorate her life? In this k t year of festivity, the streets of Paris and Orleans, her
birthpIace, were decorated with French flags and Jeanne's own barmer. Statues across the country
were deconted with wreaths and flowers to celebrate her place in French history. Joan of Arc had
come to symbolize France's noble stmggle against foreign oppressors, and in fact her narne
became synonyrnous with that of Frmce.

Official recognition of Joan's struggle was

simultaneous with the national stmggle for indemnity for the suffering and needs of her people.
On a less synbolic level, intewar observers were complimentary to French men, primarily
those belonghg to the armed forces. French men were portrayed as being an exceptionally
cultured, intellectual, educated, and masculine group, a depiction that grew out of the Great War.
Soon after the war began in 1914, descriptions abounded of the celebrated and idealized French
soldiers, nicknarned the 'poiltis.' Their own local press had popularized this nickname in eariy
1915. The title-and

the archetype it accompanied-~tuck.~ The moniker itself revealed the sort

of men these soldiers were: hairy, tough, and ultra-masculine, an ideal not unlike the 1970s
'Marlboro Man.' French civilians in the early war years were convinced of the happiness and
cheerfùiness of these heroes, though such optimism was greatly dampened when the realiues of
trench warfare set in.' images in Amenca of French soldiers were comparable. The poilu quickly
carne to embody the ideal man, the hope of his people, a warrior battling to protect his (ferninine)
homeland of France. Despite the best efforts of Amencan ~ c o p h o b e s he
, remained a cherished

id01 on both sides of the Atlantic, and the most prevalent and enduring exampIe of French
rnanhood to corne fiom this era.
There are many adulatory descriptions and accounts of the poilus, particularly in the last years of
the Great War and those immediately following the armistice of November 1918. The typical
poilu was bearded and battle-stained. He was a wiIling combatant, like the sergeant interviewed

by Walter Duranty,"who has been attached by his own request to the rnost active regiment since
the battle of Verdun and who has been decorated with the miIitary medal and war cross ...9 1 6 Upon
entering Alsace-Lorraine, French soldiers were emotional, standing with "faded khaki, faded biue,
stained with war and beautiful with triumph. Heads high, eyes shining tbrough tears, faces gentle
and kind and childlike. The famous soldiers of

s rance."^

To Arnerican Foreign correspondents

they had the calm and poise of seasoned fighters, which they were. At the moment of the
armistice, when other soldiers of the allied army tnirnpeted their joy over the end of the war, the
poilus were controlled: "Xo greater proof of the splendid discipline and wholehearted patriotism

of the French m i e s ever was given in the whole course of the war than by the way in which the
end was received. Undismayed by disaster. the poilus are not unbalanced by victory." in fact,
they were unbalanced by peace. h o t h e r reporter described them as being "like castaways
rescued after years on a desen island, ...stiIl unable to redite the conclusion of the long agony."'
iVhat was a warrior without a war?
M e r the hghting ceased, French veterans could '\vell be styled a le@on of heroes," the
spirit of whom was so cheery as CO be Iikened to "the typical Jacques Bonhomme." Polite and

charming, they were also modes about their ski11 and bravery!

For American soldiers, they were

easier than the British 'Tommies' to get dong with, largely because the poilus were more
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former Crown Prince, Friedrich Wilhelm Von Hohenzollern, who was impressed by the nature of
the poilris. He remarked that their élan, tenacity, and independence were superior to those of bis

own Geruan privates.'

'

The poilirs, though the epitome of masculine energy, were dso indelibly French An
extensive 19 19 Times artide compared their nature to that of the Arnerican doughboys.
According to the article, when on leave, a French soldier sought an aesthetically pleasing place to
rest, a place where he could "sit around and taIk and sing...[Hl e wished that place to be
beautiful-as

far different from the life and scenes of the trenches as it could be. He didn't want

to see a war trophy hung on the wall; he wanted to see a dash ofcolour harmony..." The men
described by this particular article even went so far as to paint scenes of Briaany and Nonnandy
on large pieces of muslin, hung to replace windows Iost to sheling in the former chair-maker's

shop where they were being housed.

The French soldiers also appeared to be more

communicative than their American brethren, as the quixotic fellows wrote more leners home.
There was a marked cultural difference; "the Frenchman is not like the American. He has the
idealism of a child and the individuality of an artist, which, essentiaily, he is."" If 1espoih.s were

macho-men,they were also artists and men of leners, qualities that made them ever-so French to
the attentive American observer.

A contemporary highlighted the essential ideais that the poilu had corne to embody. At the

interring of the Unknown Soldier in Paris in October of 1921, General Pershing of the United
Stated Expeditionary Force saluted him, sayulg that:
in your noble Iife and in your m@cdeath you have become CO the world an
immortd syrnbol of devorion to the h i l e s t ideah of mankind. Your valour on
many fields will ever m a i n an inspiration to riving rnothers who tveep over
yoar grave.. .13

Ambassador Herrick went tûrther, saying that "France bas been the bastion of civilization," a
statement that . t e d the poilzls into the very guardians of that civilization,
Enlisted French men were not only protecting their homeland from the theat of Geman
barbarity, but were also fighting to keep their women safe. French women, however, posed a

much greater senes of challenges for Amencan newspapers and foreign correspondents. To the
foreign eye during the war, French women were divided into two categories: either the (good)
patriotic wife or mother, or the (bad) pleasure-seeking, selfish wanton, an image to be M e r
expIored in rhe next chapteci" From the wartirne figure of the patriot emerged a new woman aller
the war, a character respectfully dubbed 'la Jémme moderne ' by contemporary writers. Here was
the fashion trend-setter, the free, new, liberated woman, who srnoked tieely in the streets, and
drove her automobile un-chaperoned. It is both interesting and significant that many of the
Ametican joumaiists writing about French wornen were women themselves.

Their reports

genenlly represented their French sisters in very sensitive and sympathetic ways, despite obvious
cultura1 differences.
Like French men, French women, too, were idealized. Some of the ways in whkh they
were presenred rtfter 19 15 were rnereIy cmied over from prewar conventions. Henry Bhmenthal
has itntten that, to tourists at the

nini of

the twentieth century, French women appeared to be

more feminine than their Amencan contemporarïes. They were also more sophisticated, as
women in France were permitted to earn more senior university degrees than were their jLmerican
sisters. Such images survived the war and were preserved by the press Iong &er it had ended.
French women were accorded their own special places in American newspapers. Sometimes coy,

obedient. and adoring, other times resourcehl, competent, and determined, French women were

aIways fahionable. Above al1 else, ihey were patriots. they were mothers, sisters, wives, and
daughters of men kiUed by German barbarism.
M e r an uncertain peace was estabLished with the 1918 armistice, American soldiers were slowly
returned to their places of origin. Some had met women and decided to stay abroad, while others

war brides home with them. For newspapers, the issue of American soldiers marrying

took th&

French women was an engrossing one. An informa1 survey by the Tribune found that, much to
that paper's surprise, a great number of doughboys stationed in France preferred French women

as p m e r s to ibericms. This survey, which made the tkont page, described the attractive
Ceatures of French femininity, saying a Gallic woman "is more likely [than an American] to look

up to and coddie the men in the family. She is more of a Iistener than a taIker; she is pieased with
smaU attentions, and never fails eo show appreciation to them."

She was also more passive,

"more thoughtful and agreeable, and less exacting than the h e r i c a n ..." She expected riothing in
tetuni. and was not disappointed if she received no more than that, while ''the Amencan girI
eqeccs e v e ~ y t h i n ~ , . .Not
" ~ ~only were they great partners, but "French girls stand the test of
beauty every cime. Their keen humor doesn't take the form of the verbal sparring and the cheap
banter of the American debutante." They made good conversationalists, but "what is more, they
can li~ten."'~Because French women were much more the partners of their husbands-both
the relationship and in business-hey

in

were considered varuable mates. SeveraI Ewminer articles

expounded on French women's business itbilities, saying that they made better use of their n a d
taIents than did thek h e r i c a n sisters."

Such giowing descriptions of women fiom another counay led to a flurry of articles,
editorials, and letters to the editor in ail three newspapers apeing with the soldiers' assertion of
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beauty, style. and cu~ture.'~'ïhey were said to pose a significant threat to the popularity of
Arnerican women, for reasons iisted by Annie Laurie in November 1918. French women were
remarkable in their "manner in dress, hak, eyes, dainty fascination," and because they were
"practical,
AmericagI.".

hardworking, economical, affectionate, devoted-a

dangerous rival, Miss

Some editorials discussed the benefits of a French female immigrant population.

One Tribune editorial went so Far as to Say that America would be lucky to have them:
The French are tenacious in family, home and country..,.They wiU improve our
domestic situation....The United States would be better for an infusion of French
cooking, rnanners, tenacity, thrift, family parmership, etc. A million French girls of
the home-making type might temper our extravagance, modify our exuberance,
improve our tables and polish up Our mannes. How about knocking off a billion of
the debt for a million French girls? 'O
indeed, comparisons between the two groups occurred fkequently in the early interwar years. The

Times claimed that French women were aIways chic while Amencan girls, particularly those
working with the Red Cross in France, were "devoid of c h m and style" and "could not be called

The women who were considered especially chic fell under the classification of thefemme
motlente, the 'new woman.'

This figure burst ont0 the social scene around 1919, and was a

cornmonly discussed icon. Although Western society was rather uncertain of what to say about
this strikinj and novel creature, thsre was no end CO the images being relayed across the Pacific.
This woman was the archetype of change. According to Mary Louise Roberts, she provided a
medium for postwar society to discuss and examine the transformation of their world wrought by
CVorid War one.=

Unlike her forbears, in the eyes of contemporaries the new woman was

independent and 'sexually £tee7, f b g with boyishness by bobbing her hair and smoking in

Figure M.from the 17 August 1919 edition of the Tribune. is a startling photograph of a
French war bride of an Amencan sergeant en route to her new home. Upon closer
scmtiny, the apparent halo is revealed to be a porthole of the passenger ship on which
they were travelling, but the Madoma image is reinforced by the caption.

subject to criticism. However, she was also accorded a level of respect for her extraordinary style.
She set trends that were mirrored by young women nght across the Western world; and dite,
wealthy visitors were sure to bring home the latest outfits Eorn any trips to Paris.
AIongside the femme moderne was another depiction of French women: the victim. Not
long afler the armistice, Gertrude Atherton wrote a poignant description for the Tribune of
common French women and their opinions of world events, a description that exudes empathy for
their plight. The bitterness and resentrnent of traumatized civilians were clearly expressed by
those she inteniewed and observed. Atherton admitted that she had expected to Lind a people
elatsd in the afterglow of the long- awaited peace:
1 found nothin; of the sort....1 found the French people restless, dissatisfied,
muious.. .[T]heir faces were grim or sullen. Nowhere did 1see the joy of the light
irresponsibiliy of the [Christmas] season. ...Their sorrow by no rneans is the secret
of deep [Female] discontent. ...The women bitterly resent the armistice.. ..When
one considers that the fate of the world will be in the hands of a few falIibIe men,
a11 of whom have made mistakes, one ceases to marvel that the French women,
who have so bnvely strqgled with the bitterness of death these four years in the
hope of ultimate recompense, should be too Full of resentment and anuiety, too
disgusted to rejoice with a whole heart over an armistice that leaves the enemy
crippled, but patting himself on the back?

French women. who hnd endured unimaginable pain at the loss of loved parmers and sons, not to
mention the destruction of their homes and workplaces, left an indelible impression on American
press imagery well into the intenvar period.
h o n g the representations of French women as victirns of Geman cruelty, a victimization
that was a g p d i z e d by the American press, there were equally sympathetic representations of
hem as enduring, hardworking, and selfless, in a word, martyrs. The martyr image was an
extension of the victim icon. New York Times reporter h

e O'Hare PvIcCormick umte an

Figure #2That French women were "always chic" was almost a tnrism during the interwar period, as in this
cartoon fiom the Tribune, 29 JuIy 1923, p. 1, vii. The French woman is clearly the most
beautifid and the best dressed of al1 tourists in this sketch.

competence, character and stoicisrn" in their painhl lot as "fighters of the harder battIe of peace."
She extolled their traits, depictino them as having an almost inhuman patience; 'They were bom
with energy, poise, and practical intelligence. Old or Young, high or low, they seem to take wtiat

cornes to them with as good grace as if they had ordered it." Indeed, several of the women she met
went on with their Iives, feeding their ctLildren dismal rneals of beans, and living in hovels, caves,
or the ruins of their former toms. They did al1 this witfiout gmbling, for, as one woman
chirped +'We are nearly al1 in the same boat, so one doesn't compiain."

''

This sympathetic

treatment of women as martyred victims was not uncornmon. Indeed, it was found regularly in
artides wntten in the years irnmediately following the devastation of the war.
The peopte of France were the subjects of numerous and equaliy tmpathetic articles by the
Ainericm press in this era. Women were not done in their depiction as noble manyred victims.
Prevaitin; images of the French national chmcter told of a hardworking people, a goup that had
endured both slau$ter on the front lines and the devastation of their home-front with fortitude.
Newspapers reported chat the French people were dtterrnined to work until the countryside was
returnsd to its former giorq.. In this aspect of France the Saint, the image of the martyred victim
dominated once again. The French had been traumatised by the tvar and were still suffering
geatly in the recovery lrorn that devastatin,o period. Accordin3 to a Times editorial about French
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in \var, it ha5 equai vipur and tenacity in the arts of peace.'"

To

.;\metican audiences, rhis impression was both familiar and endearing. For the United States,
itself the site of ttvo devastating wars, and a nation that advocated self-determination and the
pursuit of persona1 comfort, the victim of Geman barbaity kvas
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order, culture, and racial equalil. Such nobility made Germany's wartime assauit ail the more
heinous; it was an assauit on the very hem of civilization.
knencan newspapers following 1918 overfiowed with k t - h a n d accounts of the physical
damage done to the martyred French landscape, most of which expIained how civilians stiil
struggled to carry on. Reports from Amencan war workers detailed the devastation for readers
back home. They descn'bed, for example, the Argonne region "which baffles description.. ..The
shell-tom land was like nothing so much as an arid desert where one could look over acres and
acres of country with not a vestige of a town left....m t seemed as if it was nothing but one sheilhole blown into another..."27 Many of the country's railroads, bridges, and roads had beeli
destroyed, and unexploded sheils made walking off the road deadly. Churches, houses, and entire
t o m s had been wiped out, making the transportation of much needed supplies Wtually
impossible. People were forced to carry goods over miles of land, without the assistance of so
much as a wheelbarrow." The iiberated areas of France were worse than eady post-war civilian
observers could have imagined: "the earth has been tom up from its bed; waters and the rains and
the remains of mangled humanity have been allowed to gather there,.."" Although theu
homeland had been martyred, the mgged population created a new one. AI1 across the devastated
regions, toivns were slowly cising once more from the ashes of their former in~amation.!~
TZirough al1 this mination, people bravely retumed to their bombed out homes to Iiterally
pick up the pieces of their previous lives, and to begin the painfully slow process of rebuilding
them. Their situations were amply illustrated by a Times article, published in 1919: 'The
sdferin; of the people in this region [that of Northern France] is acute... They are dohg their
best to come back to a normal state of things, but with the o u n d in no condition to be tilled and
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suffer and smiggle without despai- but they did so without cornplaint, as a woman working for
the American Cornmittee for Devastated France found in 1920. Of d the families she had
visited, Living in caves and dugouts, surviving on paltry meals of beans, she was moved that not
one "complained of their misfortune; they have the most marvelious courage... One of the hovels

I visited contained a farnily of seven... The mother was coutented and did not cornplain, fix did
she not have her family back with her on their own soil, such as it was?"

3'

The experience of

another visitor to the devastated areas was comparable:
Disregardhg the new law which "protected" the Zone ~ o u ~ e ,a ' ~peasant had
returned to the site of his old home, had himself removed the unexploded shells fiom
his soil-twenty-four of them were lined up by the road-and so had established
himself as a producer once more, if only on a t h y strip.,.[Later, in the sarne trip], in
what was once the village of Nanteuil La Fosse, M. Rivière found an old woman
who was somehow managin; to live alone in the dismal wreck of her home, though
she had to walk ten miles to buy food. She said simply.. . "Je veux motirir dans ma
maison.34

And yet the people rebuilt their country, slowly. MW other articles in al1 three newspapers

detailed the process of rebuilding and celebrated the speed and determination with which this
happened."

The noble puilus, the stoic women, and the enduring people of the French nation

made poignant subjects for Amencan newspapers. Articles also extolled ideaiistic elements of
French society such as its raciai equity.
France in general, and Paris in particular, had long been considered the bastions of racial
harmony and civilization. This idea was firmty entrenched by the interwar penod, particulariy
when France was compared to Germruiy. It was to protect these ideals that America had gone to
war in the tirst place. The Eraminer stated that "it seemed a dark hour for civilization when
Getmany...struck through Belgiurn at the hem of

rance.'"^

The latter's culture and principles of

liberty represented to h e r i c a n s the very essence of enlightenment. Indeed, many articles printed

shortly after the end of the war lauded the toIerance and diversity of France. That nation was 'the

paradise of the black man" because "social distinctions are not based at al1 on color c in es."^' The
French were considered strong supporters of "the immortal principles of the nghts of man," and
condemned al1 "prejudices of religion, cast or race, [and] sotemnly affirms al1 men without
distinctions of race or co~or.'"~

When France moved into the Ruhr in 1923, the govemment used colonial troops fkom
Senegd, Morocco, and other Noah Afncan nations to support depleted white divisions. It is
t e h g of French dedication tu racial equaiity that the arrny was cornfortable giving f i c a n s
responsibilities in the region. Sally Marks noted that some British consulat- officiais declared îhat
indigenous troops were actually preferable in the Ruhr than were Frenchmen, Iargely because of
the intense hatred French soldiers felt for Germans, which was reflected in their behaviour- On

the other hand, Afiican troops were indifferent toward the Rhenish population and, overalI, were
better behaved than Frenchmen because of the "draconian punishments" meted out by the army to

non-white 0ffenders.3~In remm, Gemans had "much less prejudice against the biacks" than they
had against French s o l d i e r ~ . ~in~ this vein, there were articles honouring the Afiicans and
attesting to their exempiary mannes. The lnbirne reported that In 1922 the Gcrman police did
not know of "a single ssnous case of an attack on women by Senegalese or Moroccan troops",

and that they were %el1 disciplined and well beha~ed.'~'One article described the popularity of
e c a n soldiers with French civilians, a fnendliness aIso extended to black Amencan Eoops;

"Thechildren of France Iove thern,.. I have seen scores of white children hoIding the hands of
colored boys and tnidging dong on the match with them or romping into theù tents and sitting on

their knees..
If France was praised by some Amcrican writers for her open-mindsdness in racial issues,
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newspaper audiences. artistic taIent more than any other 'ait, d e h e d what it was to be French.
French artists had Ions dominated their field by producing countless intemationally recognized
masterpieces. hdeed, art was identified as the vital spark in the national character of France.
Monet, Renoir, and Chagall, Cézanne, and Rodin were al1 compatriots. Like HoIland's Vincent
Van Gogh and the Spanish-bom Picasso, even artists and students fiom neighbouring countries

had been d r a w to France's bustling cities, intellectual salons, celebrated ateliers, and chrtrming
countryside. Arricles about France's art and artists were fairly cornmon in the early years of the
intenvar era, as were references to the inherent artistic nature of the Frenchman. Creativity, Elair,
and emotional sensitivity seemed to permeate every aspect of the French character, particularly
those at the hem of France's genius, her artists.
Articles reporting on current trends in modem painting, and reviews of French art exhibits
visiting .Amencan gaIleries were almost always positive.

Contemporary trends, of couse,

reflected qualities that were essentially French. The Nav York Times on 11 May 1919 described
the latest imponed exhibit in New York that sampled the evolution of paintings fiom the
"nruaIistic expressions of antiquity" to the latest modem works. The review suggests the
emotional element of the paintings and the brooding nature of their artists; "there is a movement,
passion. an emotion almost of agony suggested..." Honoré Daumier, an artist whose work was
included in the exhibit, was equally fiery: "Daumier also was tom by violent emotions, but he had
for them an expression b a t was curative, a blessed and relieving irony that aIlows him to ctear his
mind of the poison of resenaent and anger." These amsts, in fact, ail shared a passion and depth
of emotion expressed in their workç. The collection demonstrated 'rhe thorou~&nessof French
workrnan-ship that rnakes even a sli@t sketch notable for its technical qudity."
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Their eccentricities were quaint, as thou& eccentricity was the stamp of legitimacy for any true
French master.
Beyond the temperamental artist, the actual pieces they produced were celebrated. The
works of more familiar artists were reported in utteriy glowing ternis. In 1921, an exhibit in New
York opened which included a popular piece by Pau! Cézanne. His talent was:

..dready a familiar of the American galleries, but nowhere so great as in this senes
of bathers, the product of such fever of desire and such heroisrn of patience, their
colour as pure as siq and water, their light both envetoping and penetrating, their
t o m profoundly supple; a wall of drawings to stir the stubbornest hem in the
potency of this master...sl
This was not a subtle review, clearly, but it mifies American reactions to the works of French
masters, modem and traditional. Another reviewer found it "a chastening experience to have the
companionship of such noble expressions of French genius," The same reviewer wrote that Paul
Gauguin's portraits brought a "European intelligence," whiIe Renoir's were "beautifully sound
and senuine."

Odillon Redon, "too definitely a Frenchman for any hint of vagueness," was

represented by an oil painting and pastel sketch; "how little the medium counts with him ...one
[work] hardly more Fragile, less unctuous and substantial than the ~ t h e r . ' ~ '
Clearly, the works of French art commanded the respect of herican critics. Only a
sophisticated audience could appreciate their subtlety; ".,,the fundamental traits upon which
French achievement has been founded, traits duli to supeficiaI min& as the shuttered and thrifty
streets of Paris are du11 for eyes hardened to the Iights of ~ r o a d w a ~ Some
. ' ~ e.xhibits were even
accompanied by a political message. A newly erected ;aiIery exclusively for French art, built in
San Francisco in honour of h e n c a n soldiers and of Franco-hencan Kendship, was opened in
1920. Two tapesaies depicting Joan of Arc's cd1 to Save France urere seen as recognition of
t~
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CVnrld War, confinning thar it had h e m worthy, appreciatee

and perhaps even divinely preordained.J7 Mso included in the collection was a senes of French
war medals sent by government officiais who were, not surprisin;ly, "especiaIly enthusiastic"

about the idea of the gallery.
The fact that Amencan galleries held both permanent and temporary exhibits of French art
is significant and telling of its prestige. A Times article indicated just how widespread such
e.uhibitions were when celebrated French architect, Charles Plumet, sailed across the Atlantic to
set up another permanent, but entirely modem, collection in New York. He remarked that
"America is s a m t e d with French work of the eighteenth century and other great époques," but
made no attempt to mask his goal of proving that French modem art was not only relevant, but
better than, German art.''

He decIared that France was beginning a new era of fme, innovative

works. France was not only producing new and exciting art work, but literature as well, another
area of intelIectual achievement that she had traditionally dominated.
During the intenvar period, Americans knew France not only for the brilliance of her
artists, but also for her vibrant literanire. Paris was both the home of, and host to, scores of
tvriters, joumalists. and poets. h o n g them lived a rather large community of h e n c a n s who
were permanent or semi-permanent residents of France. This era witnessed a great increase in this
anistic and enidite community. Salons hosted by h e r i c a n s such as Natalie B m e y tvere
frequented by such intemationally celebrated writers as Paul Valéry, Colette, T.S. Elliot, Ezra

Pound, and lames Joyce, not to mention Emest Herningvay and F. Scott Fitzgerald. in Europe,
this epoqr~ewas one of recovery, a tirne for rejuvenation and rebuilding. For France, it was also
rime to reassert her dominance in the fields of art, literature, and fashion. Americm writer Janet

Flanner wote that "in 1930 France began Uivisibly to recover fiom the habir of remembered
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began reliving as if peace were natural, indigenous, and permanent to European man...9749
Amencan ex-patriot Sylvia Beach's farnous Parisian bookshop, 'Shakespeare and Company,' was
not only a promoter of new literature, but a meeting place for intelligentsia. It was Beach who
was the first pubIisher brave enough to promote James Joyce's controversiaI Ulysses. f i s

community of writers made France in general, and Paris in particular, seem al1 the more enticing,
more gIarnorous, These visiting writers were trying to access the rich culture that was home ta
indi;enous wordsrniths like Colette, Gustave Flaubert, Henri Barbusse, and Marcel Proust.
There were certain French witers, contemporary and traditional, who were so spelIbinding
that Amencan reviewers lost their composure to awe. Marcel Proust was one such greatly
celebrated tvriter in the 1920s. He was coiisidered by many to be ''the most significant and
individual new writer in

rance.""

The nineteenth century novelist Honoré de Balzac was

anoher inspiring writer. A 1919 Chicago Tribune article remarked on his mythical abilities,
saying that "Balzac is not a novelist but a magician. M a t sets him apart fiom other novelis~,
even From his t e c h c a l superior, Gustave Flaubert, is his faculty of vision." He was "a seer," and

any motif the Frenchman touched, "he vivified with his prophetic ima&nations.""

Even authan

little known to the Amencan reading public were considered inherently tdented. A 1920
publication by Emest Vizetelly, entitled Paris and her People, was utterly magnificent; "ou
cannot mm a page without finding on it sornething that cries to be read aloud, to be
transcribed-..".j2
The many talented modem writers of this nation contributed to the perception that France
was

an incredibly iiterate socie~)a perception dating back to the r e i p of Louis IX." Kowevet.

in the m a of aesthetics, it was fashion that tmIy defined what it was to be French. The popuiarity
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fashions fiom across the Atlantic reached new heights, The main reason for the interest was that
women were dressing in more revealing, alluring ways. Despite some negative commentary on
this trend, there remained much admiration of the styles, of the designers, and even of the women
who tvore the clothing. The 'flapper' movement was born in France, and the notcvellefimme was
the subject of much discussion in American newspapers.
in 1919, a Times column announced that France was reasserting dominance in the fashion
wodd by wowing the public with her styles; "more gorgeous and more beautifhi than for many
seasons past.. .[the new line] is stunning past imagination.""

It goes on to say ihat, despite the

controversy, for the last year or so Parisiennes had begun to Wear theu skirts "short, shorter,
shortest.". The govenunent had reopened the horseracing tracks, closed during warthe, in 1919.
This was a positive move for the fashion hdustry, as the races, particularly Longchamps and
Auteuil, were traditionally the most popular venues for wornen to sport their newest styles."

By

1921, the short skin, a trend which had raged through the western world, had begun to Iengthen

once again in France. Ironically, h e n c a n s were now celebrating short styles, and refused to
wear long dresses.j6

One reason for French dominance in the fashion world was the attention and care the
designers paid their work. According to one Times review, "Paris has been, Paris will probably
remain, supreme in the art of putting the nght clothes on the nght woman, of &ng

a ferninine

person into a personage..." This was due to a difference in approach: the Amerkm designer
thought f i t o l money and big business, while the French designer thought first of perfecting his
dresses. The Frenchman thought "not 'how many dresses can 1 sell?', but 'how perfect cm I
make this dress?"'
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" Such worlcmmhip explains why Parisian salons were aiways b u y caterhg
33
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This is a s p i c d fashion column. Both the Times and the Tribune carried such lashion spreads on
a weekly basis. This particular one is h m the Times, 1I A p d 1920,p. 4, vii.
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Positive representations of France were not confinai exclusively to her people and her
culture. ïüere was also favourable treatment of her political side. Specifically, h e r i c a n
newspapers published positive reading of French political leaders and their foreign policies.
Such affirmation indicates that h e r i c a n observers understood that it was in fact fear and
necessity, not vengeance, which shaped her foreign poricy, These observers also considered the
collection of French war debts unfair uniess she were guaranteed that Germany would pay its own
reparations. ï h e Germans had resisted the Treaty of VersailIes since its inception, a resistance
that, according to American newspapers, M e r victimised France. in essence, the sympathetic
reading of French politics came Eiom the American media's appreciation of their position.
It was emblematic of France that such accomplished political leaders represented her
during the intenvar period. The men in power were not onIy tdented and interesting, but many of
them were respectable war heroes as well. There were articles describing wartime champions
such as Georges Clemenceau, Mmhal Ferdinand Foch, Marsha1 Joseph Jofie, in addition to
inrerwar leaders, Aristide Briand and Raymond Poincaré. For the iimited purposes of this thesis,
only the portrayals of hvo, Clemenceau and Foch, shah be examined.
On the day before the armistice, the San Francisco Examiner ran-a story entitled "Premier
Clemenceau. Most Arnazing of Men-' which describes him as a mystical, supematural being:
Who is this person that goes about incessantly, bounding fiom point to point like
something without nemes or the capacity for wearùiess, shouting encouragement
to battling troops, giving hem to the fahting, men,& to the weak, smiting the
enemy, devising new plans for his undoing, foreseeing success, retneving
disaster, and apparentIy neither sleeping nor resting? Georges Benjamin
Clemenceau, aged onIy seventy-seven, if you please; the youngest man in France
and the most amazing, most breath-taking and inspiring fi,we.. .59
At the table of the Paris Peace Conference, President Woodrow Wilson saluted Clemenceau by
sa-yiq he was the "grand young man of France," that no one was so qualified as he to chair the

event because of "his unfailing courage, Liis untiring energy, [and] his inspiration

...la

It was his

tïtality that Americans found so inspirational, and severai articles outlined the exercise regirne he
followed religiously despite his age."

The Chiengo Tribune called him an asset to France

because he was "an intelligent, rationalistic French pamot, Full of common sense, [and] full of

-

fi&."

6'

The respect America held for this man never redly diminished, although Clemenceau

feI1 out of view when he left politics in 1920. Even when France was at a low in popularity,
Clemenceau himselfwas always considered to be an insightfui and rolrsing political figure.63
Marshal Foch, General of the French army and "imperturbable strate&,"

was credited

with winning the w x M He was adrnirably caim under tire. Foch said of himself that he did not
get upset: he simplified cornplex situations, avoided '2rseless emotions" like feu, and remained
focussed on the tasks at hand? Foch was praised fur his intelligence and his ability to appreciare
"a military situation Like liJhtening, with marveIlous accuracy, [he] evinces wondefil ski11 and
versatility in deaiing with it... Of al1 the generals in this great struggle, he most resembled in
audacious strategy his great master, ~ a p o l e o n . ' On
~ ~ his tour of Amerka in 1921, he was ais0
likened to Lafayette, that much loved French ally in h e n c a ' s fight for independence from
British colonial r ~ l e . ~ ' Foch was the hem of France, and knotvn to the Western world for his

brilliant strateg and composure in gave situations. His actions were inspired by the desperate
situation his country had found itself in under Geman occupation. These two political fi,wes
were respected and applauded, as were the policies of their government.
ï h e foreign policy of "France the Saint" was the subject of many positive editorials and
soiicitous articles in Amerka's leading newspapers. Xewspapers published during the Paris
Peace Conference claimed that French poiitics were determined by that nation's recent

vicyin~szti_n~,
z d a i m th-!

was repeated, thniiç$

with decreasing Eecpency, throu&out the 1920s-

France was, as were her people, an enduring and suffering casualty of war, a land rnartyred by
German militarism. Her fear of another invasion was "a natural product of a generation of
Prussiari menace c u i m i n a ~ gin a ghaçtly sacrifice of French manhood. To France's suffering
anything, aimost, may be forgiven.'"

Accordmg to the New York Times,her due economic

situation in 1919 was directly atûibutable to the war, in which France had paid the biggest pnce
both in material and-with

the loss of 2 million people-human

destruction. Now she was totally

crippled, both îïnancially and socially. The article went on to describe how "dent factories and
darkened streets and stilted tramways and shivering thousands mark the Fuel shortage. Mounting
prices that never cease climbing strain the economic situation day by day.'"

Her people were

forced to pay excremely hi$ prices for basic necessities like eggs, and the cost of living had sky
rocketed; they were suffenng still, thou* the war was long over. Al1 the French wanted was
security, "they will be wholly satisfied.. . if the peace conference gives thern complete insurance
qainst war...i-70 Tt was therefore understandable, in light of ber grievous suffenng, that she was
determined to pursue what Germany owed her. For these reasons, as iswell as others, France was
justified in pursuing the occupation of the Ruhr. At the very least, even if the French "fail to
bring out cash. it has taught the rest of the world to realize that the French people have known for

a Ions time that they must fight Germany agxin at some future day...""

4 letter to the editor of

the Tribtrne indicates that the American public was, at least in some cases, supportive of the

French move. The writer reminded the newspaper that "France by the treaty and by al1 the laws
of the universe has restitution comin~to her Eom Germany" because of "the unwamnted and
barbvic invasion o l a helpkss and blameless people."i2
Fear of h u e German aggression was a recurring theme in the articles that defended
Amencan critics.
-F t ~ n r hnnIitiral ---- aoaincl
-----a-

r-----

artinnc

Fispecially during the post-wu years. when

France was not p3ying her debts at a rate that satisfied Washington, there was much dissention
over the reasons for the delay. Pro-French articles reasoned that a policy requiring the economic
crippiing of her enemy was simply essential for national security. To these observers, French
policy was based on fear, rather thaa on bittemess or revenge. France's sense of vulnerability was
pressing: "there are no 3,000 miles of Atlantic, nor even a sea narrows guarded by a tremendous
fleet, benveen France and Germany," said a French officer to Walter Duranty in 1919. What
separated the two age-old enemies, he continued, was merely "a thick black üne on the map, but

in fact it is just a step fonvard of one ma," a common sentiment in the French army according to
Foreign ~ o ~ o n d e n t s . 'Another
~
aspect of this fear stemmed from the disparity behveen
populations. The 40 million French were greatly outnumbered by 70 million 'boches'?'

France

had had reason to be a h i d , and ever "since the Franco-Prussian war she has rightly regarded
Germany as an enemy, and a very powerful enemy. The wanton attack on her in 1914 showed
that her apprehension was justified.""

Because of this fear, her poIicy toward Germany had

become understandably ~ i ~ i d . ' ~
As the years of the post-war period passed, this image of France as a legitimately fearful,

rather than a vengehl. nation was sustained. in October 1923, not long before Poincaré received
the legaI approval necessary for his country to occupy the Ruhr, the Times was .still telling its
readers of the intensity of French fear. A recent visit to Europe had demonstrated to Rabbi Wise
of New York that this state of terror was indeed the source of French rigidity; "Europe is obsessed
by fear. Not hate, but fear, mles the worId. The disappointment and sense of fear in France are

deeper today than before the war. The enrire p o k y of France is il1 formed by fear rather rhan
bittemess. France dreads the rise of Germany again to power and Getmany's indubitable &il1 to
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the worid powers, to ensure her security. This was a cornmon opinion as early as 1919. in a
Tribune article, French newspaperman Stéphane Lauzanne was quoted as having said that

America was "morally obligated to give us an absolute yarantee of immediate assistance in case
the Germans attack us. Udess this assurance is forthcoming we camot do other than stay on the
Rhine permanently... The United States must h e l ~Europe or peace cannot be re~tored."'~To
ensure that Gemany could not afford hture miiitriry conquests of France, and to collect long

overdue reprirations, the French m y had occupied the induscrial valley of the Ruhr in January
~923.'~

Athough chat move did much to damage French popuIarity in America, many observers
still expressed great s p p a t h y for the French, who were again allegedly being victimized by
German recakitrance. They were owed the reparations according to the Treaty, which Germany

had signed, and the German default was hitting the French hard. They needed the payments
desperately, and were suffering many hardships because of German reticence, according to
sympathetic reports. Further, France was quite simply unable to pay the war debts she owed the
United States. She would certainly pay if she could, but her ability to do sa depended on
Germany living up to the tems of peace. There were even some suggestions about the feasibility

orcancelling al1 allied !var debts owed to Arnerica inchding t h s e of t tance.''

From this perspective, it was natural that France should try to take what was ri$~tfullyhers

by occupying the rich valley of the Ruhr. Several herican senators supported this action, saying
that Germany was evading its duty. Senator Reed stated that France needed money '70 bolster her
almost baaIavpt hances," and to pay "for the reconstruction of her devastated areas," but
p r i m d y the invasion was about her protection: "so long as she holds the
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sec~rity."~'Such compassionate opinion was more commonly found in the 1Veiv York Times than
in the more isolationist newspapers like the Tribune or Eraminer, though in the early months of
the occupation the latter hvo were certainly in favour of the collection of Gennan reparations,
more so than they were toward the end of the occupation.
Despite criticism, there were always many champions of France who appreciated that the
occupations of the Ruhr were not acts of imperialisrn, but rather of necessity. This defence
becarne especially vehement when, in L920, President Wilson wrote in a letter to Senator
Hitchcock that *'France is now actuated by a spint of militarism controllùig its government.''8'
The French and their defenders rebutted that she was only acting to protect her own interests,
"since the guarantees, of which Mr. Wilson was largely the author, nameIy, the League of Nations
and the Anglo-American-French rnilitary alliance do not now promise material results." Further,
it was said, had America signed the Treaty of Versailles in the first place, France would not feel

so despentely v~lnenble.~'

in brief, from the Amencan press perceptions of France between 1918 and 1924, one can
identify a series of images which spoke positively about that country and its people. The Saint
was represented by the strong yet sensitive poilus. the stoic women, and the enduring peasants, al1

of whom who were now rebuilding their homes. French art, literature, and fashion attracted
buyers and admirers From around the world. Sympathetic treatment of her political choices
abounded in al1 three newspapers, and many articles, editoriak, and letters to the editor favoured
the relief of French war debts and even supported the country's rnove into the Ruhr. France the
Saint, martyred on the altar of war by Geman barbariaus, was indeed an enduring and poignant
image. Howtver, there are nvo sides to every coin. France the Harlot was the other.
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(XAWER FObR THE HARLOT

Just as the Amencan press created the image of 'France the Saint,' that noble victim
of German barbarism, so too did it create her antithesis, 'France the HarIot.' This negative
portraya1 of France described men who were greedy profiteers and women whose behaviour
and clothing styles were excessive and ïisque, women who embodied France the Harlot. The
French were unhy$çnic to the point of immorality, a people so cavalier with the lives of
Germans as to be ruthless. The p c e oE French art and literature was overshadowed by the
luridness and danger in the epicentre of popular culture, Paris. Further, the French government
wris

characterized by political duplicity, by unpaid war debts, by its rnilitarism and

imperialistic~goals,and by being overly dependent on the United States. Thus, France's
national character, her aesthetic productions, and her politics, were al1 subject to severe
scrutiny by h e r i c a n newspapers. especiaily by the Chicago Tribune and the San Francisco
Eicantiner. Thus, negative images coexisted with positive images throughout the era, with the
former becomins more pronounced in Iate 1932 and throughout 1923, because of th? lengthy
Ruhr occupation.
in the previous chapter, we saw that in the iddistic portrayals of the French soldier,

the poilu epitomized both masculinity and sophistication. The morality of the poilu, however.
\vas equalled by the depravity of his foil, the war profiteer. This shady character was a greedy
civilian, living very comfortably indeed off the money he had virnialiy stolen from
unsuspectine Americans, visitors and soldiers alike. He was unscrupulous and uncaring,
someone whose raison d'ërre was simpIy to get rich quickiy. Just as the poilu was the
embociünent of Frencn vïrme. the war proiiieer carne io reprrijeni ihe avaricc, thi d f i ~ h ï i ~ ~ ,

and the lack of morality that epitomized French society for her detractors. He was particularly

unsavoury because he had not even fou@ in the Great War; he had been a civilian at a time
when civilian men were often the targets of public contempt for having been "sIackers." The
profiteer had become prosperous while soldiers had been enduring the horrors of trench life.
Throughout the interwar period, Americans were appalled by stories of greedy French
restaztranteurs

and store-owners hungrily filchino doLiars from naïve Amencan visitors.

Accusations of French money-gubbing began long before the signing of the armistice in 1918,
but were especially prevalent during the Paris Peace Conference in 1919 and early 1920.
Headlines often read like the one in the Eraminer in March 1919: "Al1 France Profits as Peace
~ost."' An article claimed that:
Amencm money has poured and is pouring into France Iike rain upon a
parched and thirsty gound, and as far as 1could see and hear, France is no
longer in need of American help. Much destitution and misery there are in
France, of course, but France can take care of herself if she will compel
the people of France who have enriched themselves amazingiy during the
war to look after k i r o m countrymez'
French tradesmen and restauranteurs were accused in other reports of doubling their prices on
sight of an h e r i c a n uniform. Reporter h i e Laurie. in one of her regular colurnns for the
h n t i n e r , described such shocking treatment of doughboys in France: "the Amencan unifom

is a signpost, and every French tradesman who sees it doubles his price." Should the gullible
soIdier look as though he were definitely interested in rnaking a purchase, prices were dlegedly
tripled or even quadnipled. Laurie went on to tell of her experience in a restaurant, duiing with
a native Frenchman whose presence ensured them a reasonabIy priced meal. She saw "'clear-

eyed, honest Iooking American boy" paying four h e s what French people were paying for
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found the French civilians greedy... They had suspected themselves to be the hero in the
melodrama arriving just in time, and they codd not, for instance. translate as an appropriate
welcorne the thrifty French habit of separating the Arnericans so completely fiom their fiinds."
Greed caused "misunderstandings and disregard" on the part of the doughboys. There was
even a popular expeditionary force song called 'Take it From Me, They'll Take it From Y O U . ' ~
War profiteers were not found solely in restaurants or markets.

They were

overcharging for every service requested by American tourists. One account told of a woman
who went to France to locate her son's body for re-internent in the United States. She
declared that her success "U? getting past the French regdations was due to an 'unstinted use of
Amencan dollars' among the employés of French bureaus."* Chauffeurs were charghg a
disgracehl 150 Eancs to drive visiting Arnencans to the gravesites of their fallen relatives.
The peace was said to have been as lucrative to the profiteers as the war that preceded it. As
host to the Paris Peace Conference, France "collected no srnaII amount," of both British and
Amencan money, according to one amde." It was alleged that taxi driven in Paris were so
prosperous that they only worked when the mood süuck, not out of necessity; and thus they
were totally unwilling to go out of their way to help a foreigner.' Cinscrupulous f m e n would
even sel1 the hallowed ground upon which h e n c a n s had fought for the fieedorn of France.
An fiaminer article briefly told of "the most flagrant instance of deliberate battlefield

profiteering" in which a f m e r advertised his [and for sale. This piece of property had been'a
site of intense fighting by the USEF in the Argonne region, and the owner wanted to
"capitalize [on] the gaves of fdlen heroes." The idea of making money fiom tourism in the
area, every yard of which had been "bathed with the blood" of "splendid Amencan troops,"

was so offensive that the Amencan Legion was taking donations to buy the Iand in order that it

might rather serve as a monument to the fallen.'
Such ingratitude was mly shocking for American readers, and entireIy puzzling for
their soldiers still abroad. Annie Laurie, née Winifred Biack, was on a personal crusade to
ensure that the American public was made aware of the heinous behaviour of the French. The
avarice shr: had encountered overseas infkiated her, and she berated the French for their lack
of gratitude; 'Wiey don? like us any better t h before the war. You are piIlaged and robbed by
the French, if you are an American in France. Everybody is over charged."

She accused the

French of having held back mail for USEF soldiers, for not having paid them, and for treating
them poorly in still other ways." Her alIegations of unjust treatrnent were corroborated by an
article in the 1Vav York Times,which described aliegations of violence suffered by doughboys

in Paris:

,., [Olur soldiers, who went to France imbued with patnotism-the

best blood
of Our land-who sailed across the sea to fight despotism, found a species of
despotism worse than that for whic h we are going to punish the Kaiser.. .[O]ur
own loved ones were beaten, clubbed, starved....[0]ur soldiers, some of them
wearing wound stripes, some r e d n g to duty d e r weeks and months of
sufferin; in hospitals, were thrown into prison without trial and vith ho ut
charges ever being preferred against them.. . Evidence is produced showing
that men were hir and clubbed untii they bled and fainted, and that one man
even preferred death to the treatment to which he was subjected...I L

These accusations were printed arnid indictments of severe censorship, both during
and afier the war, in France. .-\nnie Laurie fought against the censorship she claimed prevented

stories of war profiteering kom making it to h e r i c a n news: "the newspaper censor is the
busiest man in France today and one of the rnost cornpeteut-.. Whatever drifts h o u & to the
press of the outside world gets through in spite of a h i w y or~anizedW e r n of espionage and
censorship that would make the inmpes of an Orientai c o u look like child's play.'"2 This

journalist's ailegations were confirmed by the duughboys, according to the article entitled
"Amie Laurie is Verifed by ~oldiers.""

Ihe image of the war profiteer as headess, Unmoral, and greedy was long-lived.
îhere were still references to tùis character in late-1923, a fidl four and a ha!f years after the
war had ended.ls Such flagrant profiteering was apparently a message to visiting American

tourists and soldiers that they were unwelcorne suangers in an unwelcoming land. To
American audiences, such poor tceatment of the "dear, simple-hearted, kindly, tnisting, openEqually disnirbhg were the
minded Amencan doughboy," was shocking and disillu~ionùi~.'~
rurnours circulating through the press.
Stories about the overcharging of USEF troops, seories wired by joumalists

CO

Amencan newspapers, were soon followed by even more alarming nunours of French greed

and depravity. The final and ultimate insult co h e r i c a n wwartime generosity came with
dlegations of trench rent. According to this new accusation, which becme widely accepted in
the early 1920s, the French govenunent had charged the American military rent for the use of
every trench occupied by the USEF, as well as rent for the use of water w e k , and duty on any
wu-related goods exported h m the United States to

rance."

Such accusations were, of

coiifse, untnie, and France quickly and accuntery attributed them to German propaganda. But
the stories made for bitter and resentful editoriais in the Ernminer: "1 don? hink that

hericans wouId have made such charges against a people who had corne to heIp Save them,
but we c m o t always undersrand the French point of view.""

These rurnours were so

persistent that FranceSstop leaders came out to publicly deny tbeir verkybL8

To compound matters, the enormous nim of money that Americans were obligd ro
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riche. The war had made some French peopIe millionaires, and with the armistice they were

out to show off their fabulous prosperity. In 1919 there was an apparent "mania for l~uuies"
among the wealthy who crowded smart establishments dong the Rue de la Paix in ~ a r i s . ' ~
France's capital city was "indulging in an o r g of money spending such as has never been
witnessed in Europe before." It was perceived by ,knericans as being a kind of collective
madness. The "skyrocketing of prices has done nothing to check the wild extravagances of al1
classes of people" who enjoyed "excessive meals, fine clothes and jewels and costly
amusements." The wealth flaunted by Parisiens was the stuff of fairy tales: "fashionable
wornen.. .may be seen in plenty on the Street, with dogs wearhg gold collars, with diamonds
flashing in the heels of their shoes and with gem-snrdded bangles around their ankles.'"

It

was not oniy urbanites that had become prosperous. A letter to the Tribune editor remarked

that post-war prices for crops in European markets brou& good returns, and as a result "the
thnI3.y French country people [had] profited largely...and are now a ;ood deal richer than

Amencan fmers.""

Though the majority of war profiteen described by Amencan foreign

correspondents were male, the spendtiuifis were usual1y fernale.
As with male profiteering, the behaviour of French females made thern the targets of
strong criticism Erom the American inrenvar media. Perceptions of their clothing styles and

social behaviour contributed greatly to the 'harlot' image of their nation. They benefited
materially Erom the profiteering activities of tkir men, and did not hesitate ro flaunt risqué and
expensive fashions.

Historian Mary-Louise Roberts argues that the First World War

effectively polarized ideals of womanhood. Positive descriptions about the h t category, that
of patriotic mother or wife, were discussed in the pre~iouschapter, thmgh she had the short-
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harlot. a pleasure-seekins wanton, and an unpatriotic and immoral woman. This cynical
interpretation described the "bad" side of the femme moderne, whom we met earlier, and who,
according to negative stereotyping, was a representation of a new and problematic category of
womanhood. This character was personified by the flapper or, in French, la garçonne, the
personage whom Roberts declared embodied the social changes wrought by the Great War.
Gender issues offered a medium through which people could discuss the war's impact on
society.?' According to Roberts, it was easier for many men to discuss the changes in their

wives' behaviour and g a e n t s than more abstract and intangible events like the falling h c .

in Chaptsr Three, thefeninre moderne was respected for being chic, for setting trends. This
positive discussion of women, however, was qualified by many negative depictions. The
flirtatious, short-haired, corset-less flapper was a new creature, birthed in Paris in the 1920s,
and she created an uproar with her relatively openly sexual, liberated behaviour. La fimme

moderne, negatively interpreted, was a prevaient image in newspapers such as the Tribune and
the Eraminer.

Darnning stereotypes about French women abounded in the intenvar period. They
were said to be more promiscuous than their .4mencan sisters. They smoked by day on the
streets. indicating their wild natures and lm morality. Yet in France, it was not only the
Elappers who drank alcoholic beverages, attsnded al1 night parties, and behaved provocativeiy.
One account in 192 1 daims that ail the women, young and old, in attendance at an dl night
revene-"Paris's

WiIdest Ord'-stripped

and joined a mi..ed procession of unclad models

and studenc painterç, doctors. and architects, who were parading around the hall.'s
The portrayd of French women as vaiuable and desirable wives was chailenged by the
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women argued they could nnut rival Americans for men's attention and for social respect. In the
intense 1920 discussions over wfio made better mates, American women had many
advocates.''

According to the negative representations of French women, even their best

matemal quaiities were flawed, as suggested by the Examiner article of 1930:
The French woman's love for her home grows almost to the point of
becoming a defect. Her excessive fondness for her children, her devotion to
the quite hum&
existence around her household ofien Ieads to n m w mindedness, and makes her hostile to change, to anything that c m alta the
life she has become accustomeci to. But it is bad for her, as an individual,
roo. . . S e is unable to pet dong in life without him b e r husband]."

The patriotic mother so adored by some was disregarded as an obsessive lunatic by others.
However, it was her cornterpart who was most harshly criticized, prirnarily for her looseness
of morals. Just as Joan of Arc was the mudel for France the Saint, thefemme moderne became
the embodiment of France the Hadot.
in Amerka, it was a commonly held belief that French women were promiscuous,

and, like the city of Paris itseif, could easily tempt naïve ,dunericm boys into behaving
immordly. The iicentiousness of French femaies was wreaking havoc on gender roles,
according to the Eramimr. Even the most innocent French giri could "give the most
experienced man points in the art of flirting." As a resuit, the: socid convention of 'Don
Juanism', in which men were the sema1 "hunters," was rapidly changhg: "man is no longer
the pursuer but a hunted deer." The cloches French women wore were "obviously designed eo

amcr," and had "never been so daring" transfomiing them into the hunter. With theu brazen,
openTand Frank flirtatioq French women were single-handedly chmghg society. I6 Not o d y
were they chmg&

the mlss of courtslip, but they were aIso p d u a ~ "at
g the head of the

[CO-educational]class", and taking up previously inaccessible positions in society, iike judges.
What ttwas more womsome for this p d c u l a r observer was that there were more female

births-a

scientific impossibility-and

"the boys boni are two pounds less in weight than

formerly" while girls ''weigh, each of hem, in the average rrearly a pound more than before"
the war. A professor kom the French Academy chimed that "the woman is gradually growing
more like the man, even to the mustache and beard" and that "in years to come aU women will
be bearded and have the muscle like the man.""

Conversely, men were being feminized with

the reversal of roles in post-war courtçhip and by fashioas for men, reflected in the cartoon in a
1920 edition of the Tribune, Figure 4.

Paradouically, although French women were commonly accused of promiscuity, they
were aiso blamed for the worrisome deciine in the French biah rate. Births in France had been
dropping since the mid-eighteenth century, a trend that was a persistent topic of the French
nationaI press. However, with the end of the war, and the remarkabie changes it had wrought
on the social fabric of France, the responsibility was placed on ivomen for the decrease in
births. This decrease was presented as proof-positive of the social deterioration and moral
decline of that once geat nation. Amencan newspapers in the interwar period began reporting

un the "race suicide" undenvay in France, One Tribntie article quoted a French cornmittee's
report to the effect that the decline was "ascribed to cornfort, selfishness, lack of morals and a
sense of failure to understand the supenor interests of the comrnunity." It was aIso proof that
French women were unpamotic, since having babies, particularly in a greatly depopulated
country, ivas argued to be a civic dury."

It was both s m p e and tellhg that men "do not

hesitate to give up their tives" for France, whiIe women would "not breed and bring up
chikiren for her sake."

'' A MeIy E m i n e r article of 11 November 1923, clairned that "'the

baby is becoming rare in France," a rarity arnibutabIe to the fact that "fewer and fewer...
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This cartoon ckarly illustrates the fear of men becorning more feminine. Note the
fahion desiger in the second last sketch, who looks stereotypicaUy French.

prediction that because of this widespread ferninine selfishness, "within a hundred years the
population of France will be less than seven million souls...Fwill become], like E g p t of TutM - A m e n , a mernory.'"' Therefore, through these contZicting perceptions, women were
simultaneously to blame for the rapid depopulation of France, and shockingly promiscuous in

an era of limited access to birth control.
Likewise, there were contradictions and stereotypes that developed about the French
'national character.' The rnost sigarficant and long-lived stereotype was that the French were a
filthy people. The stereotype of the dirty Frenchman was a very long- lived one, and during
the intenvar it was linked to the basest qualities of hurnan kind-kom

greed to imrnorality.

During the Paris Peace Conference, hotel rooms with baths were extortionate, the pnce being
"limited only by the

... imagination of the room ~lerk.'*~'Their expense reflected the rarity of

bathing facilities in hotels. Barbers in Paris between che wars were "a keen disappointment to
al1 American visitors. ï h e barber shaves the customer but wiIl not wash his face and the
customer must grope around with soap in his eyes 2nd End the wash bowl, and then comb his
otvn hair..."'3

Being clem was linked with rnonlity and non-violence, according to one article

Will France soon cease to be a country in which one doesn't bathe? It
h a long bcen a jest on the French that perfurne and powder are used as
substitutcs for bathing. Even now, bathing facilities are luxuries largely
restncted to the hotels patronized by English and Amencan tourists...
&latest municipal laws prescribe bathrooms and showers in every newIy
erected apament house in Paris.. . Godliness, cleanliness,
peaceableness may yet become the order of things in France ...34
Because they neglected to bathe, the French were aIIeged to have been responsible for the
spreading of filth and contagion. in a Trihine article about their activity in Alsace-Lorraine,
there were cornplaints that as a result of the occupation, the "health and sanitary conditions of

the country are declining rapidly...diseases which before the war were rife in French villages

just across the border but had been unknown for a generation in Alsace Lorraine are creeping
ba~k."~'Some of this contagion was due to circumstance; the war had resulted in a "process of
social decay" and a "train of social diseases," according to the Times,a situation that wodd

take years to reverse.36 Nowhere was the threat of disease more dreaded than in the Ruhr, and
no Lrenchman was as dangerous as the colonial troops the government had imported to occupy
the area.
According to the French, their ranks had been so depleted by the Great War that the

arrny had no choice but to bok to Afiican colonies to replenish them. As we saw in the
previous chapter, this was not a surpnsing move, given that the French were apparently more
colour-bhd than were other countries. Placing blacks in positions of authority over white
civilians, therefore, was not untoward. However, that decision becarne the target of strong,
h e r i c a n condemnation. Lord Derby, British arnbassador to Paris, remarked that he could not
think "of anything more calculated to initate the Germaris," echoing the belief of many
policicians that France's goal in the Ruhr was not seizing reparations, but rather humiiiating
~ e r m a n ~ .The
~ ' Ewminer claimed "it shows that the insanity of the French govenunent is a

littlr more complete even than most of us have corne to believe.'"'

The use OF hoican troops

was troublesome on many 1eveIs for contemporary Arnerican newspaper readers.

The "Black Horroi' was a hot topic in the 1920s. As Sally Marks put it, "the very
idea of imposing non-western troops on 'citilized Europeans' aroused intense indignation,
which fed a Stream of allegations.

The Geman race was behg polluted, both by

miscegenation and by disease.... According to German propaganda, 100 per cent of the native
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suggest that the soldiers, "whose vitality and fiee time were apparently inexhaustible, were also
accused of numerous acts of violence, especially rape and murder." Because Geman women
were said to be too cuitured to associate with the black troops, any Liaisons between the two
groups were immediately assumed to have been acts of rape. That German women and girls
were being "subjected to bIack troops" was "an outrage," and indicative of French imrnorality
and brutality. According to the San Francisco h n t i n e r , the soIdiers were accused of
"unchecked assaulü" against %erman women and girls in the occupied zone.'"0

In the Saar region, accusations were even more severe against the lusty troops, where
there were "an increasing number of murders and suicides as a result of ravistunent of scores of
young Geman working girls.'J' Newspapers pondered the justice of havhg 'black and yellow
troops quartered upon the Geman people in ways offensive to women and girls"."

The

Etanliner wanted "to put things straight" on the issue of the black horror: "'the French army of
occupation on the a i n e comprises numerous negroes h m Central PLfnca, who but yesterday
were cannibals."

These soldiers were considered to be far fiom "superior exponents of

civi~ization.'"~
There is an interesting contradiction in h e n c a n opinions of Fmce. in the previous
chapter we saw images of French society as inspirational in its tolerance, "the pmdise of the
black man."

And yet the use of Aiiîcan troops in the Ruhr brought France international

political condemnation. ~ 4 t hparticuIarly virulent criticism corning from Hearst's paper, a
paper ironically ioadrd with references to the importance o l personal fieedoms and the
democratic rights 'exemplified' in the United States.

Further. there were accounts of

Americans visiting France and abusing French people of colour. One such story described a
mnitn
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The Americans objected to the gentleman's presence, announced they would not ride with him,
and threw him out of the car to leave him on the roadside. The Temps pointedly reminded

visiting Americans that they were not at home, and that France was not a land of discrimination
like the United

tat tes.^

The derision over the W a c k Horror" almost equalled the fear

inspued by the dangers of the artistic capitaI of France.

Although there was not as much criticism as there was praise for her art, fashion, and
literature, the heart of France's popular culture, Paris, did attract much c e n s ~ e . " The
~ number
of articles praising French art dwindled toward the latter part of 1922, indicating perhaps a lack
of enthusiasm on the part of editors to portray this area of French society with unqualified
praise. Conversely, there were an increasing number of articles describing the luridness and
danger of Paris. Newspaper articles about that city portrayed rampant immorality in her
literature, theatre, opera, and other artistic venues. Most problematic was the fact that Paris
was the cultural hub of Europe and a popular destination for Amencan tourists and artists.

Thus, if it truly was the lurid pIace of sin it was depicted as being, then the steady flow of
&neriean visitors to the city would sureiy result in immoral behaviour, a loss of innocence,
and even the importation of contagion Iike syphilis to the United States.
Parents of soldiers stationed in France were particularly apprehensive about having
their naïve sons overseas. In 19t 9, the Tribune explained that "parents are uneasy.. . for fear
their soldier boys in Paris may snunbk, if not fall, among the city's scarlet mares. .. poor
innocents. exposed to ail the hazards of this rnetropolis of wine and women, pitifully imperilled
by the crimson lip and the siren mile.'& Such concems were oniy contirmed by articles like

the one in 1920, which appeared on the fiont pase of the Tribrine. The touring French opera.
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with her back to the a~dience.'~' in 1921, the French govemment began an initiative to

"remove nude women from the stages of Paris and to wipe out that epidemic of pornopphy
and public immorality which in the eyes of tourists has bepun to overshadow the lofty culture
of France." The "hawkhg of moral filthii and "lewd extravagarilas" were easily faund?'
Concem was also raised in other articles over the question of dancing halls. Paris was
coming alive again after its wartime hibernation, and that meant indigenous debauchery was
resurfacing. Police responded by imposing a ten o'clock lights-out order, a change which was
" a shock.. .[because] for more than a century Paris has been regarded as the place where a man

could enjoy himself day and night-and

especially night-without

restraint." Tbe article went

on to describe the "cosmopolitan crowds [that] thronged the Parisian resorts, Listened to the
=gpsy orchestras and drank in the details of bizme and sensual entenair~ments."~~
Dance halls
were especiaily lund, bein; home to sensual dances and even ilIicit drugs. Police closed one

bar, the "Flirting Club," for remaining open to dancers afler hours. inside, they found "fiffy
couples drinking champagne at 100 Erancs the bottle....[T]he police allege the waiters sold
cocaine, morphine and also claim they seized three opium layouts."50
Thus, as we saw in Chapter Three, while the New York Times was describing Paris as

a cultural Mecca for the world, the Chicago Tribune and the Sun Francisco Eraminer were
ofien portraying it as a denizen of debauchery. Spanish tvriter Vicente Blasco ibanez was
quoted by the Tribune as having said that "the Paris of the present [1921] is as different fiom
the Paris of 191-1 as wicked is fiom nau&tytyTt" The "Io@ culture of France" was giving way
to "moral fiith." in 1921, one French beauty icon claimed that, as a result, New York had
replaced Paris as the centre of the cultural world. This transition was due, in part, to the

stating, "French people have abandoned art as their guiding star. Look at our literature-nine
out of every ten new books rnorbidly concem sexual topics, showing where the taste of the
public lies."'?

This licentiousness only reinforced stereotypes of the Unmoral French national

character, and the belief that French women were loose and fast. hterwar fashion reflected
this transition fiom sophistication to the lurid as well.
immediately after the war ended, the styles of women's skirts on the Champs Elysées
were shorter than they had ever been in living memory. Garments had become so revealing
that "American buyers, the dress makers Say, are ridiculing the shortness of the gown." The
low backs of dresses were also too risqué for American buyers, who insisted on having them
filled in with lace.

53

These ensembles Ied one American man to believe that "part of the

dresses surely must be omitted," that "there rnust be some mistake."" The new style also made
the wearing of corsets impossible. This was a new cause for criticism for both American and
French obsewers. To rnany, including those in clerical circles, "a woman's body needs
corseting." The Tribune ageed, remarking that women were leavins the traditional boundaries

of ferninini. by wearing such clothing."
Styles becarne increasingly revealing, and increasingly decadent. In 1970, fishionable
women were sporting bizarre accessories: "A stylishly attired wornan taking tea ac Claridge's
yesterday afiemoon suddenly opened her handbag and carelessly udoosed a slender green and

-ooId snake about nvo feet long, wwhh wiggied to the floor and disappeared up the trouer leg
of a temfied waiter. Menvard she complained to the manager that her favouite reptiIe was

indisposed as a result of having bitren a plebeian

ait ter.*"^

Two y e m later, a "brdroom tea"

fad was nveeping across Paris. Guests amved with Eheir "intimate boudoir apparei" into which
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that some hostesses set up "elaborate beds and divans in their salons" and lingerie rnakers were
"vieing [sic] with each other to create new styles for intimate weai' to accommodate the
demand.j7
French fashion was risqué and even bizarre at times, but it was also excessive and
shamelessly indulgent. The "outstanding feature of the [1919] season in Paris is the mania for
luuries," as thousands nished '?O acquire the costliest articles of winter attire and adomment,"
much of which were "gaudy non-essentials."'

By 1921, in keeping with the posnvar "mania

for lu..uries," what was outrageously priced was a la mode: "nothing but the richest and most
expensive adornments are adrnitted for fashionable women according to this season's dictates."
"Diarnond tiaras worth an incalculable arnount," and arms "literally covered with diamond
bracelets altemating with colored stones of unsurpassed magnificence" adorned women at a
society ball. No accessory was so impressive, however, as the "immense riara made up of
innumerable large diamonds in the center with the biggest and most perfect white Stone ever
seen in Paris" seen at one soirée.j9 Such extravagance seemed inappropriate to newspapers
which often reminded their readers that the governrnent of this wealthy populace was clairning
to be unable to pay its debts to America.
Perhaps more than any orher side of France, it was her politics that drew the harshest
criticism and cynicisrn fiom !unericm newspapers. The tumioil of post-war European foreign
politics created ample oppomtnity for rnisunderstandings; and images of France reflecc such
differences of opinion. 'Ihere were four elsments of French politics that attracted the press's
negative attention: their apparent politicai duplicity; the debts and reparations issue; militmcy

-

and imperiaiism. which included several occupations of the Ruhr; and hally, French
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purpose of simplicity, in reality they were uitimately related. The vehemence with which these
four components were frequently condemned by American newspapers is surprising. These
were perceptions one country held about the foreign policy of another country, perceptions that
did not involve profound introspection, nor take into account cultural and geographical
differences. These images certainly did, however, compiete the concept of France the Harlot.
European diplomacy in geaeral, and French diplomacy in particular, was portrayed as
being duplicitous and deceitful, an image that predated the intenvar period by mauy decades,
However, criticism of France on this level became especially vitriolic after 1918. The centrai
reason for condernnation was that France had signed secret treaties with other European
nations in the years immediately following the armistice. Secret treaties were considered by
the ,4mencan press to be proof of politicai duplicity as well as a danger to Amencan
interests.6' The Euminer paid speciaI attention to these pacts which, to the paper, represented
al1 that was rotten in European polihcs: 'Yhe secret treaties and other documents and the
confessions and boastings of the participants have made it perfectly cleac that one governent
was as deep in the mire of crooked diplomacy as any one of the othen."'

in 1922, France

quickly and quietly signed an agreement with Russia d e r six weeks of "flirting", which
ostensibly rneant hirther economic instability for Europe and an end to English wortd power."
American newspapers were concerned by any European pacts because their secret nature went
against the League of Nations, and bmke promises to h e n c a : ''the United States was
informed that no secret agreements wouid be considered in the peace conference." By the
Genoa conference in mid-1922, American observers were outraged by the number of treaties
chat had been signed:
Europe is being covered by a network of alliances, a i i of which, of corne.
oblige the parties to them to maintain big armies. There is the Fmco-

Belgian rnilitary convention, which obliges Belgium to keep up a larger
army than before the war. There is the military treaty between France and
Poland, by which Poland is compelled to keep up an army of a certain
strength and France pays so much for every Polish soldier in arms. .. These
are known to exist, but it is not at a11 certain that there are no others... Al1
these treaties are secret, nobody knows what are the exact obligations of the
Governments that have made them-not even the inhabitants of the
countries c ~ n c e m e d . ~ ~
Such political p n i n g tau@ Americans off guard; "intrigue is ingrained in European
diplomacy and the United States even now is ...not only involved but it is inexperienced.. .We
not only do not know the garne, but we do not h o w what the otherç have up their s l e e v e ~ . " ~
Headlines stated that French secret diplomacy indicated that France was clearly the enemy of a
democratic peace, and moreover that Europe was ''Preparinp for the Next ~ar.'"' Although
treaties had traditionally allowed European countries to build alliances and thus maintain
peace, to the United States, secrecy was the enerny of modem diplomacy. Accordin; to
several articles. traditional Continental diplomacy sabotaged the United States. The Eraminer
accused the French governent in 1922 of "diplornacies which have been caught red-handed in
a mean and treacherous conspincy to c h a t us, to take advantage of our faith in their words,
[and] to undermine and destroy our [rade rehions ... Diplomacy as practiced by these
governments rnakes ordinary swindiers and ingrates look Iike innocent ~herubs."~
The image of France as duplicitous was enough to convince much of the American
interwar press that isolationism was the oniy way to ensure the sdety their nation's interests.
isoiationism was a policy strongiy supported by McCormick's Chicago Tribune and by
Hearst's San Francisco Eraminer. The Iatter even accused the !Vau York Times and several
other eastern papes of being vebicles for European propaganda, allegin; that they were overly
p.nn.rnrhat;rr
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States had never engaged in isolationism, but rather in independence trom European influence.
Had not 'rhe Amencan people lent seven billion dollars to European nations during the late
war," and "seventy-five thousand Lves to the

winning of that wai'? Further, "wwh Europe

has been waging or preparing to wage new wars, the United States has entered into
engagements to 1 s t its vast potential power on the seas and to keep the peace in the
~acific.'"'
According to many articles, one clandestine motivation for French diplornatic secrecy
was the annihilation of her age-old enemy, Germaay. Through a system of alliances, France

would have the financial support necessary to invade Germany. The kaminer claimed the
Ruhr occupations were linked to French revanchism, in keeping with France's dream of "the
dismemberment of ~ e r r n a n ~ . ' " ~France was working toward this end by demanding
impossibly high reparation payrnents of Gemany, 'Yhree or four times the sum" that the United
States felt she was entitled to, out of "a spirit of revenge instead of as a result of an expert
appnisal of the capacity of their beaten foe [to pay]."70British economist John Maynard
Keynes went so far as to claim in the Tribune that "the honest and intelligible purpose of
French policy, to limit the population of Germmy and weaken her economic sysrern, is
clothed ... in the august language of Freedom and international equality.""
deceithlness and secrecy were in bad taste,

CO say the

France's

least, particularly in light of the fact that

she was not focussing her resources on peacetime rebuilding.

The debt issue was another hot point of contention for the iunerïcan press. Pursuing
such a belligerent poIicy of destruction required Eunding, despite assistance hom secret
treaties. The natural place to seek out aid was fiom the affluent LTnited States, and for the
net.vqqrlz
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E 1920,

cpi~cmycof the Amencan press were

a r w g that France was responsible for her own spending, and should not be reiieved of her
debts. If France "cm lend millions to Roumania, Poiand, and olher countries besides spending
untoid amounts on airplanes, submarines, and other forms of militarism, why can she not pay
her honest debt?""

French military spending, particularly in 1923, was condemned as being

hypocntical and a waste of what \vas, in tntth, American money. Headhes repeatedly
eomplained rhat ''France spends its Money on Finer ~ a n h i ~ s . " This
~ ' diversion of hds,
tiorn rebuildinz the northern regions of France to rebuilding her militq, was typical of

ber

"abominable diplomacy which has soaked Europe in blood and made its soi1 fou1 with the
bones and carrion of millions upon millions of poor human beings." Such a diplomacy was a
fitting penance for a people who "had not the sense and courage to overthrow their evilly

disposed governments."ï4 America should na longer be wilIing to assist such a country. Given
the wealth that France had amassed h m war-booty, she was certainly capable ofpaying the

money she owed Amenca.
PLmerican bittemess over French war debts increased when France begged relief h m
the crushing dues. The French government asked for what they called "a square deal", a period

of respite "to breathe and to recover our strength." to wait at least until currency fiucruations
were norrnali~ed.~~
The United States was unmoved, and newspapers retlected a widespread

loss of respect for France. h i c i e s commented on the speciousness of her actions: " c m the
pcoples of Europe pay their debtç to the United States? ï h e m e r is a certain and vigorous
~ r ~ n a t i v e . " ' France
~
owed a debt of honour, thus her request for remission indicatcd her
sbameless Iack of principles.

WiIIiam Randolph Hearst took an q e c i a l l y harsh stance on the debt issue for sevenl
==surs. ffe %gr&fbzt v:iU $&t

'Lnhndy s t n d ~9!Q$C zphing excep the [inited

States." hny "sentimentality" over the suffering of liberated nations like France and Belgium
would result in them b'unloading THE PAYbLENT of the indemnity imposed on b h p t
Gerrnany UPON THE Ah4ERlCA.N PEOPLE" [emphasis his]. Amenca had already done
enough for the French by tuming "their sure defeat into the victory they could never have
won, ,*nAccording to one editonal, if France repudiated her debt, "on the average, every man,
woman and child in the United States must conûibute $30, every farnily... m u t contriiute
S150, in order that the men, women and children of France pay no part of this cost of the

~ a r . " ' ~ Moreover, Hearst was utterly convinced that France was m i n g herselfto start
another war against her traditional enerny, and using American money to foot the bill: "surely
no nation in the hancial distress in which France is alleged to be would be conternplating such
an m a m e n t program" as she was planning. On the disannament issue, France was h n that
she would only dis-

when Germany had already done sosÏ9The LvlcCormick and Hearst

newspapers were predictably critical of this policy: 'With France standing unmoved before the
prayers and pleading of mankind for a tranquil world and asserting the intention of vastly
increasing the most barbarous and inhuma.implement of war, viz: the submarine, 1think it is
time to wipe the tears of synpathy fiom our eyes and try to see the clearer vision, what the
presenr situation ponends."So

Ultimately, both the Erominer and the Tribrine saw the relief of French war debts as
another "scheme to entangle us once again in Europe's rotten and rascaiiy pohics, and to
jimmy again the doors of our treasury and then laugh at us for being simpletons and sucken."'

France's hancial wriggling reinforced the harlot image. Amencans saw the French. who
claimed to be poor, footing the cost of an expensive invasion of the Ruhr and of rnaintaining a
, 1
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WHERE DID OUR MONEY GO?

French macimen**would "pull down the pillars of society and government" with their actions.
"...The France of M. Poincaré, of the most compt plutocracy, of the most useless militarism,
which now storms through Europe" was a world threat, 83
The third cornponent of French politics that drew criticism was what the American
press called French militaristic imperialisrn, epitomized by their involvement in the Ruhr.
France's invasions drew intense criticism fiorn American newspapers, leaving readers with the
prevailing impression of a greedy, warring nation. Arricles continuaiiy reminded readers of the
long tradition of irnperialisrn exernplified by Napoleon, and accused interwar France of
despotism and g ~ e e d . in
~ ~the eyes of her detractors, France had ulterior motives besides
destroying Germany in her bid for the Ruhr: she wanted to "dominate central Europe or keep it
in a hopeless ferment ... French policy is based on French interest and not on a utopian passion
for universal justice and perpetual peace."85 Headlines were strongly worded: "Drearn of
Continental Rule Seen Behind Long Banle Against Helpless ~ermany"'~
and "French Rejoice
at invasion ~rder."~'Even President Wilson joined in the criticism when he cornmented in a
letter to Senaror Hitchcock t h a 'a militaristic party was in control of a rance."^' The ideals that
had purportedly sent France to war-those

of peace and liberty-

were "tommyrot, wvithout

any justification at al1 in the histoncal relations of France with the

rest of the ~ o r l d . " in
~ ~Fact, by 1923, the Hearst papers were convinced that Amencan
intervention in the Great War had been a mistake. According to this perspective, the original
and exalted reasons for which it had been fought; for "liberty, for dernocracy, for the rights of
the weak, for the salvation of civilization.. ." were being defiled by the Ailies, who were "still

scrambling and snarling at one another as they guip what they can grab Eorn the garbage heap
cf th_p war, m
41
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Figure #6
These carroons are representative ofothers from this era. The perception of French militarisrn
as a worId threat, a force that even surpassed the British Empire, made it seem fearsome
indeed.

Figure #8

When Raymond Poincaré sent troops over the Rhine in 1923, the accusation of
imperiaiism and rnilitarism kom the Emminer and the Tribune reached new heigbts. Though
smaller rnilitary units had been sent across the border in previous years, Poincaré's plan

involved a larger force and a Longer-term stay, signalhg an unforgivable renewal of European

in-fi$tuig and ancient rivalries, French militarian was not novel; "France has been the
constant disnirber of Europe's peace for four tiundred years; she has aIways been Unperialistic

and militaristic," and what was more,"she has been unEriendfy to the United States at every
opportunity.. ."9'. The occupation demonstrated incontrovertibly that France was out for
Continental control; "the victory of the Ruhr is a considerable victory, a great, hungry victory,
but it is only one in a sustained campaign in the realization of a policy centuries old, the policy

of French predominance in the European world.. ." French foreip policy "has been the same

under Bourbon, Bonaparte, or repubiiç." tliat is, hpnalistic and de~eitful?~
.kinerican newspapers suongly objected to the Iatest invasion of the Ruhr, ciaiming

that France was not being forthcornhg about her motives. One reason for the invasion tvas

said to be that F m c e needed to collect overdue reparation payrnents h m Germany. The other

reasons were subject to much criticism by the h e r i c a n press. For instance, the argument that

France needed the rich resources of the Ruhr to assist her failing economy was misleading;
Fmce was Strong ~inanciall~,'"~
wealthy and prosperous, and did not need the resources of

the Rhmelmd as much as Germany did. Because there appeared to be much weaIth in France,
the reasons behind the invasion of the Ruhr seemed fl awed:

Vast loans are b e k eEwted for the purpose of reconstruction and the
future will demand a repayment tvih interest. CVhile these Ioans are
negotiated there is such evidence of prosperity as outrivals anything in
the economic tiistory of the country... there are not 1,000 men
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fiesh from London, as he waks the streets ofParis more than the foods.
Fruit and vegetables in abundance, ail dajl products in profuseness,
testifjmg to the cichness of the famis.. .Beggars are almost unknown, ...
children are wel1 dressed and welr çared for.. .94

Large centres and small t o m s in France showed evidence of easy living where; "people are
making fortunes". In the south there was much "rnoney in circulation among al1 classes of
people", but was therc "Food in France? Plenty of i ~ ' " P~a n of the reason for domestic wealth
was that, whiIe Enjland was being severeiy overtaued, France was being "absurdly

undertixed", meaning she was isess able than Britain to pay her debts to the United States. The
other reason put forth by Paris for the invasion was security, but newspapers in the United
States were critical of that purpose as wel1. Newspapers iike the Tribune and Examiner
reported that darnaging Gemiany ta ensure French security was no longer necessq. Because

of its rectnt military defeat and the unreasonable reparations placed on it, Germany was
depleted and unable to fi$t back, let alone invade France apainP6 Thus, in the eyes of the
American media, France's unnecessay activity in the Ruhr merely demonstrated that nation's

greed and ambition, Despite its weaIth and security, the French government did not hesitate to
trike more loans fiom the U.S. to fund invasions of the Rhineland. France clearly intended to
control the region out of a cruel and imperdistic spirit typically French, or so it was alleged by
papers like the Tribune and Eranriner.
Cruelty reigned throughout the restored temtory of Alsace-Lorraine, and treatment

of locals in the Ruhr was merciless, reported some newspapers.- There was "a constant
'sabotage' of the German language in the schools," count1ess German residents 'tvere cleared
out on forty-eight hours notice," and double standards abounded in the treatment of Geman
citizens versus that of French peoole in the ma9'

Even the titLes of articles conmlbuted to this

image: "French Policy on Rhine Fans Hatred of Germaus," "Occupation of Rhine 'Brutal,""
and "Sax Industry Shrinkins Under French Control." The Times joined in the criticism with
an article cailed "Uneasiness of Redeemed Provinces," an article that listed the grievances of a

'Lorrainer' as including "increased taxes, poorer schools, inFerior transportation, narrowness
and rapacity on the part of French of fi ci al^."^^ It was not enough that France had taken these
tenitones, but they were now mistreating locals. These depictions of a brutal, dernandin;, and
unforgiving nation contrasted starkly to the portrayal of Germany as a victim. Now it was
Germany that was being raped and oppressed by France.
The previous three components of American criticism have shed light on the final
topic, that of French dependence on the United States. This reliance was distresshl for
Amerka, a nation that was attempting to reinforce its traditionally isolationist position in the
political arena. Even during the war, it had not wanted to engage in a forma1 alliance, and had
instead referred to the European nations with whom it fought as its "associates." Now, with
the begiming of a mangied peace, Washington was attempting to resume its relationship with

Europe strictly on the level of uade by terminating any military association, and removing
itseIf h m international conferences. By removing itself fiom the political arena, the United
States hoped to disentangle itself Ciom the 'hypocritical' demands for more moneypresumably to spend on French rnilitary ventures. As we saw in Chapter One, knerican
detachent was both hurtful and Enghtening to France, though accordin; to the Tribune, she
only shed 'bcrocodile tears." With h e n c a n withdrawal from European negotiatioas, France
could easily blame the United States For European d y s h t i o n . 99

It is intereshg to look at the ways in which Fmce the Harlot was porrrayed in this
.
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presented Germany immediately after the war. In a very real sense, the hvo nations had
reversed places, a reversa1 that did not go unobserved by Amencan newspapers: "the peace of
Europe, once disturbed by the impenalistic aggression of Germany, is now threatened by the
imperialistic aggression of a rance."'^ France was taking advantage of her devastated enerny,
according to the Tribune: "the French politiciaus and rniIitarists have had their way and have
invaded Germany with a great m y . They can do this, of course, because the German soldiers
have been demobilized and disaxmed and the German people are heIpIess against the French
military array." As we have seen, these aggressive acts were said to have been done for more
than financial gain. Occupations had been inspired by spite, by a bitter desire for revenge not
only for the 1914 war, but also for the Franco-Prussian War of t870-l87 l.lO' Germany had
generously offered France "as war indemnity seven times the sum demanded by Germany Eom
France in 1571," but France had rehsed the offer. This was "not just treatment, even of a
hllen foe...The greed of the Gad seems not to have changed in Europe in 2,000 years..."'O'
France was working to "min and break d o m the

nations[

spirit of Germany" by demanding

"three or four times what [it] is entitled to" out of a "spirit of revenge instead of as a result of
an expert appniul of the capacity of'their beaten foe."lo3 "Europe has not leamcd lesson of

World Wai', said David LIoyd George, ex-Prime Minister of England. The "economic
recovery of Europe is seriously retarded by the cost of the new militarism," but "where is the
enemy?"'w Simply put, "France at peace is more ruthless than France at war.""'

in sum, the newspapers of the early 1920s carried much condemnation and outrage
about France and her people. The French were said to be greedy war profiteers, readily parting
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nearest incarnation to them, but, conversely, were to blarne for the nation's falling birthrate.
The national character of the French was said to be unhysjenic and immoral. The army was
callous and reckless with German lives. French popular cultual was centred in Paris, a
dangerous and lurid place with its provocative theatre and social contagion. But French
politics were especially problematic. French diplomacy was duplicitous, the French constantiy
attempted to avoid their war debts, they were militantly irnperialistic, and overly reliant on the
United States. in essence, the nation, as a people and as a political body, could not be trusted.
France was a harlot.
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CONCLUSION

By the end of 1923, and the earliest months of 1924, the French were generally perceived
to be the epitome of evil by the three newspapers. Their policy in the Ruhr, headed by
Raymond Poincaré, was represented as an mforgivable *ont

to the defeated Germans. Not

only was it still considercd impenalistic of the French to occupy the region in the k t place,
but the use of colonial troops was kequently revisited by newspapers. The Examiner
continued its diatribe a~ainstthe "bnnecessary" presence of Afiicans: "France has sent hto
Germany representatives of inferior races which until yesterday practiced cannibalism; and this
is not only an absolutely new and unjustifiable fact, but a most grave and unnecessary insult to
human dignity." The author of this particular editonai disthguished between unacceptable
Ahican blacks, and the tolerable Amencan blacks who, Iuckily, had been "educated according
to the standards of civilization". To him. the objectionabie aspect of using AEicans was "not a
question of race" but rather one of safety. rtiese foreign blacks had "comrnitted an infinite
number of crimes and [unpunished] acts of violence" against the poor local Ruhr population.'
Poincare's govenunent had pursued an "agressive policy" that was "as cowardly" as it was
"foolish". The "reckless policy" behind the occuparion \vas a "danger to civilization".

' in

addition to the uproar over colonial troops was scanda1 over the secret diplomacy discussed in
Chapter Four, compounded by documents made pubIic in 1924. These documents led Senator
Copeland to conclude that, given France's secret treaties, "neither the Kaiser nor the rnilitary
party in Germany caused the war or wanted it."'

in the spring of 1924, however, the Dawes Plan renewed hope. The Repantions
Comrnirtee, neacïed by Arnerican Cinaries Eawes, ma& a serîes of reconunendcliions ru w'nich

the key nations agreed: 'The Engiish have chosen to be good; the French to be reasonable; the
Germans to be re~igned.'~The United States agreed to support the new Rentenmark with
massive loans to stabilize the German economy, thus enabling the Weimar Government to pay
reparations to France and Britain. Addinj to the relief of the United States was the change in
French govenunent as Edouard Hemot replaceci Poincaré, Newspapers, at least, portrayed
Hemot as far more modente than his predecessor had been. Times reporter Sisley Huddleston
declared, "Of aii the French statesmen that I have known, M. Edouard Hemot is perhaps the
most chamiing, the most genial and the lest like a fighter. He is Iike a great overgrown
schoolboy-though
passion

a very cultured schoolboy."

Hemot was not a personality '70 arouse

... He is comfortably fat and easy-going. He cannot rouse hirnself to a white heat of

hatred of his opponents, and in France, the chief virtue of radicalism is the absolute hatred of
the enerny..."5 Although lacking in politicai experience, Hemot appealed to the United States.

In his o~vnwords, 'The Ruhr has only made us lose a Iot of tirne and a vast amount of money.
We should never have undertaken that adventure, it was a mistake tiorn the begiming ... if

there is a Frenchman who believes that the Ruhr is a productive [engagement], he must be a
lunatic.'" His election was "the fina1 announcement that the political starnpede of an abnormal
decade is at an end.. . [AIS far as the people OF Europe are concerned the war is over." Even
French militarisrn and imperialism were presented by the press as being less extreme. Anne
O'Hare McCormick reported that "the French soIdier is the unhappiest in Europe; he hates
soidiering. The French boys in the Ruhr were that saddest lot of immature invaders 1have ever
beheld ... No observers of that joyless mifitaïsrn can think of France as a military oligarchy

-

any more..."' Another Times Feature described French impenalism in a more complimentary
I------
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imperialistic, the suggestion apparently is that she wishes to extend her dominions in Europe.

In that sense, the accusation is untnie. But if by spreading imperialism one means the
spreading abroad of French influence in dark places ... then France is undoubtedly
imperiaiistic, precisely as England and, in her own way, America are.'"

The French presence

in -Mika was considered civilizing and beneficial, but in western European nations, it was
brutal.
The Dawes Plan began to restore France's popularity in Arnenca. Attentive readers
of chis tirne must have been lefi wondering how to reconcile the complex and often conflicting
images of the past s k years. Within the three newspapers issued following the war, France had
been both the darling of the world's nations, saintly in its foaitude, and an immoral harlot,
leaching wealth fiom the United States. French men were at once heroic guardians of
civilization, and avaricious war profiteers. French women were ideal mates and enduring
victirns, as weIl as whores. As a nation, the French were stoic and true to the RiJhts of Man,
while being oppressive and immoral. The splendeur of French culture w u qualified by the
dangers and lundness of Paris. Finally, whik France's security concerns and desperate need
for German reparations justified her invasions of the Ruhr, these occupations were also
unforgivable acts of imperialisrn. These disparate images magnified the ambiguous attitudes of
Amencans towards the French, and are blatantly illustrated by the following divergent quotes:
"heroic as France] was in war, it has equal vigour and tenacity in the arts of peace"; and
Trance at peace is more ruthiess than France at war.'"

Herriot's new pvernment and the

Dawes Plan, however, renewed some .Amencan confidence in the French and improved the

balance of positive versus negative imagery in the course of 1924.

The foregoing epilogue provides an opportunity to reflect on the implications of the
data which have been assembleci for this study. Clearly, Americans felt a strong sense of
ambivalence toward the French. Both the newspapers scruthked here and the Amencan
reading public celebrated the ideals of liberty that French society appeared to espouse. On the
other hmd, the papers and public opinion of the United States were honified by some of those
liberties, as seen in their reactions to the use of black troops in positions of authority over
whites, particularly over white women. To the majority of Americans in the 1920s, whose own
nation tvas heavily entrenched in a system of violent oppression and segegation of blacks,
racial mixing was both repusant and immoral. Conversely, whire the intellectualism of the
French hspired Amencan scholars, who happily aligned themeIves with French thinkers,
there was widespread aversion to the apparent debauchery of Paris. Amencans were at once
enamoured by some French women, and condemned others for lheir promiscuity. The strong
reactions in riewspapers to many aspects of French life and politics, positive or negative, reveai
somethin; of the American people. AIthough -4mericans ceiebnted some aspects of French
society, they believed themserves to be morally supenor to the French.

The perceived

irnrnorality of the French was the underlyine theme of almost d l criticisrn levelled at them.
This finding is supported by Mark Kriesberg, who wites ehat because of traditional
isolationism, many Americans were chauvinistic, convinced they were "the most righteous and
mightiest of al1 peoples."'O As Chapter Four has docurnented, this attitude of s~perioritywas
evident in many of the newspaper articles that appeared in three of Amenca's prominent
papers.
But just how influentiai were newspapers in this era? Who read them? No o f f i d
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education of the American public and how infotmed they were about govermental issues,
The 1940 census documented that most Americans, aged 25 or older, were not schooled
beyond the eighth grade, and that more people had not completed one year of scbool than had
completed four years of uuivenity

' ' Clearly, the American population in 1940 was not highly

educated, and illiteracy was probably fairly widespread. It was likely very similar dwing the
eariy intenvar period. The theoretical literature on this topic conuects the level of education to
public awareness of important foreign policy issues. Thus, low-incorne groups in the 1940s
were both pooriy educated and pooriy informed, conditions which c m be ascnbed to the
stresses of poverty.i'

in addition, Kriesberg claims that urbanites are traditionally better

informed than rural people; ~ e o ~ p also
h y determincd American attentiveness to official
affairs. In the early twentieth century, the literate American public relied almost exclusively

on newspapers for idonnation on current events. Studies Iiom the 1930s and 1940s indicated
that the more educated people supplemented their newspaper reading with printed periodicals,

while the less educated used the radio.13 This is significant because newspapers, which tend to

specialize in foreign affairs. should have infiuenced the public more than other media did.
News in paper form is tangible, s a y Bernard Cohen. and can be collected and snidied, unlike

radio news.''

Moreover, in the sariy I920s, since radio was not yet a news medium, the

-4merican public had Eew options to che printed press.

Newspapers, wkch tended to be

thorou& couId be read at one's Leisure and shared among many people, thus were an

infiuential means of purveying information and opinion. This fact is artested to by the press's
traditional relationship with government.
Since 1914, the State Department has used the press both to disseminate its policy on
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affairs. Moreover, prior to the Second World War, the press was Wtually the sole channel of
communication between the State Department and the public.'5 The State Department also
relied on the press to communicate information to othenvise isolated govenimental
depamnents. in return, the press has relied heaviIy on the State Department for foreign policy
information. Despite this close reIationstiip between the state and the press, most Americans
remained abysmally uninformed of foreign flairs. Thei. focus, instead, was on domestic
issues.

Bailey remarks that Ammicans have traditionally been most concemed with

themselves, then with near neighbours, and then-both

1 s t and least-with

foreigners

ove~seas.'~He continues by saying that the Amencan public in the 1910s was isolationist
Wmost beyond belief,"" a sentiment that h r theris argues was only encourased by the
contemporary press.
indeed, at l e s t part of the blame for the lack of public awareness of foreign affairs lies
with the press itself.

Levering argues that because of their biases and Iirnited space,

newspapers carried simplified stories about violence or the threat of it, emphasizing "the
exceptional rather than the significant."

'' Ar a result, readers were leR with a false sense of

what the important foreign policy issues were. The public was exposed to diluted
interpretations of Arnencan foreign policy toward France through the media, which resulted in
a widespread iyorance of-and

intolerance for-other nations.

Kriesberg States that widespread igorance in the American public was compounded by
deep-scated prejudice. He distinguishes between an informed electorate-those
vote and who stay up-to-date on Foreign affairs-and

eIigibIe to

an eIectorate that is merely aware. The

former take an active interest in poliCid issues while the latter, "dthough they may folIow
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in 1947, more than 80 per cent of voters were reached by both radio and newspapers, and fully
80 per cent of voters read a daily or weekly newspaper regularly. It must be noted that there is

a difTerence benveen 'voters', and the electorate. A study of voting patterns since 1912

ie percent of the eligibie American population voted in
revealed that, generally, only f
Presidential e~ections.?~
Therefore, if the voting public in the interwar period read newspapers
as regularly as it did in 1947, it was perhaps an aware group, but a poorly informed one.
It appean that the press could only have had a Iimited effect on public opinion @en the
~eneralignorance of the Amencan public, and the associated problems of illiteracy and voter
tum-out. However, the research for this thesis has indicated that such an appearance is
misleading. Although there were illiterate segments of Society, there were sipificant num bers
of newspaper readers, as attested to by the impressive circulations of the three newspapers
scnitinized here, and by the fact that cities such as New York, San Francisco, and Chicago had
several large newspapers each. ï h e American reading public, without extensive knowledge of
foreign affairs, was less likely to criticize press perceptions, and tended to believe and adopt
the simplifications and stereotypes commoniy found in the popular press. This is supported by
the general tendency to pay less attention to events overseas thm to domestic issues. These
simplifications, as previously mentioned, were made by the press itself and by officials caser
to sway public opinion in their favour. The circular nature of this issue is as follows:
sovernment officials informed the press of the aspects of foreign policy they considered to be
expedient; the press interpreted these ropics into shon, more easily understood, micles before
printing them in the newspapers that the public consumed and then adopted as "truths."
.Aithou$

reporters tend to try to focus on nones they consider to be important. their

challenging of govemment's news releases is limited by their dependence on Washington for
information.

Transplanting such broad observations into the reai world of time and place requires a
return to the ovemding topic of this thesis. The papers used here were selected on the basis of
their geographical location, and their large circulations incikate they were widely accepted. As
mentioned in the introduction, there were some 323,000 tVav York Times issued daiIy in 1921,
a circulation that reached 351,000 by the end of 1924."

The circulation of Robert

McCoxmick's Tnbune doubled behveen 1913 and 1921, from 261,278 to 500,000, reaching
over 800,000 on Sundays in the same period, William Randolph Hearst's media empire was
enormous, an empire consisting of 5,100,000 dailies. These were prominent newspapers, and
clearly reached a nurnber of people.
The perspectives and tones of newspapers have long been heavily influenced by their
administrators. This was me of the three editor/owners discussed here and their personal
perceptions of France, a moralistic perception that reflected a widely held belief in h e r i c a n
supenority. h addition. this representation reflected, to a large degree, the personalities and
experiences of the three men. Adolph Ochs of the Times was raised in a desperately poor
immigrant f'ily, a heritage that encouraged a belief in the importance of independent and
objective reponing, and that gave him a cosmopoIitan attitude toward Europe.

Robert

Rutherford McCormick was an aristocrat who had benefited fiom an expensive and prestigious
education, and whose strong nationalism was reflected in his newspaper. His paper appeaied
to the population of the mid-west, an area known for its isolationkt perspective.
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as a spoiled and impetuous man determined to secure a place in the White House. The
Eraminer reflected his fervent dislike of European politics. Yet despite their bises, al1 three of

these newspapers contained both positive and negative images of France, an ambiguity that
was duplicated in popular culture and foreign policy.
ï h e connection between newspapers, Amencans of the 1920s, and the foreign poIicy of
that penod is a contentious and tenuous link to make, particularly in the absence of modem
public opinion polling. According to Melvin Small, while no study proves incontestably that
the public plays a role in policy-making, this connection is seldom d i ~ p t e d .Yet
~ a reminder
of the policy ofpost-war Arnerica toward France is important to this discussion.
As explored in Chapter One, Washington in the 1920s was detemiined to extricate itself

tiom French, and indeed European, politics. in the wake of warthe hardships, and following
the bickering of the Paris Peace Conference, Arnencans were anxious for a return to
"normalcy."

Aggavating this national sentiment was the Russian-bred BoIshevism that

seerned to be infecting parts of Europe with ideas that were contcary to those espoused in the
United States and thus remindïng Amencans of that continent's political votatility. The
hnerican general public, traditionally isolationist, was cspecially fearfuI of future involvement

in European contlict after World War One. in submitting the peace settlement, Wilson ruined
his chances of hating it accepted; hs inflexibly held onto the ori@nal ternis of the Treaty.

When he tumed to the public in the form of an election, he lost to a RepubIican in a 1920 land
slide (61 percent of the vote tvas against him)."

The elecrion was correcdy interpreted as a

mandate for the ~epublicans." Hardin$s governrnent adopted a foreign policy based on the
concept of leading the tvorld by example, rather tha. beinj directly involved in it. In this
r!e&r,
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its ahility to

accept or reject

a foreip poiicy and

sided with critics of the League of Nations and Europe's apparent " r e m to its old degenerate
ways.""

The images îÏom contemporary newspapers went fâr in promoting this image.

ïhroughout the early interwar period, there were many contentious poiicies adopted
toward France by Washington. The United States was a key player in the issue of world
disarmament discussed at the Washington Anns Limitation Conference of L922, the goal of
which was to slow or end the race for naval supremacy being staged by Great Britain, the
United States, and Japan. However, in relegating France to the same level as Italy rather than
including her arnong the 'Big Three,' despite her Long coasts and recent invasion, was deeply
offensive to France. This offence was compounded by Arnerican detemination to collect
French war debt, while providing Germany loans to meet its reparation deadhes. The
bittemess caused by American policy in France only caused Amencan attitudes, already
sensitive to ContinentaI criticism, to become even more nationalistic and isolationis~.?~
Ralph Levenng states "opinions on foreign affairs, as on other subjects, are rooted deeply
in an individual's personality and values."?'

The values of the h e r i c a n public were, to a

Iarge extent, skewed by illitency, a lack of education, and deep-seated prejudice. Americans
who were strongIy isolationist, and who believed their nation to be the most generous in the
world, were convinced in the 1920s of their righteou~ness.'~ This anitude was noticeable in the
treatment of France by the Chicago Tribune and the Son Francisco Euminer, as explored in
Chapter Four. France was described somewhat differently in the LVOVYork Times, but the
Latter did not reflect the attitude of the majority of h e r i c a n readers. Leaders who believed in
American involvement abroad, and who supported the League of Nations, were concentrated in
the northeast, almost entirely around the area of New York ~ i t y . ' ~in the Iare I950s no more

bener analytical, relatively profound, semi-popular periodicals like the New York Times...,130 A
poorly-informed public is not a good influence on any democratic govement's foreign policy.
Although it appears that the printed press of this era was as uncertain about France as
were the government and the public, its effect is extrernely difficult to measure. Likewise,
establishing the effect of public opinion on official policy is difficult, Ralph Leverin; calls the
roll of the public "constructive and indispensabley'." Melvin Srnall claïms there is a general
agreement over the role public opinion likely plays, which is that it sets certain Limits and gods
for policy makers. Public opinion affects policy making, if not by initiating prograrns, then at
least by limiting options."

in the context of this thesis, Srnall's point is illustrated by

Woodrow Wilson and the League of Nations. As discussed in Chapter One, the President
brou@ his fourteen points to the Paris Peace Conference, an agenda he thought would Iead to
international peace. Xlthough these points were a key element of the peace settlement, to the
Amencan public Article 'C of the League Covenant was unacceptable-that

article which

committed al1 members of the League of Nations to protect other members fiom the aggression
of beiligerent States, The h e r i c a n public strongly opposed such an undefined obhgation to
European nations that. like France, were being portrayed by the press as militant and
duplicitous. As a result of strong opposition to Wilson and the issue of the League from the
public and From the hnerican Congress, the Treaty of Versailles was never ratified, thus
excluding the possibility of American involvement in the League of Nations. 1t appears the
pubiic, and arguably the press, had an effect on official Foreign policy in this situation.
in the penod of embittered Franco-herican relations, f?om late 1922 to eady 19%

however, their effixt is somewhat more ambiguous. PresumabIy, had the saintly newspaper
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would have dlowed for her relief fiom war debts and would have supported the Ruhr
occupations. Conversely, had the barrot portraya1 of France successfiilly convinced the
Amencan public of her negative aspects, then officia1 poIicy would have been more strict than
it was, perhaps resulting in diplornatic ties behg cut completely. In reality, the ambiguity of
the images of France in the American media was mirrored by mbiguity in the foreign policies

of the United States. Washington supported France to a degree, but shied away fiom any
substantial assistance.

As the horrors of war receded. the Arnerican press, for reasons stated in this thesis,

ideaiized and vilified their former associate. Ambiguity was a central theme to the early
interwar period; France was seen as both saint and hariot, as she had long been viewed,
However, ambiguity cm be a treacherous path for people, media, and governmnts to follow.
A public relying on stereotypical and one-sided arguments fkom biziçed newspapen about a

nation, which Iike any other, is cornpiex and diverse, remains doomed to support a dangerous
and chauvinistic foreign policy. James Madison, in speaking to Thomas Jefferson, said:

The management of foreign relations appears ro be.the most susceptible of abuse
of al1 the trusts committed to a government, because ihey can be conceaied or
disclosed, or disclosed in such parts and at such tirnes as tvill best suit particular
views; and because the body of the people are less capable of judging, and are
more under the influence of prejudices, on that brrinch of their affairs, than of any
0 t h . Periiaps it is a universal truth that the Ioss of liberty at home is to be
charged to provisions against danger, real or pretended, 601x1abroad."
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